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Summary 

Robust Principal Component Analysis 
Biplots 

 

In this study several procedures for finding robust principal components (RPCs) 

for low and high dimensional data sets are investigated in parallel with robust 

principal component analysis (RPCA) biplots. These RPCA biplots will be used 

for the simultaneous visualisation of the observations and variables in the 

subspace spanned by the RPCs. 

Chapter 1 contains: a brief overview of the difficulties that are encountered when 

graphically investigating patterns and relationships in multidimensional data and 

why PCA can be used to circumvent these difficulties; the objectives of this 

study; a summary of the work done in order to meet these objectives; certain 

results in matrix algebra that are needed throughout this study.  

In Chapter 2 the derivation of the classic sample principal components (SPCs) is 

first discussed in detail since they are the „building blocks‟ of classic principal 

component analysis (CPCA) biplots. Secondly, the traditional CPCA biplot of 

Gabriel (1971) is reviewed. Thirdly, modifications to this biplot using the new 

philosophy of Gower & Hand (1996) are given attention. Reasons why this 

modified biplot has several advantages over the traditional biplot – some of which 

are aesthetical in nature – are given. Lastly, changes that can be made to the 

Gower & Hand (1996) PCA biplot to optimally visualise the correlations between 

the variables is discussed. 

Because the SPCs determine the position of the observations as well as the 

orientation of the arrows (traditional biplot) or axes (Gower and Hand biplot) in 

the PCA biplot subspace, it is useful to give estimates of the standard errors of 

the SPCs together with the biplot display as an indication of the stability of the 

biplot. A computer-intensive statistical technique called the Bootstrap is firstly 

discussed that is used to calculate the standard errors of the SPCs without 
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making underlying distributional assumptions. Secondly, the influence of outliers 

on Bootstrap results is investigated. Lastly, a robust form of the Bootstrap is 

briefly discussed for calculating standard error estimates that remain stable with 

or without the presence of outliers in the sample. All the preceding topics are the 

subject matter of Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, reasons why a PC analysis should be made robust in the presence 

of outliers are firstly discussed. Secondly, different types of outliers are 

discussed. Thirdly, a method for identifying influential observations and a method 

for identifying outlying observations are investigated. Lastly, different methods for 

constructing robust estimates of location and dispersion for the observations 

receive attention. These robust estimates are used in numerical procedures that 

calculate RPCs. 

In Chapter 5, an overview of some of the procedures that are used to calculate 

RPCs for lower and higher dimensional data sets is firstly discussed. Secondly, 

two numerical procedures that can be used to calculate RPCs for lower 

dimensional data sets are discussed and compared in detail. Details and 

examples of robust versions of the Gower & Hand (1996) PCA biplot that can be 

constructed using these RPCs are also provided. 

In Chapter 6, five numerical procedures for calculating RPCs for higher 

dimensional data sets are discussed in detail. Once RPCs have been obtained 

by using these methods, they are used to construct robust versions of the PCA 

biplot of Gower & Hand (1996). Details and examples of these robust PCA 

biplots are also provided. 

An extensive software library has been developed so that the biplot methodology 

discussed in this study can be used in practice. The functions in this library are 

given in an appendix at the end of this study. This software library is used on 

data sets from various fields so that the merit of the theory developed in this 

study can be visually appraised. 
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Opsomming 

Robuuste Hoofkomponent Analise 
Bistippings 

 

In hierdie studie word tegelykertyd ondersoek ingestel na prosedures vir die 

berekening van robuuste hoofkomponente vir lae en hoë dimensionele data 

asook robuuste hoofkomponent analise bistippings. Hierdie robuuste 

hoofkomponent analise bistippings sal gebruik word vir die gelyktydige 

voorstelling van die waarnemings en veranderlikes in die deelruimte wat deur die 

robuuste hoofkomponente voortgebring word. 

Hoofstuk 1 bevat die volgende: ‟n Kort oorsig oor die struikelblokke wat 

teëgekom word wanneer patrone en verhoudings in multidimensionele data 

grafies ondersoek word en ‟n bespreking hoe hoofkomponent analise gebruik 

kan word om hierdie struikelblokke te ontduik; die doelstellings van hierdie 

studie; ‟n opsomming van die werk wat gedoen is om hierdie doelstellings te 

bereik; spesifieke resultate in matriks algebra wat deurgaans in hierdie studie 

benodig word. 

In Hoofstuk 2 word eerstens die afleiding van die klassieke steekproef 

hoofkomponente bespreek omdat hulle die „boustene‟ van die klassieke 

hoofkomponent analise bistipping is. Tweedens word die tradisionele klassieke 

hoofkomponent analise bistipping van Gabriel (1971) bespreek. Derdens word 

aandag gegee aan die veranderinge aan die tradisionele bistipping deur gebruik 

te maak van die nuwe filosofie van Gower & Hand (1996).  Redes waarom 

hierdie bistipping verskeie voordele bo die tradisionele bistipping het, waarvan 

sommige esteties van aard is, word verskaf.  Laastens word die veranderinge 

bespreek wat aangebring kan word aan die Gower & Hand (1996) bistipping om 

die korrelasies tussen die veranderlikes optimaal voor te stel. 

Omdat die steekproef hoofkomponente die posisie van die waarnemings asook 

die oriëntasie van die pyle (tradisionele bistippings) of asse (Gower en Hand 
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bistippings) in die deelruimte van die bistipping bepaal, is dit waardevol om 

beramings te gee van die standaardfoute van die hoofkomponente tesame met 

die bistipping voorstelling as ‟n aanduiding van die stabiliteit van die bistipping. 

Eerstens word ‟n rekenaar intensiewe statistiese tegniek,  die Skoenlus, 

bespreek. Die Skoenlus word gebruik om beramings van die hoofkomponente se 

standaardafwykings te bereken sonder om enige aanname in verband met die 

onderliggende verdeling te maak. Tweedens word die invloed van uitskieters op 

die resultate wat verkry is met die Skoenlus ondersoek. Laastens word ‟n 

robuuste vorm van die Skoenlus kortliks bespreek vir gebruik om stabiele 

beramings van die standaardafwykings te bereken met of sonder die 

teenwoordigheid van uitskieters in die steekproef. Die voorafgaande is die 

onderwerp van bespreking in Hoofstuk 3. 

In Hoofstuk 4 word eerstens die redes bespreek waarom hoofkomponent analise 

robuust gemaak behoort te word in die teenwoordigheid van uitskieters.  

Tweedens word verskillende tipes uitskieters bepreek.  Derdens word ‟n metode 

vir die identifikasie van invloedryke waarnemings en ‟n metode vir die 

identifikasie van uitskieter waarnemings ondersoek.  Laastens word verskillende 

metodes vir die konstruksie van robuuste beramings vir die lokaliteit en 

verspreiding van die waarnemings ondersoek. Hierdie robuuste beramings word 

in numeriese prosedures gebruik om robuuste hoofkomponente te bereken. 

In Hoofstuk 5 word eerstens ‟n oorsig gegee van sommige van die metodes wat 

gebruik kan word om robuuste hoofkomponente vir lae en hoë dimensionele data 

te bereken.  Tweedens word twee numeriese prosedures bespreek wat gebruik 

kan word om robuuste hoofkomponente vir lae dimensionele data te bereken. 

Hierdie twee prosedures word in besonderhede vergelyk. Besonderhede en 

voorbeelde van robuuste weergawes van die Gower & Hand (1996) bistipping 

wat met hierdie robuuste hoofkomponente gekonstrueer word, word ook gegee. 

In Hoofstuk 6 word vyf numeriese prosedures vir die bepaling van robuuste 

hoofkomponente vir hoë dimensionele data in besonderhede bespreek. Sodra 

die hoofkomponente deur hierdie metodes verkry is, word hulle gebruik vir die 
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konstruksie van robuuste weergawes van die bistipping van Gower & Hand 

(1996). Besonderhede en voorbeelde van robuuste weergawes van die Gower & 

Hand (1996) bistipping wat met hierdie robuuste hoofkomponente gekonstrueer 

word, word ook gegee. 

ŉ Uitgebreide sagteware biblioteek is ontwikkel sodat die bistipping-metodologie 

wat in hierdie studie bespreek is, gebruik kan word in die praktyk. Die funksies in 

hierdie biblioteek word voorsien in ŉ aanhangsel aan die einde van hierdie 

studie. Die sagteware biblioteek is toegepas op data uit verskeie dissiplines 

sodat die meriete van die teorie wat in hierdie studie ontwikkel is visueel 

beoordeel kan word. 
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Chapter 1 

Theory of Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA): An Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction: Why consider PCA? 

Depending on the context in which it is used, the term „Multivariate Analysis‟ 

(MVA) has several different meanings. Roy (1975), Kendall (1957) and Dagnelie 

(1975) use the term for the study of relationships between sets of dependent or 

interdependent variables. In the analysis of dependence there is a dependent 

and independent set of variables. The variables are treated asymmetrically; 

multiple regression is a well known example. In the analysis of interdependence 

the sets of variable are treated symmetrically; principal component analysis 

(PCA) is a well known example. Anderson (1984) uses the term for the study of 

data that are assumed to have a multivariate normal distribution, while Tatsuoka 

(1971) generalises this further by studying any multidimensional distribution. Van 

de Geer (1971) uses the term for the linear analysis of data matrices with the aim 

of data reduction and geometric representations in mind. 

Kshirsagar (1978) and Gnanadesikan (1977) use the term for the generalisation 

of existing univariate techniques. Groups of variables are replaced by single 

variables which are linear combinations of the variables in the group. 

The term „Multivariate Statistical Analysis‟ (MSA) is often used in place of MVA 

when assuming an underlying multidimensional distribution for the data such as 

the multivariate normal distribution. The term „Multivariate Data Analysis‟ (MDA) 

is used when no such assumption is made and transformations and 

combinations of the variables with the purpose of representing the data in a 

simple and graphical way is desired. 

Gifi (1990) summarises MVA as follows: 
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 The  sample observations on  variables (not necessarily continuous) 

are defined on a common probability space. 

 In the simplest case (known as Discrete MVA), the probability is defined 

by counting the number of observations in the subset of the finite set of 

observations and dividing by . The observations constitute a 

multidimensional contingency table. 

 It is also possible that the probability space has an infinite number of 

observations. The population is now infinite and cannot be observed. 

Therefore a joint distribution for the variables is assumed. 

 The  observations are a random sample from the same population model 

and an empirical probability measure estimates the theoretical one. 

These generalisations lead up to Gifi (1990) making the following statement: 

MVA studies systems of correlated random variables or random samples from 

such systems. 

For the duration of this study no assumptions are made about the underlying 

population distribution. The sole purpose is to simplify the data so that graphical 

representations can be made that are useful for revealing relationships among 

the observations. Data (items) are recorded on several characteristics (variables) 

and are arranged in a data matrix. The assumption is made that the variables are 

continuous, but need not be necessarily commensurable. Therefore this study is 

concerned with MDA. 

Multivariate data poses several challenges to the investigator. One of the first 

steps in analysing such data is to calculate descriptive statistics such as the 

mean and standard deviation for each variable. Also, the sample correlation 

matrix can be calculated to investigate the interrelationships between the 

variables. However, these numerical summaries, especially the sample 

covariance matrix, become very large when the number of variables is large. This 

can cause patterns to become not easily discernible so that the interpretation and 

comprehension of the summaries becomes more involved. 
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Graphs should always be paired with numerical summaries in order to make the 

interpretation of the results of the analyses easier. According to Chambers, 

Cleveland, Kleiner & Tukey (1983), “there is no single statistical tool that is as 

powerful as a well-chosen graph”. This is because many patterns and 

relationships that are not apparent in numerical summaries often make their 

appearance in graphical displays. The possible advantages of graphical 

presentation methods have been summarised by Schmid (1954): 

 In comparison with raw numerical summaries, charts are more visually 

appealing to the reader. 

 Visual relationships are more clearly grasped and remembered. 

 Graphical presentations save time, since the essential meaning of large 

masses of data can be visualised at a glance. 

 Graphical presentations provide a comprehensive picture of a problem 

than could be derived from numerical summaries. 

 Graphical presentations can reveal hidden relationships and patterns. 

As a start, the investigator could get an approximate idea of the distributional 

form of the individual variables by constructing histograms or box plots of each 

variable. But, these univariate displays do not accurately reflect the multivariate 

structure of the data. For example, it is of interest to determine whether there is  

positive or negative correlation between pairs of variables and also to investigate 

whether observations do not conform to the rest of the data on one or more 

variables. These nonconforming observations are termed outlying 

observations.  

By inspecting univariate graphs, it is possible to determine whether an 

observation is an outlier on individual variables. But, consider the following 

example: Suppose the weights and heights of several adults are recorded. 

Suppose one adult has a weight of 40kg and a height of 1.8 meters. Neither of 

these items may be outliers on the variables of „height‟ and „weight‟ considered 

separately, but it is highly unlikely that a person with a height of 1.8 meters 
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weighs 40 kg. This unusual observation will reveal itself in a two-dimensional 

scatter plot of the data. The scatter plot will also reveal if there is a linear 

relationship between the two variables. Therefore, the investigator should not 

stop at univariate graphical displays, but should construct two-dimensional 

displays or even three-dimensional displays to reveal more relationships in the 

data. 

However, as soon as the data are recorded on more than three variables, two- 

and three-dimensional displays by themselves are no longer adequate to reveal 

patterns in the data in higher dimensions. Therefore, some technique is needed 

that can reduce the dimensionality of the data so that as little information as 

possible is lost. There are various criteria that can be minimised in order to lose 

as little of different types of information as possible and these will be elaborated 

on later.  

The most common dimension-reduction technique is PCA and the scores of the 

derived variables that are the output of this analysis are often plotted in pairs to 

reveal more interesting relationships in the data. PCA is a classic multivariate 

technique dating back to publications by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933). 

However, Pearson and Hotelling derived principal components (PCs) by focusing 

on two different aspects. The former focuses on the aspect of optimally 

approximating a -variate random vector in a linear subspace of lower 

dimension while the latter focuses on the linear transformation of a -variate 

vector into a new random vector whose components are uncorrelated. Since the 

data are essentially being approximated by reducing its dimensionality, PCA will 

be viewed from the perspective of Pearson in the majority of this study. 

The criterion that  will be minimised in order to find the optimal linear subspace 

will be the sum of squared deviations of the observations (residuals) from the 

subspace, deviation being measured orthogonally to the subspace. Using the 

Huygens Principle, Gower & Hand (1996) show that the optimal subspace must 

necessarily pass through the centroid of the data. Therefore, the assumption is 
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made throughout this study that the data matrix has been centred. Keeping 

Figure 1.1 in mind, the following is true according to the Pythagorean theorem, 

 (1-1) 

where  is the total number of observations,  is the squared distance from the 

origin ( ) to the observation ,  is the squared distance from the origin to the 

point  which is the projection of  on the optimal subspace  and  is the 

squared residual distance between observation  and its projection . The 

following result, which can be generalised to the multivariate case, is needed. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: The point  is the centroid of the observations and lies in the optimal 

subspace . The points  and  are the projections of the 

observations  and  on  with residual distances  and  

respectively. Also indicated are the inter-observational distance  

between  and  in the full space and  between the points  and 

 in the optimal subspace.                  
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Result 1.1 

Let  be a random univariate sample from some characteristic of 

interest. Then, if  denotes the mean of these  observations, the following can 

be shown, 

 (1-2) 

Therefore, the squared deviations of the observations from their mean has been 

written in terms of the squared distances between the observations.  

Using (1-2), (1-1) can be written in terms of squared distances: 

 (1-3) 

where the  are the distances between the original observations, the  are 

the distances between the projections of the observations in the optimal 

subspace  and the  are the residual distances.  Thus, because the sum of 

squares of residuals is minimised, it follows that the difference between the sum 

of squares of the original and fitted distances is minimised. Therefore PCA 

strives to preserve the original inter-observational Euclidean distances as much 

as possible. 

 

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

Since PCs are found by minimising the sum of squares of residual distances of 

the original observations from the optimal subspace, it follows that outlying 

observations might distort the derived PCs. According to the intuitive definitions 

of Barnett & Lewis (1998) and Hawkins (1980), outliers are observations that are 

inconsistent with the bulk of the data set. This definition implies that outliers are a 

long way from the rest of the observations in the -dimensional space defined by 

the variables. 
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According to Jolliffe (2002), such observations can, but need not, have a drastic 

and disproportionate effect on the results of various analyses of a data set, 

depending on their position and the type of analysis being done. Outliers that 

indeed have a large effect are called influential observations. Therefore, it may 

be desirable to adapt the analysis to remove or limit the effects of such 

observations; that is, the analysis is made robust. In this study, the main aim will 

be the accommodation of the outliers, meaning that the focus will be limiting the 

effects of outliers on the results of the analysis while not removing them from the 

data set. 

It is well known that sample principal components (SPCs) can be graphically 

represented using PCA biplots. A PCA biplot is the multivariate analogue of a 

two-dimensional scatter plot in which the PC scores as well as the original  

variables are represented. The most obvious difference between a biplot and an 

ordinary two-dimensional scatter plot is that the axes representing the original 

variables are not orthogonal to each other. The traditional PCA biplot that was 

introduced by Gabriel (1971) was extended using the philosophy of Gower & 

Hand (1996) which makes allowance for, amongst other things – which will be 

elaborated on later, different sets of axes to be constructed in the PCA biplot 

space. 

The first objective of this study will be the construction of the traditional PCA 

biplot of Gabriel (1971) and the PCA biplot based on the Gower & Hand (1996) 

philosophy from the SPCs. 

The second objective of this study will be to assess the variability inherent in the 

SPCs calculated using the Bootstrap. Since the SPCs are calculated from the 

sample covariance matrix which is calculated using the observations, the SPCs 

are statistics. If the variability of a statistic is large, it is known as an unstable 

statistic – and is therefore more likely to be effected by an influential or outlying 

observation – only in respect to the sample at hand, or if it is a phenomenon of 

the population being studied. If a statistic is effected by an influential or outlying 

observation, it is said to be non-robust. It will be derived that the SPCs are 
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responsible for the orientation of the biplot axes as well as the positions of the 

observations in the biplot space. Therefore, it is of importance to determine the 

stability of the SPCs. The stability of the SPCs will be assessed by using the 

standard errors of the SPC coefficients. The standard error of an SPC (statistic) 

is an estimate of its standard deviation. 

PCA Biplots will be constructed using pairs of SPCs and as discussed in 

Gnanadesikan & Kettenring (1972), a plot of the first few and last few SPCs will 

detect different types of outliers. The outliers that are detectable using the first 

few SPCs are those which inflate variances and covariances. If an outlier is the 

cause of a large increase in one or more of the variances of the original 

variables, then it must be extreme on those variables and thus detectable by 

looking at plots of single variables. Similarly, an observation that inflates a 

covariance or correlation between two variables will usually be clearly visible on 

a plot of these two variables. By contrast, the last few SPCs may detect outliers 

that are not apparent with respect to the original variables. A strong correlation 

structure between variables implies that there are linear functions of the variables 

with small variances compared to the variances of the original variables. In other 

words, for two variables  and  with a strong positive correlation, it is possible 

to write  where  is a positive constant and  is a random variable 

with a much smaller variance than  or . Therefore, the linear function 

 has a small variance and for this reason, the last few SPCs which are 

linear functions with small variances compared to the first few SPCs, are able to 

detect observations that violate the correlation structure imposed by the bulk of 

the data. 

The third objective will be to investigate how PCA biplots change if suspected 

outliers are left out of the analysis. This eliminates the masking effect of outliers 

that are substantially different from the rest of the observations. Such outliers 

may so strongly influence the SPCs that these SPCs now mainly reflect the 

position of the outliers rather than the structure of the majority of the data. This 
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phenomenon is especially apparent if the sample size is small and contains a few 

outliers. 

It is more desirable to leave the suspected outliers in the data set so that they 

can be viewed relative to the bulk of the observations. Techniques that minimise 

the influence of outliers on the SPCs have been developed and in so doing the 

structure of the majority of the observations is represented in PCA biplots. These 

PCA biplots are called robust PCA biplots. It is then possible to see how the 

outliers differ from the majority of the data. This is the fourth objective of the 

study. 

The fifth objective is to turn the statistical theory developed into usable software 

that will be used on several well-known data sets as well as a few new data sets 

to illustrate the points of this study. The programming language that is used for 

developing the software is R which is the open-source version of the statistical 

programming language S-PLUS. 

The sixth objective of the study is to compare the effectiveness the different 

robust techniques used to obtain robust PCA biplots using the software 

developed with R. The computational complexity of the different techniques will 

not be considered as a factor in choosing a technique, but rather the reliability of 

the technique when the number of variables is much larger than the number of 

observations. 

 

1.3 Scope of the Study 

The scope of the study is depicted in Figure 1.2. The diagram consists of a 

hierarchy. The successive chapters of the study progress from the foundation – 

the traditional PCA biplot of Gabriel – to the apex – turning  statistical theory into 

useful software that is used in applications. 
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Figure 1.2: Diagrammatic representation of the scope of the study. 

 

Chapter 2 is concerned with PCA biplot techniques. The traditional PCA biplot of 

Gabriel (1971) is reviewed. 

The new philosophy of Gower & Hand (1996) is introduced in the PCA biplot. 

This PCA biplot has several advantages over the traditional biplot, some of which 

are aesthetical in nature. 

The Gower & Hand philosophy generalises biplot methodology to some newer 

and less well-known methods. This study will be limited to the investigation of 

classical SPCs (CPCs) and robust PCs (RPCs) together with the PCA biplots 

used to graphically represent them. A topic for further study could be how the 

techniques covered in this study could be used for constructing robust biplots for 

canonical variate analysis (CVA). It is well known that PCA is a special case of 

CVA (cf. Gifi, 1990) because CVA does not ignore grouping in the observations 

according to a possible extraneous variable, while PCA does. 

The SPCs are statistics because they are calculated using the sample. 

Therefore, like any statistics, the SPCs will vary depending on the sample. 

Consequently, it might be necessary to determine how resistant the SPCs are to 

The traditional biplot 

Gower & Hand philosophy: PCA biplot 

Limiting impact of influential 
observations: Robust biplots 

Software 

Applications 

Assessing variability with the 
bootstrap 
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changes in the sample. If the SPCs are resistant to changes in the sample they 

are said to be stable. One measure of stability that can be estimated is the 

standard deviation of a SPC. Because the SPCs determine the position of the 

observations in the PCA biplot as well as the position of the biplot axes, it is 

useful to give estimates of the standard deviations of the SPCs together with the 

biplot display as an indication of the stability of the biplot. A computer-intensive 

statistical technique called the Bootstrap will be used to estimate the standard 

deviations of the SPCs without making underlying distributional assumptions. 

The influence of outliers in the sample on the results achieved with the Bootstrap 

will also be investigated. A robust form of the Bootstrap will be briefly discussed 

for calculating standard errors that remain stable in the presence of outliers in the 

data set. All the preceding topics are the subject matter of Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, different types of outliers will be discussed. A method for identifying 

influential observations namely, influence functions, will be discussed and 

applied in the context of PCA. That is, influence functions will be used to identify 

observations that are influential for the PC variances (eigenvalues) or the PCs 

themselves (eigenvectors). A method for identifying outlying observations 

namely, robust Mahalanobis distances, will also be discussed. This method 

identifies as outliers those observations whose robust Mahalanobis distances are 

large compared to the robust Mahalanobis distances of the regular observations. 

Different methods for constructing robust estimates for location and dispersion 

will then receive attention. The univariate case is discussed first, followed by the 

generalisation to the multivariate case. The robust estimates of the classic 

sample covariance matrix are then used to calculate robust Mahalanobis 

distances which can be used to identify outlying observations. 

In Chapter 5, robust principal components (RPCs) will be calculated from the 

robust covariance estimate which is necessary for calculating robust 

Mahalanobis distances. The RPCs will be obtained without removing the 

observations with large robust Mahalanobis distances from the data set. A robust 

version of the PCA biplot will then be constructed using the RPCs calculated 

from a specific robust covariance estimate called the M-estimate. However, the 
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same procedure can be followed to calculate a robust PCA biplot using the other 

robust covariance estimates discussed in Chapter 4. Another method for 

calculating RPCs, which is based on a robust version of the singular value 

decomposition (RSVD), will also be discussed in Chapter 5. This method 

estimates the RPCs directly without first calculating a robust covariance estimate. 

In some disciplines, for example Chemometrics, or where microarray data sets 

are analysed, the number of variables are many times more than the number of 

observations, necessitating different procedures for determining the RPCs. In 

Chapter 6 such procedures will be discussed. The procedures in Chapter 5 are 

suited to data sets whose number of variables are less than the number of 

observations. Once RPCs have been obtained by using these procedures in 

Chapter 6, they will be used as input to algorithms used to construct robust 

versions of PCA biplots. Two different ways for obtaining the RPCs are used in 

these procedures:  

 A robust estimate of the sample covariance matrix is first calculated on 

which the SVD is applied in order to obtain the RPCs. The drawback of 

this approach is that estimated sample covariance matrix may not be 

positive definite. 

 A numerical procedure is applied to directly approximate the coefficients of 

the RPCs. 

Diagnostic plots for identifying outliers can be constructed for all these 

procedures and require the input of the robust sample covariance matrix. The 

procedures that directly estimate the RPCs do not output a covariance matrix, 

but the RPCs can be used to construct the covariance matrix afterwards. 

Details of the extensive software library developed to apply biplot methodology in 

practice is provided in the appendix. This software library is applied to various 

data sets from various fields so that the merit of the theory developed can be 

appraised. 
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1.4 Notation and necessary Algebraic Results 

The notation and conventions used in the study, together with a summary of the 

necessary algebraic results, follow. The notation given here will be amended 

should the need arise. 

  a (general) matrix with  rows and  columns 

  an -component column vector 

  an -component row vector or the transpose of  

 a column vector of 1‟s, the size of which follows from the context 

  a column vector of 0‟s with 1 in the -th position 

  determinant of the square matrix  

  i. the diagonal matrix formed by the diagonal elements of the 

square matrix  

ii. the column vector consisting of the diagonal elements of the 

square matrix  

  the submatrix of consisting of the first  columns of  where 

 

  the submatrix of  consisting of the first  rows of  

  a vector constructed from a matrix   column-wise 

 

  number of observations 

  number of variables 

  a data matrix (centred) consisting of  observations on  variables 
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  full (usually -dimensional) space 

  reduced -dimensional space 

  coordinates of the observations in the reduced space  

  coordinates (predicted) of the observations in the full space  

 an -component vector or random variables 

 

1.4.1 The Norm of a Matrix and Vector 

The norm of a matrix  is defined to be 

 (1-4) 

The norm of a vector  is defined to be 

 (1-5) 

which is the squared length of . 

 

1.4.2 The Singular Value Decomposition 

The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a matrix  of rank  is 

defined as 

 (1-6) 

where ,  and ; ,  and 

 
 

with  a diagonal matrix containing the non-increasing 

non-zero singular values of . From the SVD it follows that 
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 (1-7) 

and  

 (1-8) 

where 

  

Let  with . Then 

 (1-9) 

is the rank  least squares approximation to the matrix . It minimises 

  

over all matrices  having rank no greater than . The minimum value – or 

error of approximation – is 

 
 

This is also known as the Eckart-Young result (cf. Gower & Hand, 1996). 

 

1.4.3 The Generalised Singular Value Decomposition 

If  and  are specified positive definite symmetric matrices, then for  of 

rank , the Generalised SVD is defined by 

 (1-10) 

where  and  satisfy  and . Also, 
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with  a diagonal matrix containing the non-increasing non-zero generalised 

singular values of . This representation follows by finding the ordinary SVD of 

  

If the ordinary SVD of  is written as 

  

where  is diagonal, , , then 

  

Putting , ,  gives (1-8), where   and 

, as required. 

 

1.4.4 Orthonormality of Matrices and Vectors 

Orthonormality of vectors  and  is defined in terms of the usual inner product    

 with  and . The generalised inner product is defined by          

 with  and . The vectors  and  are therefore 

orthogonal in the metric .  

A square matrix  is orthogonal if . 

 

1.4.5 The Moore-Penrose Inverse 

By definition, a generalised inverse of a matrix  is any matrix  

such that 
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Except for the special case where  is a (square) non-singular matrix,  has an 

infinite number of generalised inverses (cf. Harville, 1997).  

However, if a generalised inverse  satisfies the following additional conditions, 

1. ; 

2. ; 

3. ; 

4. , 

it is known as the Moore-Penrose inverse (or pseudoinverse) of  and is defined 

uniquely by conditions 1 – 4. In this study, , will be used for denoting the 

generalised inverse of . 

 

1.4.6 The Projection of a Vector onto a Vector Space 

The projection of a vector  onto a vector space generated by the 

columns of a matrix  is given by 

i.  if  where  is the generalised inverse of  .  

ii.   if . 

 

1.4.7 The Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors of a Square Matrix 

An eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of a square matrix  satisfies the 

equation . From the characteristic equation 

  

it follows that there are  solutions which can be written in the one-sided 

eigenvalue problem matrix format 

 (1-11) 
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The -th column of  contains the eigenvector of  associated with the -

th eigenvalue. The convention that the eigenvalues are sorted in non-increasing 

order is used throughout this study. It is assumed that the non-zero eigenvalues 

are unique. It is further assumed that the  eigenvectors are mutually 

orthonormal. This implies that the eigenvectors are unique up to multiplication by 

-1. It follows that  and . When the need arises, eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors are denoted by: 

  the -th largest eigenvalue of . 

  the eigenvector corresponding to the -th largest eigenvalue of . 

The following two results concerning the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 

matrices will also be needed: 

 For  and  the non-zero eigenvalues of  and  are the 

same.           (1-12) 

 For  and  it follows that 

 

 (1-13) 

where  for . Further, if 

, then . 

Now, let  be a data matrix with the columns representing the  variables 

and the rows representing the  observations. Then, it follows from (1-12) that 

the non-zero eigenvalues of  and  are the same. Let the SVD of 

, then, if , the dimensionality of the problem can be reduced by 

working with the matrix , whose eigenvectors corresponding to the non-

zero eigenvalues are the columns of , according to (1-7). Similarly, if , the 

matrix  can be worked with, whose eigenvectors corresponding to the 

same non-zero eigenvalues are the columns of , according to (1-8). 
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1.4.8 The Spectral Decomposition of a Symmetric Matrix 

The Spectral Decomposition of a symmetric matrix  follows as a 

special case of the SVD and is given by 

 (1-14) 

where  for  are the eigenvalues of  and  for  are the 

associated normalised eigenvectors. 

 

1.4.9 The Square-Root Matrix 

If  the eigenvalues of  are the squares of the singular values of . It can 

be proved that  is at least positive semi-definite. It is clear that  is symmetric 

and if the matrix  denotes the symmetric square root matrix, then it is 

uniquely defined by 

 (1-15) 

where the diagonal matrix  contains the positive square roots of the 

eigenvalues of . 

 

1.4.10 Distances between Observation Vectors 

The term Euclidean (Pythagorean) distance is used for the ordinary distance 

between two observations  and , in other words, 

 (1-16) 

so that each variable contributes equally to the inter-observational distance. 

The Chi-squared distance between two observations  and  is given by 
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 (1-17) 

where  is a diagonal matrix.  

The Malahanobis distance between two observations  and  is given by 

 (1-18) 

where  is not necessarily a diagonal matrix. 

The distance metrics in (1-16) and (1-17) are additive, while the distance metric 

in (1-18) is non-additive. Note that in the case of the Chi-squared or Mahalanobis 

distance between two observations, the variables do not contribute equally to the 

inter-observational distance. In the case of the Chi-squared distance, variables 

with a large sample variance contribute less to the inter-observational distance 

than variables with a smaller sample variance.  

 

It will be assumed, unless stated otherwise, that the data matrix  has been 

centred by subtracting the mean vector  from each observation. Therefore, 

 
 

so that 
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Chapter 2 

PCA Biplots and Extensions 

 

2.1 Introduction 

A biplot is a graphical display of the information in a data matrix. Two kinds of 

information are contained in a data matrix: Information about the observations is 

contained in the rows while information about the variables is contained in the 

columns. The bi- refers to the fact that both the observations and variables are 

represented in the display. The convention that there are  observations on  

variables is used throughout this study. Therefore, each of the  observations 

has  measurable characteristics that form the columns of the data matrix.  

When there are only two variables, scatter plots can represent the information on 

both the observations and variables in a single diagram. The relative position of 

one observation to another, and the contribution of each variable to the position 

of an observation, can be visually inspected. The orthogonal projection of a point 

representing an observation onto the axes gives the values of the variables for 

the observation. 

When there are several variables, a matrix array of pair-wise scatter plots can be 

constructed, but there is no single display of all the variables. The biplot is a tool 

for representing this multivariate data in fewer dimensions – usually two 

dimensions – so that the variables and observations can be represented in a 

single diagram. However, reducing the dimensionality of the problem inevitably 

results in some information being lost. Also, because there are more than two 

axes (representing the variables) to display in a two-dimensional space, they will 

no longer be orthogonal to each other. However, the values of the variables for 

an observation can still be approximated by orthogonal projection onto the 

respective axes as in an ordinary scatter plot. 
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If the type of variables allowed are restricted to continuous variables, then the 

simplest biplot is obtained by minimising the sum of the squared errors of the 

ordinary Pythagorean (Euclidean) distances between the observations in the full 

-dimensional space and the reduced -dimensional space. This biplot is called 

the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) biplot. 

In Section 2.2 the principal components of the sample covariance (or correlation) 

matrix – termed sample principal components (SPCs) – are derived in detail as 

they are used for the construction of the PCA biplot. The traditional PCA biplot 

introduced by Gabriel (1971) is discussed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 is an 

introduction to the new philosophy of Gower & Hand (1996) for representing a 

PCA biplot as a multivariate analogue of a two-dimensional scatter plot.  In 

Section 2.5, an adjustment will be discussed that can be made to the Gower & 

Hand (1996) PCA biplot to optimally approximate the correlations between the 

variables instead of the Euclidean distances between the observations. 

 

2.2 Derivation of Principal Components 

Before the technical details of the PCA biplot are discussed, the principal 

components (PCs) for an  data matrix will be derived by using two different 

approaches, each focussing on a different minimisation/ maximisation problem. 

The PCs are the „building-blocks‟ for the PCA biplot and therefore their derivation 

will be given in detail.  

The first approach derives the PCs by minimising the sum of the squared 

orthogonal distances to an optimal  dimensional subspace. The second 

approach derives the PCs by finding new  variables that are uncorrelated 

with each other that maximise the total sample variance. The total sample 

variance is the sum of the individual variances of the variables. As will be shown, 

these derived variables are particular linear combinations of the original  

variables. 
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2.2.1 Minimisation of Squared Orthogonal Distances 

In order to derive the PCs via minimisation of the sum of the squared orthogonal 

distances, the following definitions and theorem are needed. 

Definition 2.2.1 

Let  and  denote two jointly distributed -variate random vectors. Then the 

mean squared error between and  is given by 

   

   

   

   

 

 (2-1) 

i.e., the expected squared distance of  from . 

 

Theorem 2.2.1 

Suppose that  is a -variate random vector with mean vector  and covariance 

matrix . Let  denote the orthogonal projection of  on a subspace of dimension 

 with . Then the mean squared error of  with respect to  is minimal if 

it is given by 

 (2-2) 

where  and  is a matrix whose columns are the  orthonormal 

eigenvectors of  associated with the  largest eigenvalues of . Letting 

 denote the ordered (from large to small) eigenvalues, the 

corresponding mean squared error is 
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 (2-3) 

Proof: Flury (1997) .  

 

Now suppose that there are  observations from the -variate random vector  

stored as the rows of the  data matrix . Since the assumption is made that 

the data matrix is centred, let  so that  from (2-2). Then  

is proportional to the maximum likelihood estimate of  and is also proportional to 

the sample covariance matrix. Now, according to the spectral decomposition of 

a symmetric matrix given in (1-14), 

 (2-4) 

where  contains the orthonormal eigenvectors and  is a diagonal matrix 

containing the corresponding eigenvalues of . The  columns of  are termed 

the sample PCs (SPCs). Therefore, the first  columns of , assuming that the 

eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing order, are the desired orthonormal 

eigenvectors referred to in Theorem 2.2.1. Let these eigenvectors form the 

columns of the matrix , then  can be approximated by . It 

follows that the -dimensional principal component approximation of  is 

  

The matrix of principal component scores (PC scores) is given by 

  

The sample counterpart of the MSE in (2-1) is 

  

where  are the eigenvalues of . The fact that  minimises 

 among all matrices  of rank  is known as the Eckart-Young result 

(see Section 1.3.2). Therefore, one way of looking at PCA is that it finds the rank 
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 matrix  which minimises . An absolute measure of goodness of fit is 

then defined by 

 (2-5) 

 

Instead of obtaining the SVD of , the SVD of the rectangular matrix 

 (2-6) 

can be obtained directly as in (1-6). However, if the SVD of  is used, the 

singular values contained in the diagonal matrix  must be squared in order to 

obtain the eigenvalues  of . 

Multiplying (2-6) on the right by  yields 

 (2-7) 

since . The -th row on the left-hand side 

  

are the PC scores for the -th observation where the  are the uncentred 

observations. That is,  contains all the PC scores, while  contains the 

coefficients that define the PCs. The best rank  approximation to  is obtained 

by replacing  with . This is the Eckart- Young result in a 

slightly different form because 

 (2-8) 

where the symbol „ ‟ means „approximated as‟. The first equality in (2-8) is 

obtained using (2-7) with  denoting the first  columns of  where  is 

the vector of PC scores for the -th PC.  
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2.2.2 Maximisation of the Total Sample Variance 

The aim of this section is to show that PCA can be used to reduce the 

dimensionality of a data set consisting of a large number of correlated variables 

so that as much as possible of the variation (in terms of the total sample 

variance) in the data set is retained. 

Let  be a vector of random variables. If the variances of 

the individual variables and the structure of the covariances or correlations 

between the variables is of interest, it might not be very helpful to just look at the 

 variances and  correlations or covariances if  is large as the 

structure can become quite complicated. It might be more informative if a few 

derived variables can be found whose structure is simpler and that preserve 

most of the information given by these variances and correlations or covariances. 

Although PCA does not ignore covariances or correlations, it concentrates on 

variances as the derived variables maximise the total sample variance of the 

original variables. 

The set of derived variables are particular linear combinations of the  original 

variables. The coefficient vectors of these particular linear combinations will be 

derived later. These particular coefficient vectors of the linear combinations are 

called the SPCs. It will be seen that although  components (and therefore  

derived variables) are required to reproduce the total system variability, much of 

this variability can often be accounted for by a small number  of the SPCs. If so, 

the  derived variables corresponding to their SPCs can replace the original  

variables. This results in the original data set, consisting of  observations on  

variables, being reduced to a data set consisting of  observations on  derived 

variables. 

Algebraically, the derived variables are particular linear combinations of the  

random variables . Geometrically, these linear combinations 

represent the selection of a new coordinate system obtained by rotating the 

original system with  as the coordinate axes. The new axes lie in the 
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directions with maximum variability and provide a simpler description of the 

covariance structure. 

Let the random vector  have the mean vector  and the covariance matrix  

with eigenvalues . Consider the linear combinations 

  

  

…  

  

The above linear combinations can also be written in matrix notation as follows, 

  

In order to determine the particular linear combinations of the original variables 

that are the SPCs, the following result and theorems are needed. 

 

Result 2.2.1 

The linear combinations  have 

  

 (2-9) 

 

Using (2-9), the following expressions are obtained, 

 (2-10) 
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 (2-11) 

 

Theorem 2.2.2 

Let  be the covariance matrix associated with the random vector  

. Let  have the eigenvalue- normalised eigenvector pairs 

 where . Therefore,  is 

assumed to be positive semi-definite. Then the -th derived variable is given by 

  

Using (2-10) and (2-11) the following expressions for the variance of a derived 

variable and covariance between two derived variables are obtained, 

   

   

   

  (2-12) 

  (2-13) 

If some of the  are equal, the choices of the corresponding coefficient vectors 

 and hence the , are not unique. 

Proof: Johnson & Wichern (2002). 

 

It follows from (2-12) that the eigenvalues of the p.s.d. covariance matrix  are 

the variances of the derived variables. Since the eigenvalues are arranged in 

non-increasing order,  will have the largest variance,  the second largest 

variance and so on. It also follows from (2-13) that the derived variables are 

uncorrelated with each other and therefore they are simpler in structure than the 
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original variables. However, it follows from Theorem 2.2.2 that if the eigenvectors 

are not normalised, the variances of the derived variables will not be equal to the 

eigenvalues, but will take on arbitrary values. Therefore, the restriction of 

normalised eigenvectors is imposed so that the variances are equal to the unique 

eigenvalues. 

The PCs are now defined as 

 The first PC is the eigenvector . This vector maximises  subject 

to  for all . 

 The second PC is the eigenvector . This vector maximises  

subject to  and  for all  . 

 The -th PC is the eigenvector . This vector maximises  subject 

 and  for  and for all . 

The following theorem shows that the total sample variance is equal to the sum 

of the variances of the derived variables. 

 

Theorem 2.2.3 

Let  be the derived variables as in Theorem 

2.2.2. Then, 

 (2-14) 

Proof: Johnson & Wichern (2002). 

 

Now, let  be a centred data matrix that contains the  sample observation 

vectors as rows. Then, the SVD of an estimate of  that is proportional to the 

sample covariance matrix is given by (2-4). The normalised SPCs are given by 

the columns (eigenvectors) of the matrix . 
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The first  eigenvectors of  span the optimal -dimensional subspace such that 

the sum of the squared orthogonal distances of the observations to this subspace 

are minimised among all -dimensional subspaces. Also, these same  

eigenvectors are the coefficients of the linear transformations of the original 

variables to  new derived variables. These  derived variables are uncorrelated 

with each other and maximise the total sample variance of the original sample 

among all  subsets of the  possible derived variables. 

Therefore, the statistical implication of Theorem 2.2.3 is that the total sample 

variance of the transformed sample and the original sample is equal and 

consequently, the proportion of total sample variance explained by the first  

SPCs is 

 (2-15) 

where  are the eigenvalues of  in (2-4) arranged in non-increasing 

order corresponding to the eigenvectors in . The expression in (2-15) 

corresponds to (2-5) except that it is derived by looking at the problem from a 

different point of view. If most (for instance, 80 to 90%) of the total sample 

variance (for large ) can be attributed to the first one, two, or three PCs, then the 

derived variables corresponding to these PCs can “replace” the original  

variables without too much information being lost.  

The transformed sample  is obtained using the following orthonormal 

linear transformation 

  

Because  is an orthonormal matrix, this linear transformation geometrically 

represents the selection of a new coordinate system obtained by rotating the 

original system with  as the coordinate axes. 
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In the next section the traditional biplot of Gabriel (1971) will be discussed which 

can be used for the simultaneous visualisation of the observations and variables 

in the subspace spanned by the PCs. 

 

2.3 The Traditional PCA Biplot of Gabriel (1971) 

The factorisation in (2-8) is not unique because  can be written as 

 (2-16) 

Therefore, any value between zero and one for  will still lead to a factorisation of 

the form (2-8). Two particular values of , namely  and  provide 

especially useful interpretations for the biplot. 

If , then  and . This implies that 

 (2-17) 

because of the orthonormality of the columns of . Therefore, the product  

approximates the covariance  between the -th and -th variables and the 

squared lengths  of the vectors  are approximations of the 

variances of the variables. Plots of the  therefore provide an approximate 

representation of the sample covariance matrix elements. Such plots are 

recommended by Corsten & Gabriel (1976) for comparing the variance-

covariance structures of different data sets. 

Not only do the  have an easily interpretable graphical representation when 

, but the  also have the property that the Euclidean distance between 

 and  in the biplot is an approximation of the Mahalanobis distance 

between the -th and -th observations in the complete data set (cf. Jolliffe, 

2002).  
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This can be seen from the following, 

   

   

 , (2-18) 

where , the  are the centred observations and because of the 

orthonormality of the columns of . Whereas the Euclidean distance treats all 

variables as if they are uncorrelated, the Chi-squared distance (which is a special 

case of the Mahalanobis distance) in (2-18) – see also (1-17) – gives relatively 

less weight to variables with large variances. Therefore, the following three 

aspects of a data matrix  may be approximated in a biplot when : 

 the data matrix ; 

 variances, covariances and correlations among variables; 

 Mahalanobis distances between the observations. 

If , then  and  giving the same factorisation as in 

(2-8). The squared Euclidean distance between the centred observations  and 

 is 

   

   

   

because of the orthonormality of the columns of . Therefore, the distance 

between  and  approximates the Euclidean, rather than the Mahalanobis 

distance between  and . 

The factorisation in (2-8) allows for the approximation of the Euclidean distance 

but would invalidate the approximations of the variances, covariances and 

correlations since now .  
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Therefore, the following two aspects of a data matrix  may be 

approximated in a biplot when : 

 the data matrix ; 

 Euclidean distances between the observations. 

Returning again to the factorisation of  in (2-16), choosing a value of  between 

zero and one will result in more weight being given to the rows of  than to the 

rows of  for , while the converse is true for  Choosing  

will give equal weight to the rows of both matrices. Therefore, if , it is 

expected that the variables will be represented better than the observations in 

the PCA biplot because the variable vectors are given a weight of one. Choosing 

 will result in the observations being represented better than the variables in 

the PCA biplot because now the observation vectors are given a weight of one. 

Finally, choosing  will result in the variables and observations being 

equally well represented in the PCA biplot. These differences will be illustrated 

graphically in the example to follow. 

 

Remark 2.3.1 

The main concern throughout this study is obtaining good approximations of the 

Euclidean distances between the observations. Therefore, the factorisation in (2-

8) with  will be used most of the time. However for the sake of 

completeness, the construction of a biplot for approximating the variances, 

covariances and correlations as angles between the biplot axes will be 

elaborated upon later in this chapter.  

In order for a biplot to be visualised in two or three dimensions,  must be equal 

to two or three respectively. In this study only the case of  will be considered 

and therefore two-dimensional biplots will be constructed. Each row (observation) 

of the data matrix is represented by the point located by the pair of PC scores. 

Each column (variable) of the data matrix is represented by an arrow from the 
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origin to the point with coordinates contained in the corresponding columns of the 

second matrix  in the approximation 

(2-8). 

 

2.3.1 Example: The Public Utilities Data 

Figure 2.1 gives an example of a traditional PCA biplot for the public utilities data 

(1975). The data set consists of 22 U.S. companies measured on the following 8 

variables:  

 : Fixed-charge coverage ratio (income/debt). 

 : Rate of return on capital. 

 : Cost/KW capacity in place. 

 : Annual load factor. 

 : Peak kWh demand growth from 1974 to 1975. 

 : Sales (kWh use per year) 

 : Percent nuclear. 

 : Total fuel costs (cents/kWh). 

Because the variables have different units of measurement, the data set is 

standardised before the biplot is constructed. The covariance matrix of the 

standardised and centred data is the correlation matrix of the centred data. 

Figure 2.1 is the traditional PCA biplot of the data for . Therefore, the 

Euclidean distances between the original observations are supposed to be well 

approximated in this figure. Notice how much better the observations are 

represented compared to the variables. Figure 2.2 is the traditional PCA biplot of 

the data for . Therefore, the Mahalanobis distances between the original 

observations are supposed to be well approximated in this figure. Now the 

variables are much better represented compared to the observations. Figure 2.3 

is the traditional PCA biplot of the data for . The variables and 
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observations are equally well represented in this figure. Figure 2.4 is the 

traditional PCA biplot of the data for , but the arrows representing the 

variables have been multiplied by an expansion factor so that they are better 

represented. In the next section it will be seen that the rows of  are actually the 

unit markers corresponding to the unit markers on the axes of the original 

variables and therefore it is valid to increase the lengths of the arrows in the 

traditional biplot by multiplying them with an expansion factor. 

These two-dimensional representations of the multivariate data can now be used 

as a descriptive tool for exploring different features in the data. The positions of 

the companies relative to each other and which variables contribute to their 

positioning can be studied. Considering Figure 2.4,  and  are primarily 

responsible for the grouping of the mostly coastal companies in the lower left of 

the display. The absolute measure of goodness of fit (2-5/15) is only 50.1%. This 

indicates that the Euclidean distances between the original observations are not 

very well approximated by using the first two SPCs. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Traditional PCA biplot of the Public Utilities Data for . 
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Figure 2.2: Traditional PCA biplot of the Public Utilities Data for . 

 

Figure 2.3: Traditional PCA biplot of the Public Utilities Data for . 
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Figure 2.4: Traditional PCA biplot of the Public Utilities data for  with the 

axes multiplied by an expansion factor. 

 

2.4 The New Philosophy of Gower and Hand (1996) 

Gower & Hand (1996) view a biplot from the perspective that it is a multivariate 

analogue of a scatter plot. This introduced a new perspective in biplot 

methodology. The rectangular coordinate axes (or principal axes) used for 

plotting are scaled so that a unit change in the horizontal direction is equal to a 

unit change in the vertical direction. If this is not the case, the scaling is useless 

for appreciating distances and orthogonal projections, which are vital for the 

interpretation of their biplots. The principal axes are used for plotting the PC 

scores and biplot axes (see below) and serve no other purpose.  
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The observations are approximated by the vectors  and the variables 

by the vectors  with  (see Section 2.2). The most important 

aspects of the Gower & Hand philosophy is that, firstly, the arrows representing 

the variables in the traditional biplot are replaced by biplot axes which 

correspond to conventional coordinate axes. These axes usually pass through 

the origin in both directions and are calibrated by scale markers. The calibration 

of the biplot axes facilitates the interpretation of biplots by non-statisticians. The 

axes representing the variables in an ordinary scatter plot are orthogonal to each 

other, but since more than two variable axes are drawn in the reduced two-

dimensional biplot space, they can no longer be orthogonal to each other. 

Secondly, the distance between two observations in the full space is represented 

by the inner-product of the two corresponding -vectors in the traditional PCA 

biplot (see (2-18)), while this distance is directly measurable between the two 

corresponding points in the Gower & Hand PCA biplot as will be seen in (2-19). 

In the next section the biplot will be discussed from the viewpoint of Gower & 

Hand (1996). 

 

2.4.1 The PCA Biplot 

The coordinates of the  observations in the space  are given by the rows of 

the data matrix . In the Gower & Hand PCA biplot the observations are 

represented by the rows of the matrix  and the variables are represented 

by the biplot axes. Writing  in terms of the traditional biplot notation it follows 

that 

 
 

for  in (2-16). It also follows from  in (2-16) that the variables are 

indicated by . Therefore, if ,  which corresponds 

to (2-8). 
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Therefore, the Gower & Hand PCA biplot corresponds to  in (2-16) and it 

was mentioned in Section 2.2 that this factorisation results in the matrix elements 

of the column-centred data matrix and the Euclidean distances between the 

observations being optimally approximated. Gower & Hand (1996) are primarily 

concerned with the representation of the observations and relating them to the 

original variables. Direct approximations of the variances, covariances and 

correlations are of less importance to them. However, the PCA biplot of Gower & 

Hand can be modified so that the matrix elements are well approximated and the 

cosines of the angles between the PCA biplot axes approximate the correlations. 

This will be investigated in Section 2.5. 

The PC method chooses the -dimensional subspace  that is best fitting in the 

sense that the sum of squared orthogonal distances from the observations to 

their projections onto  is minimised (see Section 2.2.1). It is mentioned in 

Chapter 1 that the subspace  must necessarily pass through the centroid of the 

observations. It is therefore implicitly assumed that  is the centred data matrix 

and therefore that the subspace  contains the origin . 

Let  be a matrix whose orthonormal column vectors are a basis for . The 

projections of the rows of  onto  are given by  (see Section 2.2.1) with 

residuals . The PCs of  are the columns of the matrix  that minimise 

. Writing the SVD of  as , it was shown in Section 2.2.1 

that , the first  columns of . Now, since 

 where , it follows that  can also be 

obtained by finding the SVD of . Also, if , the SVD of  can be 

worked with since  and  have the same set of non-zero eigenvalues 

according to (1-12) and the eigenvectors of  corresponding to these non-zero 

eigenvalues can be obtained by using those of  according to (1-13). 

Since  forms an orthonormal basis for , these principal axes define a natural 

set of orthogonal coordinate axes that are used as the scaffolding for plotting the 

observations in the biplot. Relative to these principal axes, the coordinates of the 
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projections of the observations are given by . The matrix  contains as 

its columns the PC scores for the first  SPCs. 

The next section explains the processes of interpolation and prediction for the 

PCA biplot. While these processes differ for the PCA biplot, they are shown to be 

the same for the ordinary scatter plot. 

 

2.4.1.1 Interpolation and Prediction 

Given the values of the variables for a new observation , interpolation 

describes the process of finding the position of the observation in the space  

namely,  , in terms of the principal axes. Conversely, given the 

coordinates of a observation   in   in terms of the principal axes, 

prediction is the process of inferring the values of the original variables . 

The inferred values are approximate values – hence the „^‟ – because they will 

rarely match the true values in practice. 

 Interpolation: The coordinates of the projection of onto  in 

terms of the basis for  are given by 

 (2-19) 

 Prediction: Because  the new point . It follows that  can 

be written in terms of the basis for  as . Because the point  it 

will project onto itself giving 

  

 From (2-19) it follows that the prediction of  is given by 

 (2-20) 

 because  the columns of  are orthonormal. 

For an ordinary scatter plot the spaces  and  coincide. An orthonormal basis 

for  is given by  and from equations (2-19) and (2-20) it can be seen 

that the interpolation and prediction markers coincide. Therefore, interpolation 
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and prediction is the same process for an ordinary scatter plot and are achieved 

by orthogonally projecting the observation onto the axes of the scatter plot. 

In the following section the calibration of the biplot axes is discussed. It is shown 

that the interpolation and prediction axes are coincident for the PCA biplot, but 

that the positions of the markers differ on the respective axes. 

 

2.4.1.2 The PCA Biplot Axes 

The orthonormal basis consisting of the vectors  can be chosen for   

. Any point  can therefore be written as a linear combination of these 

unit basis vectors, i.e.,  and according to (2-19) will interpolate to 

the point 

 (2-21) 

Now, the -th coordinate axis in  – corresponding to the -th original variable – 

is of the form  with . Therefore, according to (2-21) the -th 

interpolation biplot axis in  is defined by . This may be done for all  

variables giving  interpolation biplot axes in . 

Because PCA is carried out on the centred data matrix, the scale marker  

for the -th variable corresponds with the variable‟s mean . With the setting 

 the scale markers correspond to the points 

 . The coordinate axes of an ordinary scatter plot are usually in terms 

of whole numbers or decimal scales. Assuming that an integer scale is used and 

that  where  is an integer, more sensible scale markers would be 

obtained with the setting  .  

Interpolation biplot axes are limited to the graphical interpolation of new 

observations. They can‟t be used to infer the values of the original variables for 

an observation in . Prediction biplot axes are required for this purpose. It will be 

shown that the prediction and interpolation biplot axes lie in the same direction, 
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but that their markers do not coincide, making the interpolation axes unsuitable 

for prediction. 

Let  denote the -th coordinate axis in , representing the -th original variable. 

Let  be a -dimensional hyperplane perpendicular to  going through the 

marker  on this axis. This hyperplane will intersect the - dimensional 

subspace  in the -dimensional subspace . In Figure 2.5 with , 

 is a line in . It follows that all points on this line will predict the value  for 

the -th original variable. Moving the hyperplane   orthogonal to  along this 

axis results in intersection spaces all parallel to one another. Figure 2.6 shows 

three of these intersection spaces corresponding to the markers ,  and . 

The intersection space  containing a point  must be found in order to 

predict its value for the -th original variable as shown in Figure 2.5. The -th 

prediction biplot axis  is defined as some line in  going through the origin. To 

avoid non-orthogonal projections and to ensure uniqueness,  is chosen 

orthogonal to the intersection spaces  as shown in Figure 2.5. The points 

where the axis  intersects the subspaces  can then be provided with scale 

markers corresponding to the markers on  where  intersects this axis. 

Gower and Ngouenet (1998) show that for additive distance metrics (such as 

Euclidean distance) the directions of the interpolation and prediction biplot axes 

coincide. The interpolation axes can therefore be used as prediction axes, but 

scaled with a different set of markers. The positions of the prediction markers on 

 differ from the interpolation markers because  is orthogonal to , while the 

interpolation markers are the orthogonal projections of the markers of  onto . 

The relationship between the interpolation and prediction markers is illustrated in 

Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.5: Intersection space  for obtaining prediction biplot axes. 

 

Figure 2.6: Prediction biplot axis  orthogonal to the intersection spaces. 

 

Figure 2.7:  Relationship between the interpolation and prediction markers  

 (Figure 2.5 viewed from right-angles). 
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The point  on  is represented by the vector . The interpolation marker I is 

given by the vector . Because the interpolation and prediction axes are 

coincident, the prediction marker P will be given by a vector of the form . It 

follows that 

  

so that 

  

which implies that 

  

It follows that the prediction marker P is given by 

 (2-22) 

The prediction axis markers can also be derived algebraically (cf. Gardner, 

2002). From (2-19) it follows that the coordinates of a sample  in the - 

dimensional space  are given by 

  

In the full -dimensional space, the coordinates of  are given by 

 (2-23) 

The inversion of (2-23) yields 
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When , only the first  elements are non-zero, so that the prediction follows 

as 

  

All points that predict a value  for the -th variable must satisfy 

 

 (2-24) 

Equation (2-24) defines the -dimensional subspace . As  varies, the 

resulting subspaces are all parallel and orthogonal to the direction  of the 

biplot axis . Any point on this axis will have the form . Substituting this into 

(2-24) gives the following representation of , 

  

It follows that 

  

and therefore that the prediction marker is given by 

 
 

In the next section criteria for measuring the quality of the two-dimensional PCA 

subspace in respect to both the interpolated points and biplot axes are 

discussed. 

 

2.4.1.3 Quality of the Display 

It was shown in Section 2.2 that the sum of squared residuals is given by 

 where  are the  smallest eigenvalues of  
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where  is the centred data matrix. The quality of the display can therefore be 

assessed by calculating the ratio 

 (2-25) 

The criterion (2-25) measures the proportion of total sample variability explained 

by the -dimensional PCA subspace. 

Gower & Hand (1996) suggest a measure of the quality of the representation of 

each of the original  variables in the display. From (2-21), it follows that the rows 

of  represent the unit markers of the axes in the full PCA space in respect to the 

origin. Because  is an orthogonal matrix, each of its rows have a sum of 

squares equal to unity. It follows that the sum of squares of the first  columns 

measures the adequacy of the representation of each variable in . Therefore, 

each adequacy has a maximum value of unity and, algebraically, the adequacy 

of the -th variable is given by the -th diagonal element of the 

 matrix . As the prediction and interpolation biplot axes lie in the same 

direction, it follows that the adequacies of the prediction and interpolation biplot 

axes are the same. 

In the traditional PCA biplot the variables are represented by arrows passing 

through the origin, while in the Gower & Hand PCA biplot they are represented 

by biplot axes passing through the origin to the edges of the biplot display. In the 

former case, a short arrow indicates a poorly represented variable while in the 

latter case, the same can be said of an axis with a large scale. In both cases the 

adequacy value for the variables will be small.  

The PCs have been derived by looking at two different optimisation problems. 

Firstly, the optimal -dimensional PCA subspace is found by minimising the sum 

of the squared orthogonal distances to the subspace once the original 

observations have been projected onto the subspace. The  PCs are an 

orthonormal basis for this optimal -dimensional subspace.  
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Secondly, particular linear combinations of the original variables are formed 

yielding up to  derived variables. These  derived variables explain the total 

sample variance of the original  variables while being simpler in structure 

because they are uncorrelated with each other. A subset of size  of the  

derived variables can be chosen with the largest variances. These  variables 

then maximise the proportion of the total sample variance of the original variables 

among all subsets of size  of the derived variables. The  coefficient vectors of 

these derived variables are the SPCs and are proportional to the orthonormal 

basis of the optimal -dimensional subspace derived using the first method. 

Different methods for choosing the number of  SPCs to retain are discussed in 

the next section. 

 

2.4.2 Choosing a Subset of the Principal Components 

2.4.2.1 Cumulative Percentage of Loss of Information 

A criterion which is based on (2-25) can be used for choosing . Firstly the 

desired (cumulative) percentage of information loss, say 10% or 20%, is 

selected. The required number of PCs is then the smallest value of  for which 

 
 

is not exceeded. Choosing the threshold  somewhere between 10% and 30% 

and retaining  PCs, where  is the smallest integer for which , provides a 

rule which in practice preserves in the first  SPCs most of the information in . 

The best value for  will generally become smaller as  increases or as  

increases.  

Although a sensible threshold is very often in the range 10% to 30%, it can 

sometimes be higher or lower depending on the practical details of the data set. 

For example, a value smaller than 10% will be appropriate when one or two PCs 

represent very dominant and obvious sources of variation. Here the less obvious 
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structures beyond these could be of interest, and to find them a threshold smaller 

than 10% may be necessary. Conversely, when  is very large, choosing  

corresponding to approximately 30% may give an impractically large value of  

for further analyses. In such cases the threshold should be set somewhat lower. 

 

2.4.2.2 The Scree Plot 

The rule described above usually involves a degree of subjectivity in the choice 

of the threshold . The scree graph (or plot), which was discussed and named 

by Cattell (1966), is even more subjective as it involves looking at a plot of  

against  (see Figure 2.8) and deciding at which value the slopes of lines joining 

the plotted points are „steep‟ to the left of , and „not steep‟ to the right. This value 

of , defining an „elbow‟ in the graph, is then taken to be the number of 

components  to be retained. 

The rule in Section 2.4.2.1 is based on , while the current rule uses 

 as its criterion. However, there is no formal numerical cut-off based on 

this criterion and, in fact, judgements of when  stops being large (steep) 

will depend on the relative values of  and , as well as the 

absolute value of . Because of this, it is difficult to write down a formal 

numerical rule and the procedure has until recently (cf. Bentler & Yuan, 1996, 

1998) remained purely graphical. 

 

2.4.2.3 More Recent Techniques 

The scree plot requires examination by the data analyst, but even then it is 

difficult for different analysts to agree upon where exactly the „elbow‟ in the graph 

is. A method suggested by Zhu (2004) is an automatic procedure to find this 

„elbow‟ in the graph in an objective fashion. This method works by maximising a 

profile likelihood function. 
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Figure 2.8: Scree plot for the correlation matrix of the Public Utilities Data. 

 

Another automatic procedure is the one outlined by Hastie, Tibshirani & 

Friedman (2001) which is based on resampling techniques. 

Karlis, Saporta & Spinakis (2003) propose a simple technique based on a control 

chart approach for selecting the number of PCs to retain for analysis. This 

approach accounts for the sampling variability which can lead to the selection of 

components that are not in fact statistically significant. The method is compared 

with other methods and is found to be superior regardless of the underlying 

distributional properties of the population as well as the existing structure. 

Another method proposed by Auer & Gervini (2006) approaches the problem of 

selecting the number of significant PCs from a Bayesian model selection 

perspective. The resulting Bayes rule provides a simple graphical technique that 

can be used instead of (or together with) the scree plot to determine the number 

of significant components to retain. They show that their method provides more 

clear-cut answers than the scree plot in many situations. 
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2.4.3 Example: The Public Utilities Data (continued) 

The Gower & Hand philosophy is illustrated by applying it to the Public Utilities 

data set to obtain the predictive PCA biplot using the first two SPCs in Figure 2.9. 

Figure 2.9 is scaled so that a unit change in the horizontal direction equals a unit 

change in the vertical direction. Instead of arrows representing the variables as in 

Figure 2.4, the eight variables are represented by biplot axes that pass through 

the origin to the edges of the display. They are also calibrated with sensible 

markers unlike the arrows which stop at the unit markers.  

Since the interpolation and prediction biplot axes coincide in the PCA biplot, the 

prediction scale markers are indicated on the axes to facilitate the orthogonal 

projection of a point onto the axes so that the approximate values of the original 

variables can be inferred. This is shown for the „United‟ Utility in Figure 2.9 for the 

biplot axes representing variables ,  and . 

The positions of the observations relative to each other are similar to Figure 2.4. 

Table 2.1 and Figure 2.8 suggest that four or five PCs should be retained. There 

seems to be an „elbow‟ in the scree plot at , however, there is no strong 

straight-line behaviour at any particular point. Retaining four PCs results in 20% 

information loss, while retaining five PCs results in 12% loss. However this is 

only an 8% improvement compared to moving from three to four PCs which 

results in a 12% improvement. 
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Figure 2.9: Predictive PCA biplot of the Public Utilities Data constructed using 

the first two SPCs as the principal axes. 

 

Table 2.1: The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix of the Public Utilities Data. 

         

Variance (eigenvalue) 2.17 1.90 1.32 0.10 0.65 0.57 0.22 0.17 

Proportion of variance 0.27 0.24 0.17 0.13 0.08 0.07 0.03 0.02 

Cumulative proportion 0.27 0.51 0.68 0.80 0.88 0.95 0.98 1.00 
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The adequacy of the representation of each of the variables is given in Table 2.2. 

It follows that variable  is represented the best while variable  is the most 

poorly represented in comparison with the other variables. This is reflected in the 

biplot displays as follows: In the traditional biplot of Figure 2.4,  is represented 

by the shortest pair of arrows while  is represented by the longest pair of 

arrows. In the corresponding Gower & Hand biplot of Figure 2.9,  has nicely 

spaced markers on its predictive biplot axis, but  has only two markers on its 

axis. 

 

Table 2.2: Adequacy of the representation of the variables in the PCA biplot in 

 Figure 2.5. 

         

Adequacy 0.25 0.34 0.15 0.25 0.21 0.37 0.04 0.40 

 

 

2.5 The Relationship between the Traditional PCA Biplot 

and the PCA Biplot of Gower & Hand 

The data matrix  is written in the form  for the traditional biplot. 

The rows of the matrix  represent the  observations and the rows of  the 

variables. The SVD of  with  and  leads to the best 

rank  least squares approximation to  given by . Because  is 

assumed to be centred, the sample covariance matrix is proportional to . 

It follows from (2-16) that  and  if  Since 
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where  and , it follows that  is singular, but 

a generalised inverse of  is given by 

 
 

where . Define  where 

. Then, it follows from (2-8) that the PC scores are given by 

   

   

  (2-26) 

From the definition of  in (2-26) it follows that the interpolation of a new 

observation  is given by 

 (2-27) 

In the full -dimensional space, the interpolation  of  is given by 

 (2-28) 

From (2-28) it follows that 

  

where  because  is an orthogonal matrix. 

When  lies in , only the first  components,  can be non-zero, so that 

the prediction is given by 

 (2-29) 

Using the decomposition  (see Section 2.4.1.2) the directions of the 

interpolation biplot axes follow from (2-27) and are given by the rows of . 

Using the decomposition  the directions of the prediction biplot 
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axes follow from (2-29) and are given by the rows of . In this case the 

directions of the interpolation and prediction biplot axes differ, with the 

correlations being approximated by the cosines of the angles between the 

prediction biplot axes. 

The unit markers on the interpolation biplot axes are given by 

  

All points that predict a value  for the -th variable satisfy 

 (2-30) 

on the -th prediction biplot axis. The equation in (2-30) defines an -

dimensional subspace in . As  varies, the resulting subspaces are all parallel 

and orthogonal to the direction . Prediction is accomplished by identifying 

the subspace that contains . The -th prediction biplot axis is a line through the 

origin in the direction of . Therefore, orthogonal projection onto this axis 

gives the corresponding prediction marker. Any marker on this axis will have the 

form 

 (2-31) 

Substituting (2-31) into (2-30) gives the following expression for  

 (2-32) 

where  Therefore, it follows from (2-32) that 

 (2-33) 

Substituting (2-33) into (2-31) gives the following expression for the prediction 

markers 

 (2-34) 
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The absolute measure of goodness of fit or the quality of the display is still given 

by (2-25). 

 

2.5.1 Example: The Public Utilities Data (continued) 

Using the results in this section, the PCA biplot of Figure 2.9 is altered to obtain a 

biplot similar to the Gower & Hand philosophy, but where the angles between the 

biplot axes approximate the correlations between the variables which they 

represent. This altered biplot is given in Figure 2.10 and the correlation matrix is 

given in Table 2.3. Due to multiplication by the matrix 

 

 

(cf. Table 2.1), the observations are more spread in the direction of the second 

principal axis. Since the eigenvalues are ordered, the effect of this multiplication 

will be more pronounced in the first few principal components. The weak 

correlation of only 0.01 between variables  and  is reflected by the almost 

right angle between these axes.  
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Figure 2.10: Predictive (correlation approximation) PCA biplot of the Public 

Utilities Data constructed using the first two SPCs as the principal 

axes. 
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Table 2.3: The correlation matrix (lower triangular) of the Public Utilities Data. 

         

 1        

 0.64 1       

 -0.10 -0.35 1      

 -0.08 -0.09 0.10 1     

 -0.26 -0.26 0.44 0.03 1    

 -0.15 -0.01 0.03 -0.29 0.18 1   

 0.04 0.21 0.11 -0.16 -0.02 -0.37 1  

 -0.01 -0.33 0.01 0.49 -0.01 -0.56 -0.19 1 

 

The variables  and  are reasonably correlated which is reflected by the axes 

for these two variables almost coinciding. 

However, the correlation between variables  and  is only 0.04, but in Figure 

2.10 the angle between the axes representing these variables is very small. This 

anomaly could be due to the influence of outlying observations, but this will not 

be investigated here. 
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2.6 Recapitulation 

In this Chapter: 

 Firstly, the SPCs were derived by using two methods that look at the 

problem from different viewpoints that highlight different aspects of the 

problem. The method of maximising the total sample variance approaches 

the problem from an algebraic point of view, while the procedure of 

minimising the sum of the squared orthogonal Euclidean distances to the 

optimal subspace approaches the problem from a more geometrical point 

of view. The method of finding a set of up to  derived variables that 

maximise the total sample variance of the original variables will be 

generalised in Chapter 6 where it will not be the variance that will be 

maximised, but rather a robust estimate of scatter in order to arrive at 

robust principal components. 

 Different variations of the traditional PCA biplot of Gabriel (1971) were 

discussed. The variables are represented by arrows from the origin whose 

lengths represent the unit point of the respective variables in the full -

dimensional space. The distance between two observations in the full -

dimensional space is represented by the inner-product of the two 

corresponding -vectors. 

 The PCA biplot of Gower & Hand (1996) was discussed in detail. The 

variables are represented by biplot axes that are calibrated just like normal 

axes in an ordinary scatter plot. However, the biplot axes differ from those 

of an ordinary scatter plot in that they are not orthogonal to each other and 

because there are two sets of axes that can be superimposed on the 

biplot space. These sets of axes coincide, but their markers do not. The 

predictive set of axes is used more often since the values of the original 

variables can be approximated by orthogonal projection of the interpolated 

observations onto these axes. The Euclidean distance between two 

observations is directly measurable between the two corresponding points 

in this biplot. Therefore, this biplot corresponds to an ordinary scatter plot 
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in respect to how the distances between the points are interpreted. 

Therefore, the most important differences between the two types of PCA 

biplots are how the variables are displayed and how the distances 

between the observations in the display are interpreted. 

 A version of the PCA biplot of Gower & Hand (1996) that is used to 

accurately represent the angles between the biplot axes was discussed. 

Since the angles between the biplot axes are directly proportional to the 

correlations of their corresponding variables, this PCA biplot is useful for 

the accurate visual comparison of the correlations between the variables. 

In Chapter 3 the sampling properties of the SPCs will be investigated. It will be 

seen that since the SPCs are statistics just like the sample mean and variation, it 

is of importance to determine how resistant the SPCs are to perturbations in the 

sample. The stability of an SPC will be evaluated using its standard error which 

will be approximated using a computer-intensive method called the Bootstrap 

since there is no explicit formula for the standard error of an SPC. 
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Chapter 3 

Sampling Properties of Principal 

Components and the Bootstrap 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Sampling properties of principal components will be discussed in this chapter. So 

far, principal component analysis (PCA) has been used purely as a descriptive 

technique – that is, no underlying distribution for the population has been 

assumed. In this chapter, there will be a slight deviation from this point of view 

because in Section 3.2 asymptotic distributions for the PCs will be derived. This 

theory has the disadvantage that it must be assumed that the underlying 

population is multivariate normal which might not always be a valid assumption. 

The SPCs can be considered to be sample statistics because they are calculated 

using the sample observations. Therefore, like any statistics, the SPCs will vary 

depending on the sample. Consequently, it might be necessary to determine how 

resistant the SPCs are to changes in the sample. If the SPCs are resistant to 

changes in the sample they are said to be stable. One measure of stability that 

can be estimated is the standard deviation of an SPC. Because the SPCs 

determine the position of the observations in the biplot as well as the position of 

the biplot axes, it is useful to give the standard errors of the SPCs together with 

the biplot display as an indication of the stability (or accuracy) of the biplot. 

Changes in the sample also causes variability in the sample eigenvalues. If a pair 

of eigenvalues are very similar in magnitude, then the corresponding 

eigenvectors (PCs) will not be uniquely defined and this can lead to problems 

when plotting the biplot axes. This problem will be discussed in more detail in 

Section 3.3 where a computer intensive statistical technique called the Bootstrap 

will be introduced. The Bootstrap will be used to approximate the standard errors 
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of the SPCs without making the assumption of underlying normality. Therefore, 

the Bootstrap can be used to assess the stability of the SPCs without making 

underlying distributional assumptions. 

In Section 3.4 the influence of outliers in the sample on the results achieved with 

the Bootstrap will be investigated. It will be seen that outlying observations can 

have a drastic effect on the SPCs as well as their corresponding standard errors. 

A well known data set that contains outliers will be used to illustrate this 

phenomenon. It is preferable for the standard errors of the SPCs to be kept 

minimal even if there are outliers present in the sample.  

In Section 3.5 the Fast and Robust Bootstrap of Salibian-Barrera, Van Aelst & 

Willems (2005) will be discussed. Using the data set in Section 3.4 it will be seen 

that the use of this technique leads to standard errors that remain stable in the 

presence of outliers. Therefore, if this technique is used, it is not necessary to 

determine if there are outliers in the sample beforehand as they will have minimal 

effect on the standard errors. 

 

3.2 Asymptotic Distribution Theory for Sample Principal 

Components 

Sometimes PCA may have no other purpose than the approximation of high-

dimensional data sets, but the situation may arise when it may be required to 

give some meaning to the PCs or even to perform some formal test of a 

hypothesis. In the former case, PCA is used to reduce the dimensionality of the 

data set by forming particular linear combinations of the original variables (see 

Chapter 2). In the latter case, an underlying model for PCA is assumed so that 

PCA can also be seen as a model-based technique, although this will only be 

briefly discussed in this chapter. 

A very important case when it is desirable to give meaning to the PCs, occurs in 

the estimation of constants of allometric growth. The model of allometric growth 

makes the assumption that the various parts of an organism grow at constant 
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relative rates. For example, the length of an organism may grow at twice the rate 

as the width. Then the relative growth rate of length to width, or allometric 

constant, would be 2:1. In general, there may be  parts of an organism that are 

being measured. The constants of allometric growth can then be summarised in 

the form of a vector , such that the relative growth rate of part , 

compared to part  is . Therefore, only the ratios of the  are well defined 

so that some arbitrary rule may be used for the normalisation of the vector . A 

special case of allometry is isometric growth which assumes that all the  are 

equal. This means that all ratios  are assumed to be equal to one. This 

means that, in all variables measured, the organisms grow at the same rate, thus 

maintaining their shape while changing size. Jolicoeur (1963), a pioneer in the 

field of allometric growth, suggested estimating  as the eigenvector of the 

covariance matrix of log-transformed variables associated with the largest 

eigenvalue. 

The question naturally arises how stable the estimates of the first SPC 

coefficients are if they are to be used as estimates of the constants of allometric 

growth. As was mentioned previously, standard errors are a useful tool for 

assessing the stability of the estimated coefficients. In the following theorem an 

asymptotic result that can be used for the calculation of standard errors in PCA, 

is given. 

 

Theorem 3.2.1 

Suppose that  is a sample of size  from  (a member 

of the family of elliptical distributions), where  is p.d., and let , which is 

proportional to the sample covariance matrix. Let 
 
denote the 

eigenvalues of and  the associated normalised eigenvectors. Let 

 denote the eigenvalues of  and  the associated 

eigenvectors. If  is a simple eigenvalue (i.e. ), then the 
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asymptotic distribution of is  - variate normal with mean vector  

and covariance matrix 

 (3-1) 

where 

 (3-2) 

Proof: See Flury (1988) 

 

The assumption that  is a simple eigenvalue is crucial in Theorem 3.1, which 

can be seen from equation (3-2): If  is not simple, then some of the  will be 

infinite; for estimates in such cases see Muirhead (1982). The same formula 

shows that the coefficients of  will be relatively unstable if  is not well 

separated from  or . For the computation of standard errors, all the 

parameters in (3-1) and (3-2) are replaced by their sample counterparts, i.e., 
 

is estimated by 

 

where  

 

Writing  for the matrix containing the eigenvectors of  as 

columns, the estimate of the variance of  is the -th diagonal entry of . 

In scalar notation the standard error of  is defined as 
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 (3-3) 

These standard errors depend on the data set only through the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of the . Also, the standard error of each coefficient depends on all 

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, although if  is much larger or much smaller 

than , then the effect of the -th eigenvector on the standard errors of the -th 

eigenvector will be small. Although this method of computing standard errors is 

quick and relatively straight-forward, it suffers from two major disadvantages: 

 It is based on normality assumptions. 

 The distributions of the eigenvalues are approximate because they are 

derived from an asymptotic result. 

Sometimes it may be necessary to use the sample for determining if it is 

plausible for the PCs to take on certain values. This can be ascertained by using 

hypothesis testing which is discussed below. 

 

3.2.1 Hypothesis testing 

The following approximate result is due to Mardia, Kent & Bibby (1979),  

 (3-4) 

Because  is an eigenvector of  with corresponding eigenvalue , it follows 

that 

 

 

 

so that (3-4) reduces to approximately 
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 (3-5) 

The result (3-5) can be used to test the null hypothesis  vs. the 

alternative hypothesis .  A test of  against 
 
will reject  at 

significance level  if 

 (3-6) 

Of course, (3-6) is an approximate test and modifications can be made to the test 

statistic to improve the  approximation ( cf. Schott, 1987). 

 

3.2.2 Example: The Turtle Carapace Data 

This example is a well-known and classical example due to Jolicoeur & 

Mosimann (1960). The turtle carapace data set consists of 24 male and 24 

female painted turtles on three variables, namely, carapace length, carapace 

width and carapace height, all measured in mm. Sample statistics for the subset 

of the data set consisting of the 24 male turtles on the transformed variables 

 10log(length), 10log(width) and 10log(height) are 

  and  

where  is the sample mean and  the sample covariance matrix respectively. 

Here  is calculated from the centred observations and is the maximum likelihood 

estimate of the population covariance matrix. The normalised eigenvectors are 

 and . 

The absolute values of the entries of  provide estimates of constants of 

allometric growth; accordingly, growth in length is somewhat faster than in width 
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or height. The asymptotic standard errors of the coefficients computed from (3-

3) are 

 and . 

From the above results it can be deduced that the estimates of the coefficients of 

all three PCs are fairly stable, except for the first coefficient of  and the third 

coefficient of 
 
because the standard error is larger and nearly equal to the 

absolute value of the coefficient respectively. Looking at the standard errors for 

 the conclusion can be made without doing a formal test that the hypothesis of 

isometric growth is rejected.  

A formal test can be carried out by testing  against the alternative 

 by using result (3-6) where  is a constant. However, a sample size 

of 24 is not large enough to justify the use of asymptotic theory, and therefore an 

alternative assessment of stability is discussed in the next section that does not 

make use of distributional assumptions. 

 

3.3 The Bootstrap 

The standard error of a statistic is widely used as a measure of the statistic‟s 

accuracy (stability). Unfortunately expressions for standard errors are in most 

instances fairly difficult to derive and in many cases only asymptotic results are 

available as is the case in Section 3.2 for the standard errors of the coefficients 

associated with the PCs. The Bootstrap is described by Efron & Tibshirani (1993) 

as a computer intensive statistical technique used to calculate the approximate 

standard error of a statistic whose standard error has no closed form solution. 

The Bootstrap also has other uses which are elaborated upon in Efron & 

Tibshirani (1993) and Davison & Hinkley (1997). For example, the Bootstrap can 

be used to determine the bias of a statistic. The bias of a statistic is the 

difference between its expectation and the quantity that it is measuring. The bias 
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measures a different aspect of a statistic‟s behaviour than its standard error, but 

both are concerned with the statistic‟s accuracy. 

The Bootstrap can be described as a technique where the real world is 

approximated by the so-called Bootstrap world (cf. Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). In 

the real world a sample  is obtained by random 

sampling from a (usually) unknown distribution . A summary statistic, , 

is calculated using the data set and the question arises how accurate  is. 

In the Bootstrap world a Bootstrap sample  is obtained 

by random sampling from the empirical distribution function  and the 

summary statistic  using the Bootstrap data set is calculated. Sampling 

from the empirical distribution function implies that a Bootstrap sample of size  

is obtained by random sampling with replacement from the original sample . 

The ideal Bootstrap estimate, which is the measure of the accuracy of , is 

calculated by using all possible Bootstrap samples of size  from the original 

sample. Because this is impractical when the original sample size is large,  

random Bootstrap samples are obtained and for each  is calculated. The 

standard deviation of the  Bootstrap sample summary statistics  

serves as an approximation of the standard error of the summary statistic . This 

process is summarised diagrammatically in Figure 3.1. 

 

3.3.1 Bootstrap Approximation of the Standard Errors of SPCs 

The summary statistic used to calculate the SPCs is the covariance matrix of the 

centred observations, i.e., if  is the centred data matrix, the sample 

covariance matrix is proportional to . The SPCs are then obtained by 

finding the SVD of .  

In order to obtain the Bootstrap standard errors of the SPCs,  Bootstrap 

samples of size  are drawn with replacement from the rows of . A Bootstrap 

replication of  is  where  is a centred Bootstrap sample. 
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The eigenvectors of each of these Bootstrap matrix replicates are then obtained 

by using the SVD giving  PC replicates for each SPC. The standard errors of 

the coefficients of the SPCs are then calculated as 

 (3-7) 

where  is the -th Bootstrap replication of the -th PC coefficient and  

. 

The standard errors of the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix will not 

be bootstrapped in this study for the following reason. If  is a r.s. from 

a -variate normal distribution whose covariance  matrix is of full rank, then the 

sample covariance matrix is p.d. with probability one (cf. Dykstra, 1970). Also, 

Okamoto (1973) showed that the eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix 

are distinct with probability one. Now, according to the Central Limit theorem, if  

is large the sampling distribution converges to a multivariate normal distribution. 

Therefore, the Bootstrap sampling distributions will also converge to multivariate 

normal distributions if  is large. Therefore, the Bootstrap sample covariance 

matrix eigenvalues will be unique for large . 

 

Remark 3.3.1 

When the Bootstrap is applied in PCA, the non-uniqueness of the normalised 

eigenvectors due to multiplication by -1 must be kept in mind. This poses a 

serious problem for the Bootstrap because the eigenvectors of two almost 

identical matrices (such as the covariance matrices of two different Bootstrap 

samples) will be similar in some sense. However, an eigenvector may at times 

appear with signs reversed, which reflects nothing but the particular convention 

of the software. But, such sign reversals will seriously affect the Bootstrap 

distribution of the coefficients. These sign reversals can be caught by checking 
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the result of each Bootstrap replication. These Bootstrap replicates can either be 

left out of the analysis, or the signs can be reversed (cf. Flury, 1997).  

In the implementation of the Bootstrap algorithm for approximating the standard 

errors of SPC coefficients used in this study, the signs of the eigenvectors have 

been reversed as follows: For each sample eigenvector, the sign of the largest 

coefficient (in absolute value) is stored. This is also done for each eigenvector in 

a bootstrap sample. The stored bootstrap signs are then compared to the sample 

signs. The signs of the bootstrap  sample eigenvectors are reversed for those 

signs that don‟t correspond. The sign of the largest coefficient (in absolute value) 

is used to avoid the problem that arises if a coefficient is very close to zero. It is 

then uncertain whether rounding-off errors are responsible for the coefficient‟s 

sign. However, this sign-reversal method is only reliable when  is small. When  

is large, the absolute values of the coefficients will tend to be similar since the 

sum of the squares of the coefficients must add up to unity (since the 

eigenvectors are normalised). Therefore, care must be taken when deciding to 

change the sign of an eigenvector. 

 

3.3.2 Example: The Turtle Carapace Data (continued) 

A Bootstrap analysis of the turtle carapace data set, based on 10000 Bootstrap 

samples from the empirical distribution gave the following standard errors 

 and  

The standard error of the first coefficient of the first SPC is (to the third decimal 

digit) exactly the same as the one obtained from asymptotic theory, but the 

standard errors of the second and third coefficients have increased. However, 

the conclusion about the stability of the estimated coefficients remains 

unchanged. 
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3.4 The Effect of Outlying Observations on the 

Bootstrap 

In Chapter 1 it is mentioned that outlying observations are observations that do 

not conform to the rest of the observations on one or more characteristics 

(variables). In Chapter 4 different types of outliers will be discussed. In this 

section, the effect of outliers on the Bootstrap procedure for approximating the 

standard errors of PC coefficients will be investigated without differentiating 

between different types of outliers. It will be shown that the classic Bootstrap 

procedure described in Section 3.3 is very susceptible to outliers in the data set 

because the results obtained change drastically when the outliers are removed 

from the data set.  

The Swiss Bank Notes data set from Flury & Riedwyl (1988) consists of 

measurements on  genuine and forged old Swiss 100 franc bills. The 

data set consists of  variables (  to ) corresponding to distance 

measurements on the bills, with names. A subset of this data set consisting of 

the 100 forged bills will be used to illustrate the shortcomings of the classic 

Bootstrap procedure. Firstly, the measurements of the 100 forged bills are 

standardised because the measurements on  and  are incommensurable 

with the other measurements. Figure 3.2 is the predictive PCA biplot of the 

forged bills constructed using the first two SPCs while Figure 3.3 is the same 

biplot without the axes so that the positions of the bills relative to each other can 

be viewed more readily. The 16 labelled observations in Figure 3.3 are the non-

conforming bills identified by Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) as outlying 

observations. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are predictive PCA biplots constructed using 

the first and third SPCs. The 16 outlying observations are more distinguishable 

from the majority of the observations in Figure 3.5 than in Figure 3.3. 

A classical PCA (CPCA) biplot should not be used to find identify outlying 

observations. This is because if there are many outliers present in the data set or 

if there are a few outliers in a small data set, the classic CPCs could reflect the 

position of the outliers instead of the majority of the observations.  
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Figure 3.1: Diagrammatic representation of the Bootstrap method. 

 

This problem will be elaborated upon in Chapter 4 and methods to make PCs 

more robust in the presence of outliers will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. 

These robust RPCs can be used to construct robust biplots that reflect the 

position of the majority of the observations while at the same time distinguishing 

outlying observations from the majority of the observations. 

The estimates of the PC coefficients together with the corresponding standard 

errors of the first two SPCs using the full data set are given in Table 3.1. The 

absolute value of the ratio of the estimated standard errors to their corresponding 

coefficients are also given in Table 3.1. The standard errors are approximated 

using the classical Bootstrap technique with 10 000 Bootstrap samples. In Table 
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3.2, the same statistics are calculated using the reduced data set – that is, the 

data set with the 15 outlying bills removed. 

 

Table 3.1: The coefficients of the first two SPCs and standard errors of the 100 

forged bills from the Swiss Bank Notes Data set. 

Coefficient Comp. 1 

 

 Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

Comp. 2 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

1 -0.068 0.033 0.485 -0.088 0.160 1.818 

2 -0.014 0.020 1.429 0.010 0.092 9.200 

3 -0.009 0.026 2.889 -0.130 0.166 1.277 

4 0.900 0.270 0.300 -0.051 0.102 2.000 

5 -0.390 0.125 0.321 -0.493 0.500 1.014 

6 0.180 0.086 0.478 -0.854 0.811 0.950 

 

The ratios of the standard errors to the coefficients of the first SPC in Table 3.1 

are all small (below 0.5) except for components 2 and 3. The ratios for the 

second SPC are all larger than 0.5. Therefore, there isn‟t sufficient evidence to 

suggest a lack of stability of the first component, however the stability of the 

second component is questionable. 

The results in Table 3.2 still suggest that the first SPC is stable. There is now not 

enough evidence to suggest instability of the second SPC because all the ratios, 

except those for coefficients 4 and 5, are smaller than 0.5. 
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Table 3.2: The coefficients of the first two SPCs and standard errors of the 

reduced Swiss Bank Notes Data set. 

Coefficient Comp. 1 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

Comp. 2 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

1 -0.071 0.031 0.437 -0.352 0.156 0.443 

2 0.025 0.030 1.200 -0.422 0.189 0.448 

3 -0.020 0.037 1.850 -0.550 0.246 0.447 

4 0.816 0.185 0.227 0.016 0.118 7.380 

5 -0.564 0.131 0.232 0.180 0.195 1.083 

6 -0.104 0.045 0.433 -0.603 0.274 0.454 
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Figure 3.2: Predictive CPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data set constructed using the first two SPCs as the principal 

axes. 

 

Therefore, the inclusion of the 16 outlying bills causes the second SPC‟s stability 

to be questionable, while the exclusion of these bills causes it to become stable. 

It is undesirable for outlying observations to influence the results of a statistical 

analysis in this way, so in the next section a more robust version of the Bootstrap 

in the presence of outliers is discussed. 
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Figure 3.3: Predictive CPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data set (axes not shown) constructed using the first two 

SPCs as the principal axes. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Predictive CPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data set constructed using the first and third SPCs as the 

principal axes. 
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Figure 3.5: Predictive CPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data set (axes not shown) constructed using the first and third 

SPCs as the principal axes. 

 

Remark 3.4.1 

The group of potential outlying observations in Figure 3.5 may not be outliers at 

all, but rather a group of observations just like a group of regular observations. 

Observations can be grouped according to some extraneous variable like 

„Gender‟. This classification variable can be discrete or a categorised continuous 

variable. However, PCA biplots do not take such an external classification 

variable into account; the purpose of a PCA biplot is just to optimally approximate 

the Euclidean distances between the observations and not optimally separate 

them into groups.  
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However, due to the classification variable, some groups might be visible in the 

PCA biplot, but their group means will not be optimally separated. To see this, 

consider Figure 3.6 (a) and (b): The coloured circles represent the group means 

that have been projected onto the PCA subspace. The horizontal dashed line 

represents the direction of maximum variability and corresponds to the first 

principal axis.  

In (a) the group means fall on the first principal axis, while in (b) the group means 

fall on the second principal axis (vertical dashed line) and therefore not in the 

direction of maximum variability. Therefore, because the PCA biplot optimally 

represents the distances between the observations and because the 

observations are more spread out along the first principal axis, the three group 

means will be more distinguishable in (a) than in (b). 

A procedure that does linearly optimally separate the data into groups 

(specifically the group means) according to an extraneous classification variable 

is called Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) and CVA biplots should be used to 

visually inspect the data for groups of observations. 

 

3.5 The Fast and Robust Bootstrap 

So far, PCA and the Bootstrap approach have been based on the eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of the sample covariance or correlation matrix and the 

resampling covariance or correlation matrix respectively. However, the preceding 

example illustrated that the inclusion and exclusion of suspected outliers can 

lead to different conclusions. Therefore, several robustifications of CPCA have 

been proposed in the literature. Several of these approaches will be discussed in 

detail in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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Figure 3.6: Groups of observations in a PCA biplot (refer to Remark 3.4.1). 

(a) 

(b) 
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In this section the robustification of the Bootstrap procedure using the 

eigenvectors of multivariate MM-estimates (cf. Tatsuoka & Tyler, 2000) will be 

discussed. A multivariate MM-estimate is a robust estimate of the sample 

covariance (correlation) matrix. This will in turn lead to the algorithm for the fast 

and robust Bootstrap. 

The drawback of using results based on asymptotic normality to approximate 

standard errors (cf. Croux & Haesbroeck, 2000) is that these results only hold 

under the assumption of some underlying elliptical distribution of which the 

normal distribution is a member. Such assumptions are not appropriate in cases 

where the data set is suspected to not conform to an elliptical distribution, but 

reasonable results for small amounts of contamination for large sample sizes can 

still be obtained. The classical Bootstrap procedure discussed in the previous 

section provides an alternative that can work better for smaller sample sizes that 

contain a substantial amount of contamination.  

Multivariate MM-estimates are designed to be both highly robust against outliers 

and highly efficient for observations adhering to a normal distribution, but several 

difficulties arise when applying the classical Bootstrap procedure on robust 

estimates such as the multivariate MM-estimate:  

 The high computational cost. Computing the multivariate MM-estimate is a 

time-consuming task. This is especially significant when recalculating the 

estimates many times, as the Bootstrap requires for large high-

dimensional data sets. 

 The instability of the classical Bootstrap as discussed in the previous 

section. If harmful outlying observations are present in the original sample, 

then these will occur in larger numbers in the Bootstrap samples. Even if 

the multivariate MM-estimate on the original data set yields a robust PCA 

solution, it might fail in Bootstrap samples with many outliers. The 

robustness of the Bootstrap in general has been investigated by 

Stromberg (1997) and Singh (1998). 
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Salibián-Barrera & Zamar (2002) proposed a fast and robust Bootstrap method 

for univariate regression MM-estimates; the MM-estimates are used in place of 

the least squares criterion that is minimised in classical least-squares regression 

because the least-squares criterion is also easily influenced by outliers. Salibián-

Barrera et al. (2005) investigate an adaptation of this least-squares method to the 

multivariate location and shape setting. As with the Bootstrap, inference is based 

on the eigenvectors of these recomputed matrices. Multivariate MM-estimates 

will now be discussed in more detail. 

 

3.5.1 Multivariate MM-Estimates 

MM-estimates of multivariate location and shape are based on two loss functions 

analogously to MM-estimates of regression (cf. Yohai, 1987). The following 

regularity conditions are required for a loss function : 

 is real, symmetric, twice continuously differentiable and .  

  is strictly increasing on  and constant on  where  is some 

finite constant. 

Multivariate MM-estimates of location, shape and covariance are now defined as 

follows: 

 

Definition 3.5.1 

Let  with . Let  and  satisfy the first and 

second requirement respectively for the loss function above and let  be 

multivariate S-estimates, that is  minimises the determinant, , subject to 

 (3-8) 
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among all  and p.d. symmetric matrices .  

Let . Then the multivariate MM-estimates for location and shape 

 minimise 

 (3-9) 

among all  and  p.d. symmetric matrices  for which . The 

MM-estimate for the covariance matrix is .  

 

The „shape matrix‟  corresponds to a covariance matrix  through . 

That is,  is a symmetric p.d. matrix with .  Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) 

consider loss functions in the well-known family of Tukey‟s biweight functions, 

given by 

 (3-10) 

where  is a user-chosen tuning constant. The question of how robust these 

estimates are to outliers is addressed in the next section in terms of their finite-

sample breakdown point. 

 

3.5.1.1 Breakdown Point 

According to Donoho & Huber (1983), the finite-sample breakdown point of a 

location estimate  is defined as the smallest fraction of observations of the 

sample  that needs to be replaced to make  arbitrarily large. Formally, 

 (3-11) 
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where the supremum is over all possible  that differ from  in at most  points. 

The notation  indicates the Euclidean distance. The breakdown point of a 

covariance or shape estimate is usually defined as the smallest proportion of 

outliers that can make its largest eigenvalue  arbitrarily large or make its 

smallest eigenvalue  arbitrarily small. It should be noted for a shape estimate 

that  and 
 
can only occur simultaneously because its determinant is 

constant. The following theorem gives the breakdown point for a MM-estimate. 

 

Theorem 3.5.1 

For a data set , let  be the maximum number of observations lying 

on the same hyperplane of . Assume  for all  and         

. Let . If  (where the notation  

means the smallest integer larger than ) then, for MM-estimates defined in 

Definition 3.5.1, the following is true 

 

Proof: See Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005).  

 

Therefore, it follows from Theorem 3.5.1 that the MM-estimates for multivariate 

location and shape have a breakdown point larger or equal to the initial S-

estimates. Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) discuss the reasons why the 

assumptions made in Theorem 3.5.1 are not restrictive in any sense. 

It is the experience of Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) that the finite-sample 

performance of MM-estimates improves the performance of the initial S-

estimates up to dimension 15. Finally, the difference in computational complexity 

is not a major factor since the extra M-step for the MM-estimate, computed by 

iteratively reweighted least squares, is almost negligible in comparison with the 

computation of the initial S-estimate. Since computational complexity is an issue 
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where the Bootstrap is concerned, it should be noted that the results concerning 

the Bootstrap method introduced in the next subsection apply to MM-estimates, 

but are of course also valid for S-estimates because choosing  equal to  for 

the MM-estimate yields the initial S-estimate. 

To overcome the problems associated with applying the classical Bootstrap 

procedure using robust estimates on a potentially contaminated data set, an 

extension of the fast and robust Bootstrap of Salibián-Barrera & Zamar (2002) as 

proposed by Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) and applied to multivariate MM-

estimates is discussed next. 

 

3.5.2 Bootstrap for PCA based on Multivariate MM-Estimates 

3.5.2.1 Fast and Robust Bootstrap for Multivariate MM-Estimates 

The multivariate MM-estimates defined in Definition 3.5.1 can be written as a 

system of fixed-point equations as follows: 

 (3-12) 

 (3-13) 

 (3-14) 

 (3-15) 

where  for  and where , 

 and . Such a system of 

equations allows the application of the Bootstrap procedure of Salibián-Barrera & 
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Zamar (2002). The idea is to make use of the equations to compute fast 

approximations to the MM-estimates in each Bootstrap sample. In particular, 

given a Bootstrap sample , an intuitive way to obtain 

fast approximated re-calculations would be as follows: 

 (3-16) 

 (3-17) 

 (3-18) 

 (3-19) 

where ,  and 

. However, since the estimates  and  are kept 

fixed on the right-hand side of (3-16) – (3-19), these approximations will likely 

underestimate the variability of the MM-estimate. This problem can be remedied 

by applying a linear correction as follows (cf.  Salibián-Barrera et al., 2005).  

Since the number of unknown unique variables in (3-12) – (3-15) is , 

these equations can be denoted by means of a function  

such that  where . Given the smoothness of 

, a Taylor expansion about the limiting value of  can be calculated, 

 (3-20) 

where ,  is the remainder term and  is the 

matrix of partial derivatives. If the remainder term is sufficiently small, (3-20) can 

be rewritten as 
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 (3-21) 

Since both sides of the above equation are asymptotically equivalent, the 

distribution of the bootstrapped statistics will also converge to the same limit. The 

Bootstrap sample version of (3-21) is 

 (3-22) 

The fast and robust Bootstrap is obtained by computing the right-hand side 

instead of the left-hand side of (3.22). Note that  corresponds to  

(3-16) – (3-19) and that the matrix of partial derivatives provides the linear 

correction. Denote the approximations to , obtained by (3-22), by  for 

 where  is the number of Bootstrap samples. For bootstrapping the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of , Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) propose the 

extraction of the  fast and robust Bootstrap recalculations of  from the  

and to take the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of these matrices as recalculated 

versions of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of  

 

Remark 3.5.1 

Because of the linear correction in (3.22), the recalculated shape estimates may 

not be p.d. and hence the bootstrapped eigenvalue estimates can be negative. In 

practice this seems to happen more frequently for small sample sizes. The 

solution used by Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) is to discard the Bootstrap 

samples where this happens. Alternatively, transformations of the Bootstrap 

sample covariance matrices can be considered such as those described in 

Rousseeuw & Molenberghs (1993).  
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Now suppose that there are outliers present in the original sample. The MM-

estimates are more resistant to outliers than the classical estimates, but since 

Bootstrap samples are obtained by drawing observations with replacement from 

the original sample, some of the Bootstrap samples may contain more outliers 

than the original sample and therefore the number of outliers in some of the 

Bootstrap samples may exceed the breakdown point of the MM-estimate. 

Therefore the inference based on the Bootstrap samples might be distorted by 

the outliers because the classical Bootstrap might yield affected re-computed 

estimates. However, the fast Bootstrap is more stable than the classical 

Bootstrap method because outliers are associated with large robust distances (  

and ) and therefore receive a small or zero weight in the fast Bootstrap 

calculations according to (3-16) – (3-19) because 

 and . 

Furthermore, these weights vanish for  outside some bounded interval. Also for 

the weights , it can be seen that 

 

Therefore, the influence of outlying observations is limited, regardless of the 

number in which they appear in the Bootstrap sample. 

 

3.5.2.2 The Swiss Bank Notes Data (continued) 

Salibián-Barrera et al. (2005) have developed software for R/S+ that implements 

the fast and robust Bootstrap algorithm. The R-software consists of the main 

function MMPCA() to compute the robust PCA based on an MM-estimate of 

shape with inference based on the fast and robust Bootstrap together with the 

function multiMMRobBoot() that executes the fast and robust Bootstrap for MM-

estimates. The function multiMM() computes the multivariate MM-estimates of 
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location and shape and the function fastSmulti() computes S-estimates of 

location and scatter to find the initial S-scale for the MM-estimate. 

Using these four functions, the fast and robust Bootstrap is used to approximate 

the standard errors of the coefficients of the first two PCs of the Swiss Bank 

Notes data set. Table 3.3 shows the coefficients together with their standard 

errors for the full data set and Table 3.4 shows the coefficients and standard 

errors for the reduced data set – that is, with the outliers removed. In both tables 

the absolute value of the ratio of the standard errors to their corresponding 

coefficients are also given. 

Since three ratios in Table 3.3 are larger than 0.5 for each PC, there is borderline 

evidence to suggest the instability of the first two PCs. The ratios in Table 3.4 

lead to the same conclusion, so that the exclusion of the outliers has not affected 

the conclusion of instability of the first two PCs. Therefore, the fast and robust 

Bootstrap has lead to the conclusion that the first two PCs are not stable 

regardless of whether the outliers are included in the analysis or not. Therefore, 

the fast and robust Bootstrap method is a valuable tool to investigate the stability 

of PCs when there are suspected outliers in the data set being analysed. 

The first two SPCs given in the above tables are RPCs because they were 

calculated using the SVD of a robust estimate of the sample covariance 

(correlation) matrix, namely, the multivariate MM-estimate. These RPCs can be 

used to construct a robust biplot that can be compared to the CPCA biplot in 

Figure 3.2, but because the relevant theory is covered in more detail in Chapters 

4 and 5, it will not be given here. 
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Table 3.3: The coefficients of the first two PCs and standard errors obtained 

using the fast and  robust Bootstrap on the 100 forged bills from the 

Swiss Bank Notes Data set. 

Coefficient Comp. 1 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

Comp. 2 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

1 -0.272 0.200 0.735 -0.127 0.495 3.898 

2 0.829 0.147 0.177 -0.258 0.356 1.380 

3 -0.481 0.241 0.501 -0.436 0.333 0.764 

4 -0.078 0.135 1.731 0.303 0.129 0.426 

5 -0.022 0.163 7.409 0.338 0.166 0.491 

6 0.000 0.262 - 0.722 0.215 0.298 
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Table 3.4: The coefficients of the first two PCs and standard errors obtained 

using the fast and  robust Bootstrap on the reduced Swiss Bank Notes 

Data set. 

Coefficient Comp. 1 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

Comp. 2 

 

Standard 

error 

 

Abs. 

Ratio 

 

1 -0.273 0.167 0.612 -0.192 0.339 1.766 

2 0.834 0.111 0.133 -0.221 0.270 1.222 

3 -0.468 0.192 0.410 -0.411 0.291 0.708 

4 -0.094 0.106 1.128 0.320 0.104 0.325 

5 -0.040 0.130 3.250 0.368 0.131 0.356 

6 -0.022 0.206 9.364 0.713 0.156 0.219 

 

3.6 Recapitulation 

In this Chapter: 

 The problem of sampling variability and its effect on the SPCs was 

brought to the fore. The SPCs are stable if their coefficients do not vary 

too much from sample to sample. The measure of stability that was used 

is the standard error of a coefficient. If the standard error of a coefficient is 

much smaller than the coefficient itself then the coefficient is regarded as 

being influenced minimally by sampling variation and is therefore stable. A 

SPC is in turn stable if most of its coefficients are stable. 

 The Bootstrap was used to approximate the standard error of a SPC 

coefficient, since no explicit formula exists. The Bootstrap simulates 

sample variability by generating samples with replacement from the 
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original sample. Therefore, there will be many replications of a SPC 

coefficient from which an approximation for its standard error can be 

calculated. 

 Two problems that arise when outliers are present in the original sample 

were discussed:  

o Firstly, the SPCs are calculated from the sample covariance matrix 

which is not robust against outliers and therefore the approximated 

standard errors are not reliable. This problem was addressed by 

introducing multivariate MM-estimates as more robust measures of 

location and covariance.  

o Secondly, a sample generated by the classical Bootstrap procedure 

may include more outliers than are present in the original sample 

because a Bootstrap sample contains observations sampled with 

replacement from the original sample. Therefore, even though the 

multivariate MM-estimates are more robust than their classical 

counterparts in terms of their breakdown points, they may still break 

down when applied to a Bootstrap sample. The fast and robust 

Bootstrap using multivariate MM-estimates addressed this problem 

by down-weighting outlying observations in a Bootstrap sample.  

In Chapter 4, specific types of outliers will be discussed as well as a procedure 

for identifying them in the data set for the purposes of removal. The CPCs 

calculated from this reduced data set should be more stable. Instead of removing 

outliers from the data set, they can be accommodated in the analysis. Chapter 4 

also discusses an accommodation technique that is based on a robust sample 

covariance matrix estimate such as the multivariate MM-estimate discussed in 

this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Robust Principal Component Analysis: An 

Introduction 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The majority of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of robust sample 

covariance matrix estimates from which RPCs will be found using the ordinary 

SVD discussed in Chapter 1 and given in (1-6) which will then be used to 

construct two-dimensional robust PCA biplots in Chapter 5. Since the robustness 

of a robust PCA biplot depends on the breakdown point of the underlying robust 

sample covariance estimate, it is first necessary to devote a thorough discussion 

to these estimates. 

It is well known that the sample mean (cf. Huber, 1964) is not robust to outlying 

observations. This is because the breakdown point of the sample mean is  

(cf. Donoho & Huber, 1983) which means that only one observation is needed to 

take on arbitrary large values to make the sample mean vector arbitrary large. 

Estimates of the population covariance matrix are proportional to the sample sum 

of squares and cross-products matrix , where  is assumed to be the 

centred data matrix. The classical sample covariance matrix is obtained from  

by multiplying it by either  or  which gives the plug-in estimate and 

maximum likelihood estimate respectively. Therefore, the sample mean, which is 

not robust, causes  to be sensitive to outliers too. Therefore, the SPCs 

calculated from  are also sensitive to outliers (cf. Devlin, Gnanadesikan & 

Kettenring, 1981). 

One approach that can be used to avoid this problem is to try and identify 

outlying observations and remove them from the data set. However, depending 

on the analysis done, removal of an outlier may or may not have a substantial 
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effect on the results of the analysis (cf. Jolliffe, 2002). Observations are called 

influential if their removal does have a large effect on the results of the analysis. 

Most influential observations are outliers in some respect, but outliers need not 

be influential. This behaviour is evident in CPCA where observations that are 

influential for the coefficients of a SPC are not necessarily influential for the 

variance of that SPC, and vice versa (cf. Jolliffe, 2002). Also, outliers can often 

interact in such a way that they mask each other. As a simple example, consider 

a small univariate data set containing one modest and one large outlier. The 

estimated standard deviation will be grossly inflated by the large outlier, in 

comparison to which the modest outliers look relatively normal. The removal of 

the large outlier causes the estimated standard deviation to shrink resulting in the 

modest outlier looking more unusual. This problem gets worse as the 

dimensionality of the data increases. It occurs quite often that once a few outliers 

have been removed, others become visible. 

Another approach, which also receives attention in Chapters 5 and 6, is the 

accommodation of outliers. Estimates used for the accommodation of outliers are 

more resistant to outliers. Therefore, they should take on more or less the same 

value with or without the presence of outliers. Such estimates are termed robust 

estimates (or robust statistics). In the multivariate setting, the classical sample 

covariance matrix is replaced by a robust covariance estimate. Each 

observation‟s contribution is weighted according to its distance from a robust 

estimate of location. Therefore, it is not necessary to identify potential outlying 

observations beforehand; they are accommodated in the analysis by down-

weighting observations that are atypical from the bulk of the data.  

In Section 4.2, different types of outliers according to Hubert, Rousseeuw & 

Vanden Branden (2005) are discussed. Since an outlier may also be influential, a 

method for identifying influential observations, namely, influence functions will be 

discussed. Influence functions will be applied in the context of PCA. That is, 

influence functions will be used to identify observations that are influential for the 

SPC variances (eigenvalues) or the SPCs themselves (eigenvectors). A method 
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for identifying outliers will be discussed thereafter, but this method isn‟t capable 

of further differentiating the identified outliers as influential. 

In Section 4.3, different methods for constructing robust estimates for location 

and dispersion will be discussed. The univariate case receives attention first, 

followed by the generalisation to the multivariate case. The robust estimates of 

the sample covariance matrix are then used to calculate robust Mahalanobis 

distances which can be used to identify outlying observations. 

 

4.2 Outlying Observations in Principal Component 

Analysis 

Consider Figure 4.1, where  and the dimension of the approximation (or 

PCA biplot) space, . According to Hubert et al. (2005) four types of 

observations can be distinguished: 

 Regular observations: These observations form one homogenous group 

that is close to the PCA biplot space such as the cloud of observations in 

Figure 4.1. 

 Good leverage points: These observations lie close to the PCA biplot 

space, but far from the regular observations, such as observations 1 and 4 

in Figure 4.1. 

 Orthogonal outliers: These observations have a large orthogonal 

distance to the PCA biplot space which is not revealed when looking at 

their projection on the biplot space, such as observation 5 in Figure 4.1. 

 Bad leverage points: These observations have a large orthogonal 

distance and their projection on the PCA biplot space is remote from the 

typical observations, such as observations 2 and 3 in Figure 4.1. 

Good leverage points, orthogonal outliers and bad leverage points may be 

influential observations in an analysis. In the following section methods will be 

discussed that can be used to identify (unmask) influential observations in the 

multivariate setting. 
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Figure 4.1: Different types of outliers when a three-dimensional data set is 

projected onto a two-dimensional PCA subspace. Outliers 1 & 4 are 

good leverage points; observations 2 & 3 are bad leverage points; 

observation 5 is an orthogonal outlier. 

 

4.2.1 Identifying (unmasking) Multivariate Outliers 

Outlying observations in a PCA can be detected by adopting a strategy that 

entails performing a CPCA but producing in parallel with it appropriate diagnostic 

statistics and graphical displays (cf. Critchley, 1985). Two approaches will be 

considered within this strategy and they are discussed next. 
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4.2.1.1 Unmasking Influential Observations using Influence Functions 

This approach is presented by Critchley (1985) rests on the influence function 

which is defined next. 

 

Definition 4.2.1 

Suppose that  is a -variate random vector and let  have a cumulative 

distribution function (c.d.f.)  and distribution function . If  is a vector of 

parameters of , then  can be written as a functional of , i.e., . Now let 

 be perturbed to become 

 

where  and  is the c.d.f. of the random variable that takes the value  

with certainty. Further, let  be the value of  when  becomes . Then the 

influence function  for  evaluated at  is defined as (cf. Hampel, 1974), 

 (4-1) 

 

In many situations there is an explicit expression for the influence function. The 

influence functions for  and , the -th eigenvalue and eigenvector of the 

population covariance matrix respectively, are given by Radhakrishnan & 

Kshirsagar (1981) and by Critchley (1985). For covariance matrices, the 

influence function for   can be written as 

 (4-2) 

where  is the -th PC score for the given value of . Therefore, the influence of 

an observation on  depends only on its score for the -th PC; an observation 

can be extreme on any or all of the other PCs without affecting . This illustrates 

the statement made earlier that outliers need not necessarily be influential for 
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every part of an analysis. For covariance matrices, the theoretical influence 

function for  can be written as 

 (4-3) 

Comparing (4-2) and (4-3), it is possible for an observation to be influential for , 

but not for , and vice versa. Also,  depends on all of the PC scores, 

, unlike  which depends just on . 

The influence function often contains unknown parameters. The empirical 

influence function (cf. Critchley, 1985) is obtained by replacing the unknown 

parameters in the influence function by their sample counterparts. The empirical 

influence function for  is given by 

 (4-4) 

The empirical influence function for  is given by 

 (4-5) 

where  is the -th eigenvalue,  is the -th eigenvector of the sample 

covariance matrix and  is the value of the -th PC for each individual 

observation. 

The deleted empirical influence function for the -th observation (cf. Critchley, 

1985; Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) is obtained by replacing  with ,  

with  and  with  (the distribution giving unit mass to the observation ) in 

(4-1) rather than taking the limit. Therefore, it follows that 

  (4-6) 
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where  is the empirical distribution function calculated from all the 

observations except the -th one and  is the quantity corresponding 

to  when the -th observation is omitted from the sample.  This measures the 

actual change caused by the deletion of one observation from the sample and 

can be compared to a constant multiple of the predictions from the empirical 

influence function. The predictions from the empirical influence function must be 

multiplied by a constant because .   

As an alternative to (4-6), Efron & Tibshirani (1993) let , which 

gives what will be referred to as the repeated empirical influence function, 

 

where  is the empirical distribution function calculated from the sample with 

the -th observation repeated and   denotes the value of  when the 

-th observation is repeated in the sample. However, Efron & Tibshirani (1993) do 

not recommend this estimate for small samples because it stresses the 

importance of outlying observations. The actual changes in the eigenvalues for 

the -th observation are obtained from (4-6) as 

 (4-7) 

and can be compared to the estimated changes in the eigenvalues obtained from 

a constant multiple of (4-4). The actual change in the -th eigenvector for the -th 

observation is obtained from (4-6) as 

 (4-8) 

For an eigenvector, there are changes to each of the coefficients in the vector. A 

plausible measure (cf. Jolliffe, 2002) for the difference between two vectors is the 

sum of squares of changes in the individual coefficients of each vector. However, 

this measure does not allow the identification of the coefficient-difference which 
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had the largest contribution to the sum, which can be more informative. A 

criterion which can be used in this case is the maximum absolute difference of 

the changes in the coefficients. The estimated changes in the eigenvectors are 

calculated from a constant multiple of (4-5). 

 

4.2.1.1.1 Examples 

4.2.1.1.1.1 The Swiss Bank Notes Data (continued) 

An illustration of the above concepts is now given by using the Swiss Bank Notes 

data set first discussed in Chapter 3. As before, the subset of the data consisting 

of the 100 forged bills will be used. The predictions obtained from the empirical 

influence functions in (4-4) and (4-5) are multiplied by the constant  

so that they can be compared to the actual changes obtained from (4-7) and 

(4-8) respectively.  

In Table 4.1 the absolute estimated and actual changes in the first eigenvalue 

(assuming the eigenvalues are in non-increasing order) and corresponding 

eigenvector of the covariance matrix are given. The values are ordered from 

largest to smallest together with the observation responsible for the change. The 

absolute values in Table 4.2 pertain to the second eigenvalue and corresponding 

eigenvector and are obtained in exactly the same way as the values in Table 4.1. 

A number of important conclusions can be made by considering the tables below: 

 The estimated values are very good in terms of obtaining the correct 

ordering of the observations in respect to their influence, however there 

are quite large absolute discrepancies for the observations with the largest 

influences, but Jolliffe (2002) remarks that the most influential 

observations are correctly identified unless the sample size is very small. 

 The observations which are most influential for a particular eigenvalue 

need not be so for the corresponding eigenvector, and vice versa (see 

Table 4.1, observations 61, 87, 80 and 71). Conversely, observations can 
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sometimes have a large influence on both an eigenvalue and its 

eigenvector (see Table 4.2, observations 13 and 71). 

 Observations may be influential for one PC only, or affect two or more. 

Indeed, there is no overlap between the four most influential observations 

for the first and second eigenvalues, but observation 71 is influential for 

both the first and second eigenvector. 

 

Table 4.1: Forged bills of the Swiss Bank Notes Data: Comparisons between 

empirical and actual influence of individual observations on the first 

eigenvalue and eigenvector of the covariance matrix. 

1st Eigenvalue 1st Eigenvector (SPC) 

Estimated Actual Obs. no. Estimated Actual Obs. no. 

0.105881 0.121877 61 0.000802 0.000889 80 

0.065969 0.082096 87 0.000783 0.000809 71 

0.065345 0.080865 60 0.000750 0.000841 90 

0.058917 0.074312 90 0.000693 0.000787 60 

… … … … … … 

0.000461 0.015325 95 0 0 44 

0.000401 0.016173 36 0 0 49 

0.000354 0.015957 23 0 0 53 

0.000353 0.015326 45 0 0 85 
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Table 4.2: Forged bills of the Swiss Bank Notes Data: Comparisons between 

empirical and actual influence of individual observations on the second 

eigenvalue and eigenvector of the covariance matrix. 

2nd Eigenvalue 2nd Eigenvector (SPC) 

Estimated Actual Obs. no. Estimated Actual Obs. no. 

0.024367 0.027341 62 0.015295 3.988795 67 

0.017525 0.019394 13 0.011608 0.013878 13 

0.015641 0.018417 71 0.006234 0.00716 71 

0.011309 0.015212 80 0.003584 0.005685 62 

… … … … … … 

0.000295 0.00361 82 0 0 56 

0.000256 0.003231 23 0 0 74 

0.000175 0.003029 34 0 0 84 

0.000113 0.003137 8 0 0 85 

 

Jolliffe (2002) made the same observations regarding the set of four subjectively 

assessed variables for 54 painters, which was described by Davenport & 

Studdert-Kennedy (1972). 

Note that most of the observations that have been identified as influential in 

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are positioned within the cloud of outliers labelled in the PCA 

biplot of the first and second PCs of the data in Figure 3.3. The two observations 

(61 and 87) that are most influential for the first eigenvalue are positioned in the 

top right of the PCA biplot, while the observation (62) that is the most influence 

for second eigenvalue is positioned in the middle of the PCA biplot. 
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The observations (80 and 71) that are most influential for the first PC also are 

positioned in the top right of the PCA biplot, while the observations (67 and 13) 

that are most influential for the second PC are positioned in the lower right of the 

PCA biplot. Therefore, these four observations are largely responsible for the 

positioning of the PCA biplot axes and points. Since they are also classified as 

outlying observations, it is very undesirable for them to be largely responsible for 

the positioning of the axes and points. 

 

4.2.1.1.1.2 The Milk Data 

The Milk data set consists of  observations on  variables which are 

the costs of transporting milk. This data set is given by Johnson & Wichern 

(2002) and is reproduced by Bacon-Shone & Fung (1987) and Caroni & Prescott 

(1992). The data set is not standardised because the measurements of the 

variables are commensurable. 

In Table 4.3 the four largest absolute estimated and actual changes in the first 

eigenvalue (assuming the eigenvalues are in non-increasing order) and 

corresponding eigenvector of the covariance matrix are given. The values are 

ordered from largest to smallest together with the observation responsible for the 

change. The absolute values in Table 4.4 pertain to the second eigenvalue and 

corresponding eigenvector and are obtained in exactly the same way as the 

values in Table 4.3. Even though the eigenvalues do not determine the 

coordinates of the interpolated observations or the orientation of the biplot axes, 

the results for the eigenvalues are given for completeness sake. 

The results in Table 4.3 show that the same four observations are the largest 

influential observations for the first eigenvalue and PC. The results in Table 4.4 

show that observation 9 is the most influential observation for the first and 

second PC as well as the second eigenvalue, while being among the top four 

influential observations for the first eigenvalue too. 
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Table 4.3: The Milk Data: Comparisons between the empirical and actual 

influence of individual observations on the first eigenvalue and 

eigenvector of the covariance matrix. 

1st Eigenvalue 1st Eigenvector (SPC) 

Estimated Actual Obs. no. Estimated Actual Obs. no. 

8.260674 9.29644 21 0.059171 0.067793 9 

5.698114 5.450608 9 0.005146 0.006005 23 

1.221832 2.143582 23 0.005113 0.014169 21 

1.09255 2.087227 2 0.001855 0.00231 2 

 

Table 4.4: The Milk Data: Comparisons between empirical and actual influence 

of individual observations on the second eigenvalue and eigenvector 

of the covariance matrix. 

2nd Eigenvalue 2nd Eigenvector (SPC) 

Estimated Actual Obs. no. Estimated Actual Obs. no. 

3.530996 4.954749 9 0.067523 0.325091 9 

1.127247 1.435863 25 0.014596 0.022034 25 

0.951067 1.333717 36 0.013159 0.011673 20 

0.652037 1.170076 23 0.006973 0.008535 15 
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Figure 4.2 is the predictive CPCA biplot for the Milk data. The top four influential 

observations for first and second eigenvalues and eigenvectors are indicated. It 

seems like observations 9 and 21 are candidate outlying observations since they 

lie quite a distance from the cloud of regular observations. The other influential 

observations lie on the fringes of the cloud of regular observations and therefore 

their candidacy for outliers cannot be visually determined from the PCA biplot as 

they might be orthogonal outliers. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Predictive CPCA biplot for the Milk Data constructed using the first 

two CPCs as the principal axes with the top four influential 

observations for the first and second eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

indicated. 
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Table 4.5: The Milk Data: Comparisons between the empirical and actual 

influence of individual observations on the first eigenvalue and 

eigenvector of the covariance matrix. 

 

1st Eigenvalue 1st Eigenvector (SPC) 

Estimated Actual Obs. no. Estimated Actual Obs. no. 

8.85458 9.605017 20 0.010204 0.028689 20 

2.264079 3.170008 22 0.002323 0.003265 22 

1.426899 2.354796 2 0.001371 0.001561 4 

0.87303 0.000969 35 0.001345 0.001511 14 

 

Table 4.6: The Milk Data: Comparisons between the empirical and actual 

influence of individual observations on the second eigenvalue and 

eigenvector of the covariance matrix. 

2nd Eigenvalue 2nd Eigenvector (SPC) 

Estimated Actual Obs. no. Estimated Actual Obs. no. 

1.554783 1.787481 24 0.22426 3.863352 35 

0.845288 1.127526 30 0.041849 0.042107 26 

0.586526 0.503331 35 0.021286 0.025914 8 

0.502275 0.778684 17 0.019589 0.023575 3 

 

Tables 4.5 and 4.6 are the tables corresponding to Tables 4.3 and 4.4 

respectively except that observation 9 has been removed from the data set. Now 

observation 20, which was not even present in Table 4.3, is the top influential 
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outlier for the first eigenvalue and eigenvector. The same can be said of 

observation 35 for the second eigenvector. Therefore it seems to be that 

determining whether observations are influential for the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors also suffers from the so-called masking effect which is explained in 

the next section. 

Figure 4.3 is the predictive CPCA biplot for the Milk data with observation 9 

excluded. Observations 20 and 35, which are the most influential observations 

for the first and second eigenvectors respectively, are indicated in the biplot too. 

Note that observation 20 seems to be a candidate outlier while observation 35 

might be an orthogonal outlier which cannot be visually determined from the 

biplot. Also, the orientation of the „Fuel‟ and „Repair‟ axes is quite different from 

Figure 4.2. The cloud of regular observations also is more compacted compared 

to Figure 4.2. Numerical measures to quantify the change in the biplot display 

when outliers are removed will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Predictive CPCA biplot for the Milk Data (except observation 9) 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 

Observations 20 & 35 which are the most influential observations 

for the first and second PC are indicated. 
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Figure 4.4: Predictive CPCA biplot for the Milk Data (except observations 9 & 

20) constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Predictive CPCA biplot for the Milk data (except observations 9 & 35) 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 
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Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are the predictive CPCA biplots for the Milk data; 

observations 9 and 20 have been removed from the data before obtaining Figure 

4.4 while observations 9 and 35 have been removed from the data before 

obtaining Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 differs more from Figure 4.3 than Figure 4.4 in so 

far as the angle between the axes representing the variables „Repair‟ and „Fuel‟ 

is much smaller. The positions of the interpolated observations seem relatively 

unchanged. Therefore, it seems like the removal of observation 9 had the most 

drastic affect on the representation of the observations and axes in the CPCA 

biplot.  

 

4.2.1.2 Unmasking Outliers using Robust Mahalanobis Distances 

Multivariate observations cannot be ordered in the conventional sense. Although 

no unique unambiguous form of total ordering is possible for multivariate data, 

different types of sub-(less than total) ordering principles may be defined as a 

basis for expressing extremeness of observations. Barnett (1976) categorises 

sub-ordering principles in four types: marginal, reduced (or aggregate), partial 

and conditional. For outlier study, reduced sub-ordering is almost the only 

principle that has been employed in the literature and this principle will now be 

discussed. 

Reduced sub-ordering begins by transforming a multivariate observation vector  

of dimension  to a scalar quantity . The multivariate sample  can 

then be ordered in terms of the values  for . Those 

observations  which correspond to extreme values for the  are then 

candidate outliers, provided their extremeness is atypical relative to the assumed 

underlying population distribution . 

However, many problems now arise which are specific to the multivariate case. 

Clearly, useful information of the multivariate structure may be lost by employing 

reduced (or any other form of) sub-ordering. There is a degree of arbitrariness 
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which may result from having to make some ad hoc choice of , but the form 

of  is critical. What is reasonable for one  will not be so for another. 

Suppose, in general, that the underlying multivariate population distribution  has 

mean vector  and covariance matrix . Consider the approach based on robust 

Mahalanobis distances as described by Rousseeuw & Van Zomeren (1990). 

The classical Mahalanobis distance is defined as 

 (4-9) 

for each observation  where  is the data matrix,  

is the sample mean and  is the unbiased or plug-in estimate of the 

population covariance matrix. The distance  should indicate how far  is 

from the centre of the cloud of observations while taking into account the 

dispersion of the cloud as well. However, it is well known (cf. Rousseeuw & Van 

Zomeren, 1990) that this approach suffers from the masking effect, meaning that 

some outliers do not necessarily have a large . This is due to the fact that  

and  are not robust: a small number of outliers will attract  and will inflate  in 

its direction. Therefore, Rousseeuw & van Zomeren (1990) propose replacing  

and  in (4-9) by robust estimates. The robust distances are denoted by  after 

the robust estimates for  and  have been inserted into (4-9). 

If  is a sample of size  from a  distribution,  and   are the 

classical estimates, then . If the underlying distribution is unknown, this 

is asymptotically true as . This is also true for some (but not all) of the 

robust estimates. Therefore, the performance of these different robust estimates 

can be compared with the classical estimates in terms of the number of outliers 

revealed in Chi-squared plots. This procedure will be illustrated with examples 

after the different robust estimates have been discussed in the following section. 
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4.3 Methods for Constructing Robust Estimates of 

Location and Dispersion 

Some general methods that exist for constructing robust estimates for location 

and scatter to limit the impact of outliers will now be discussed. However, before 

this discussion is commenced, some basic tools that are used to describe and 

measure robustness will be briefly discussed, namely, the breakdown point, the 

empirical influence function and the influence function. 

 

4.3.1 Measures of Robustness 

4.3.1.1 The Breakdown Point 

Intuitively, the breakdown point of an estimate is the proportion of incorrect 

observations (i.e. arbitrary large observations) an estimate can handle before 

giving an arbitrary large result. For example, given a random sample  

of size  from a  distribution, the sample mean  can be used to 

estimate the true mean. However, the sample mean has a breakdown point of 

, because  can be made arbitrary large by changing only one of the 

. The larger the breakdown point of an estimate, the more robust it is. 

Intuitively, the breakdown point cannot exceed 50% because if more than half of 

the observations are contaminated, it is impossible to distinguish between the 

underlying distribution and the contaminating distribution. 

The breakdown point as a measure of robustness has the advantages of 

simplicity of definition, ease of explanation to non-statisticians and its calculability 

for many interesting estimates. However, it does have the drawbacks that it is not 

a stochastic concept and has no analogue for theoretical distributions. It 

therefore cannot measure the change in an estimate if the underlying distribution 

of the sample is not that of the assumed model. 
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4.3.1.2 The Empirical Influence Function 

The empirical influence function gives an indication of how an estimate behaves 

when one observation in the sample is changed. It relies on the data and no 

model assumptions are made. The definition of the empirical influence function is 

given below. 

 

Definition 4.3.1 

Let  and let   be independently identically distributed 

variables with  a sample from these variables. Further, let 

 be an estimate of a parameter of interest . Then, the empirical influence 

function at observation  for  is defined by 

 (4-10) 

This means that the -th observation of the sample is replaced by an arbitrary 

value after which the estimate is calculated for this ‘new’ sample. 

 

4.3.1.3 The Influence Function 

The distribution of the random variables can be used instead of relying solely on 

the data. This approach is different from that of Section 4.3.1.2 in that changes in 

the estimate are evaluated when the distribution of the data is changed slightly. 

The multivariate definition of the influence function is given in Definition 4.2.1.  

The next section describes the robust estimation of location and dispersion 

starting with univariate distributions and then progressing to multivariate 

distributions. The finite-sample performance of the robust estimates will be 

evaluated using their breakdown point.  
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4.3.2 Estimation of Parameters in Univariate Distributions 

4.3.2.1 Robust Estimation of Location 

Suppose that the univariate location parameter  must be estimated and that 

there is a sample  of size  available for this purpose. When the 

sample observations are ordered from smallest to largest this is indicated by 

 (the order statistics). The following are standard methods which 

provide protection against outliers for a location parameter. 

 

4.3.2.1.1 The Median 

Although many robust estimates of location exist, the sample median is still the 

most widely known. The sample median will be denoted by 

 (4-11) 

which is the middle order statistic when  is odd. When  is even, the average of 

the order statistics with ranks  and  is used. The median has the 

highest possible breakdown point of 50%, because the estimate remains 

bounded when fewer than 50% of the observations are replaced by arbitrary 

numbers. Its influence function is also bounded (cf. Hampel, Ronchetti, 

Rousseeuw & Stahel, 1986). 

 

4.3.2.1.2 The Trimmed Mean 

The object of the trimmed mean is to control the variability due to the  smallest 

observations  and  largest observations . The choice 

of  and  is discussed by Barnett & Lewis (1998). If these  observations are 

omitted the -fold trimmed mean is obtained by calculating the mean of this 

censored sample, 
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 (4-12) 

Assuming that the observations are from a symmetric distribution, Barnett & 

Lewis (1998) derive the influence function for (4-12) which is bounded and 

continuous. From the influence function it can be concluded that the „influence‟ of 

an extreme outlier on the value of the trimmed mean is not zero because the 

trimmed mean does not really discard outliers, in the sense of ignoring them 

completely, but in effect „brings them in‟ towards the regular observations (cf. 

Hampel, 1974). 

 

4.3.2.1.3 The Winsorized Mean 

If the  smallest observations are each replaced by the value of the nearest 

observation to be retained, i.e. , and likewise the  largest by , the 

-fold Winsorized mean is obtained by calculating the mean of this 

transformed sample, 

 (4-13) 

Assuming that the observations are from a symmetric distribution, Barnett & 

Lewis (1998) also derive the influence function for (4-13) which is bounded but 

discontinuous in the tails. Therefore, the mass of the tails is put on single order 

statistics and shifting them causes appreciable fluctuations of the Winsorized 

mean which is determined solely by the density in (and near) these points (cf. 

Hampel, 1974). A contamination in the central part, on the other hand, has the 

same influence as the arithmetic mean, while the trimmed mean spreads the 

influence of outliers evenly over the central part, thus giving it higher weight  

(cf. Hampel, 1974). 
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4.3.2.1.4 L-Estimates 

A generalisation of the trimming and Winsorizing approach is to use estimates 

having the form of linear combinations of the ordered observations, 

 (4-14) 

Typically, the weights  are smaller in the extremes than in the body of the 

data. The most extreme examples of such linear order statistics estimates 

(called „L-estimates‟ by Huber, 1972) is the sample median where  for all 

but the central, or two central, ordered observations and the sample mean where 

 for . 

 

4.3.2.1.5 M-Estimates 

Another type of robust estimation yields what Huber (1972) calls maximum 

likelihood type estimates or M-estimates which are a generalisation of maximum 

likelihood estimates. The principle is to estimate  by  chosen 

to minimise 

 (4-15) 

where  is some real-valued non-constant loss function. As special cases 

note that  yields the sample mean and  yields the sample 

median (cf. Barnett & Lewis, 1998). If  is continuous with derivative , 

equivalently  can be estimated by  satisfying 

 (4-16) 

Usually,  is convex so that  is monotone and  unique. Under quite 

general conditions  can be shown to have desirable properties as an estimate 
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(cf. Huber, 1964). In many practical situations, the choice of  is not critical to 

obtaining a good robust estimate, and many choices will give similar results that 

offer great improvements, in terms of efficiency and bias, over classical estimates 

in the presence of outliers (cf. Huber, 1981). 

One particular estimate with desirable properties of robustness arises from 

putting 

 

(4-17) 

for a suitable choice of a positive constant . This estimate is in fact related to the 

Winsorized mean; it can be shown to be equivalent to the mean of a sample in 

which all the observations  such that  are replaced by  or 

, whichever is closer (cf. Barnett & Lewis, 1998). Another M-estimate with 

 (4-18) 

can be similarly interpreted as a trimmed mean;  is now the sample mean of 

those observations  satisfying . Therefore, all observations whose 

residuals about  are sufficiently large in absolute value are discarded  

(cf. Huber, 1964). 

When the underlying population distribution function involves a scale parameter, 

i.e. the distribution function is of the form , such as the normal 

distribution, modified forms of M-estimates have been proposed. The estimate of 

 is now a solution  of an equation of the type 

 (4-19) 
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where the scale parameter estimate  is robust for  and is obtained either 

independently by some suitable scheme or simultaneously with  by joint solution 

of (4-19) and an equation of the form 

 (4-20) 

Different choices for  and  yield a large assortment of M-estimates which 

have been discussed in the literature. Some key references are Hampel (1974), 

Hogg (1974) and Huber (1964). 

 

4.3.2.2 Robust Estimation of Dispersion 

For a random sample  of size  with mean , let  be the 

deviations of the  from the mean. The classic unbiased sample standard 

deviation is then defined to be 

 (4-21) 

The classic sample standard deviation is non-robust to slight deviations from 

normality. For example, Tukey (1960) noted that when the majority of the data 

follow a  distribution and is contaminated with data from a  

distribution, (4-21) has lower asymptotic relative efficiency than the mean 

absolute deviation, 

 (4-22) 

when the percentage of contamination exceeds 0.18%. However, the breakdown 

point of (4-22) is 0 and its influence function is unbounded (cf. Rousseeuw & 

Croux, 1993). This led to a variety of robust scale estimates for univariate, 

unimodal, symmetric distributions being proposed (see Huber, 1964; Gross, 
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1976; Lax, 1975a, b; Harter, Moore & Curry, 1979, De Wet & van Wyk, 1979; 

Lemmer, 1979). 

An estimate is considered to be a scale estimate if it satisfies the following three 

properties: 

 the scale of a sample is nonnegative and is zero only when all the 

observations are identical; 

 the scale is invariant to additive shifts in the location of the sample; 

 the scale is equivariant to multiplicative shifts. 

Therefore, if , and  and  are scalar constants, then  is a 

scale estimate if 

 (4-23) 

with equality only if all the observations are identical. If a scale estimate satisfies 

property (4-23), it is known as equivariant scale estimate. 

A selection of the robust scale estimates considered by Lax (1985) will be 

considered here that satisfy the above three properties. These estimates 

performed well in Monte Carlo simulation study conducted by Lax (1985). In this 

simulation study he assessed the estimates‟ robustness to long-tailed symmetric 

noise by using the procedure proposed by Tukey (cf. Hoaglin, Mosteller & Tukey, 

1982) which consists of evaluating an estimate‟s performance by using three 

distributions that in his opinion „span‟ the space of distributions of concern: 

 normal – observations follow a  distribution; 

 slash – observations follow the same distribution as , where  

and , where  is independent of ; this distribution has the 

consistently long tails of a Cauchy distribution; 

 one-wild – in a sample of size 20, 19 observations are drawn from  

and one observation is drawn from ; thus all samples of size 20 

from this distribution have one potentially „wild observation‟ in 20. 
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An estimate is considered to be reliable if it gives similar estimates over repeated 

samples from a distribution; that is, the estimate‟s sampling distribution should 

have small variation and display smooth tail behaviour. Because  is 

unaffected by the scaling of the estimate, estimates are compared using the 

variance of the log of the estimate. Also, because the distribution of a scale 

estimate is likely skewed, the log transformation will also have a symmetrising 

influence. 

 

4.3.2.2.1 The MAD 

The median absolute deviation from the median, called the MAD, is a common 

and very robust measure of scale (cf. Mosteller & Tukey 1977). Let  be the 

median of . Then, the MAD is defined by the median of the 

absolute deviations from the median, 

 (4-24) 

The constant  in (4-24) is needed to make the estimate consistent for the 

parameter of interest. For example, in the case of the usual parameter  at 

Gaussian distributions,  (cf. Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993).The MAD has 

the highest possible breakdown point of 50% and its influence function is 

bounded, with the sharpest possible bound among all scale estimates (cf. 

Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993).  

The median and MAD are often used as initial values for the computation of more 

efficient robust estimates. It was confirmed by simulation (cf. Andrews, Bickel, 

Hampel, Huber, Rogers & Tukey, 1972) that it is very important to have robust 

starting values for the computation of M-etimates. Huber (1981) concluded that 

“the MAD has emerged as the single most useful ancillary estimate of scale”. An 

ancillary estimate of scale (and therefore the MAD) can be used in (4-19) as a 

robust estimate of  before the M-estimate of location is calculated. 
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However, the MAD also has some drawbacks. Firstly, its efficiency at Gaussian 

distributions is very low; whereas the location median‟s asymptotic efficiency is 

64%, the MAD is only 37% efficient (cf. Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993). Second, the 

MAD is a symmetric robust estimate of dispersion because equal importance is 

given to positive and negative deviations from the estimate of the central value 

(median). This reliance on symmetry is at odds with the general theory of M-

estimates, in which the symmetry assumption is not needed. The use of the MAD 

at highly skewed distributions is therefore rather inefficient. 

 

4.3.2.2.2 M-Estimates of Scale 

Let  be a robust estimate of the centre of a sample  and let  be some 

function. Let  be the normalised observations. Huber (1964) 

suggested solving the following equation for , 

 (4-25) 

When  and , the right-hand side of (4-25) equals 1 and (4-21) is 

the solution to (4-25). In other words,  implies that all the squared 

deviations receive equal weight no matter how large they are. 

Huber suggests a function  that limits the influence of observations far from 

the estimated centre  of the sample. This function is the derivative of (4-17), 

 (4-26) 

where  is a positive constant. The function  is non-decreasing. The squared 

deviations of observations that are far from the centre estimate  – that is, 

observations whose normalised deviations are larger in magnitude than  – are 

not given full weight in (4-25); their influence is limited because their contributions 

are set to , rather than . 
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When  is monotone, a solution to (4-25) will be unique if it exists. If one solution 

to (4-25) exists, there will usually be two positive solutions for non-monotone . 

A good starting guess  should lead, in the case of the Huber estimate, to the 

appropriate solution. Nonetheless, equations (4-25) an (4-26) may have negative 

solutions. Therefore, caution should be exercised when (4-26) is used in an 

automatic fashion as part of a larger algorithm. 

Equation (4-25) can be solved iteratively. If the right-hand side of (4-25) is 

replaced by 1, take  to be the median, take  to be the MAD, and for the k-th 

iteration, define , Newton-Raphson iteration gives (cf. Lax, 

1985), 

 (4-27) 

where  is the derivative function of . 

 

4.3.2.2.3 A-Estimates of Scale 

Because of the Central Limit Theorem, the following expression is true (using a 

convergence in distribution argument), 

 (4-28) 

where  is the population variance. An A-estimate of scale is defined, 

analogously to (4-28), from the asymptotic variance of a robust estimate of 

location.  Analogous to (4-28), 

 (4-29) 

Setting  to be a robust estimate of the location of the sample,  to be a robust 

estimate of the scale of the sample,  to be a positive constant and 

, the following finite sample approximation to  can be 

derived (cf. Gross, 1976), 
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 (4-30) 

Lax (1985) calls (4-30) the A-estimate of scale. In the simulation study of Lax 

(1985),  was chosen to be the median and  to be the MAD of the sample 

respectively. When , the A-estimate of scale reduces to the sample 

standard deviation. The multiplicative factor  is used to obtain the 

asymptotically correct estimate. In the following sections, different A-estimates of 

scale are discussed that are obtained by choosing different weighting functions. 

 

4.3.2.2.3.1 The Biweight A-Estimate 

The biweight weighting function is given by 

 (4-31) 

The bisquare function is . Substituting  into (4-30) and 

manipulating gives, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (4-32) 
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4.3.2.2.3.2 The Modified Biweight A-Estimate 

Lax (1985) created a modified biweight estimate by approximating the sum in the 

denominator by assuming that . Therefore, the modified biweight 

estimate is a weighted average of the squared deviations from  

 (4-33) 

 

4.3.2.2.3.3 The Sine A-Estimate 

Andrew‟s sine weighting function is given by (cf. Li, 1985), 

 (4-34) 

where  is a positive constant. Gross (1976) used an A-estimate of scale with  

chosen to be the median,  chosen to be the MAD and  chosen to be (4-34). 

Therefore, if  the sine estimate is 

 (4-35) 

 

4.3.2.2.3.4 The Modified Sine A-Estimate 

Lax (1985) created a modified sine A-estimate by inserting an arctangent 

transformation to attempt to symmetrise the ratio in (4-35). This modified sine A-

estimate is given by 

 (4-36) 

The arctangent transformation in (4-36) accelerates the convergence  referred to 

in (4-29). Lax (1985) used  in (4-36), but because the choice is somewhat 
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subjective, Mehrotra (1995) chooses  based on the following rationale. For 

observations that follow a normal distribution,  is an estimate of the 

true standard deviation. He determined that in the normal case, Lax‟s choice of 

 leads to a weight of zero for observations that are approximately 1.42 

standard deviations away from the centre of the sample. He also noted that a 

larger choice of  will increase the efficiency of the scale estimate under 

normality, but too large a value will reduce efficiency when sampling from long-

tailed distributions. Therefore, he proposes the compromise that  and he 

also scales (4-36) as follows, 

 (4-37) 

As a function of ,  is an empirically derived shrinkage factor that reduces the 

bias in the estimation of a variance from a robust A-estimate of scale. This 

shrinkage factor is calculated as follows, 

 (4-38) 

An explanation for how (4-38) is obtained can be found in Mehrotra (1995). 

 

4.3.2.2.3.5 Redescending  Functions 

The function  given in (4-26) is non-decreasing. A function is said to be 

redescending if  as . The functions used in the biweight and A-

estimates are thus redescending. Redescending estimates have the 

characteristic that observations that are too far from  have minimal or no 

influence on the estimate, whereas with non-decreasing functions, outlying 

observations always have some influence on the estimate. 

In the simulation study of Lax (1985), only three estimates performed well across 

the normal, slash and one-wild distributions. These are the biweight A-estimates 

with  and  and the modified sine A-estimate with . Also, Lax 

(1985) concluded that the redescending biweight and sine A-estimate outperform 
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M-estimates that use the non-decreasing Huber  function in (4-26) as well as 

redescending A-estimates with Huber functions. Therefore, the superiority of 

redescending  functions suggests that robust scale estimates should 

completely ignore outlying observations (cf. Lax, 1985). 

 

4.3.2.2.4 The Estimate  

The estimates discussed in this section and the next are more efficient than the 

MAD and are not predisposed towards symmetric distributions (cf. Rousseeuw & 

Croux, 1993). They can be used as ancillary robust scale estimates in (4-19). 

The first is 

 (4-39) 

and is calculated as follows: For each  the median of  is 

computed. This yields  numbers, the median of which gives the final 

estimate . The factor  is for consistency and Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) 

used a simulation study to show that its default value should be 1.1926. In 

Rousseeuw & Croux‟s (1993) implementation of (4-39), the outer median is a low 

median, which is the order statistic of rank , and the inner median is a 

high median, which is the order statistic of rank .  

Note that (4-39) is very similar to the formula for the MAD in (4-24), the only 

difference being that the  operation is moved outside the absolute value. On 

the other hand,  is unlike the MAD in that it does not need any location 

estimate of the data. Instead of measuring how far away the observations are 

from a central value, looks at a typical distance between observations, which 

is still valid at asymmetric distributions. Like the MAD,  is an explicit formula 

and hence is always uniquely defined. The three properties of a scale estimate 

are also satisfied by . 

The finite sample breakdown point of  is proved by Rousseeuw & Croux 

(1993) to be  which is the highest possible for any affine equivariant 
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scale estimate. The influence function of  is a step function that takes four 

values (which are symmetric around 0) unlike the influence function of the MAD 

which takes on only two values (cf. Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993). The estimate 

 is also asymptotically normal (cf. Hössjer, Croux & Rousseeuw, 1993) with 

an efficiency of 58.23%, which is a marked improvement relative to the MAD (cf. 

Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993). 

 

4.3.2.2.5 The Estimate  

A drawback of the MAD and  is that their influence functions have 

discontinuities. The location median suffers from this same drawback, unlike the 

Hodges-Lehmann (1963) estimate 

 (4-40) 

which has a smooth influence function (cf. Hampel et al., 1986). 

An analogous scale estimate, mentioned by Shamos (1976) and Bickel & 

Lehmann (1976) is obtained by replacing the pairwise averages in (4-40) by 

pairwise distances, yielding 

 (4-41) 

This differs from definition (4-39) of , where separate medians were taken 

over  and , while (4-41) uses an overall median over  pairs. Rousseeuw & 

Croux (1993) propose multiplying (4-41) by 1.0483 in order to achieve 

consistency for the parameter  of Gaussian distributions. This scale estimate 

only has a breakdown point of 29% (like the Hodges-Lehmann estimate), but a 

rather high Gaussian efficiency of about 86% (cf. Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993). 

Rousseeuw & Croux (1993) found that an estimate with a breakdown point of 

50% can be attained by replacing the median in (4-41) by a different order 

statistic. They propose the estimate 
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 (4-42) 

where  is a constant factor and . That is, (4-42) is the 

-th order statistic of the  interpoint distances. The  estimate shares the 

attractive properties of the  estimate. In addition, its influence function is 

smooth and its Gaussian efficiency is about 82% (cf. Rousseeuw & Croux, 1993). 

The  estimate has a smooth influence function, but it is unbalanced: The 

influence of a regular observation at the centre of the distribution is smaller (in 

absolute value) than the influence of an outlier at infinity. 

 

4.3.3 Robust Estimation of Multivariate Location and Dispersion 

4.3.3.1 Multivariate M-Estimates 

The estimates of  and  are obtained as iteratively derived simultaneous 

solutions to the equations 

 (4-43) 

and 

 (4-44) 

where 

 (4-45) 

The weight function  needs to be specified and  is the sample value of the 

reduced measure (4-9) relevant to the normal distribution. The solutions  

are called Multivariate M-Estimates and are considered by Maronna (1976) and 
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Campbell (1980). The underlying population distribution is assumed to be, after 

an affine transformation if necessary, elliptically symmetric. The relationship 

between the uncontaminated data mass and a small number of contaminants is 

expressed through an appropriate perturbation model,  (see Definition 4.2.1) 

and in this case it is assumed to be normal. The effect of (4-43) and (4-44) is to 

give full weight to all observations  not too far (in terms of the  value) from  

and to down-weight more extreme values.  

From the applied point of view, multivariate M-estimates can be considered as a 

simple modification of classical estimates; they give full weight to observations 

assumed to come from the main body of the data, but reduced weight or 

influence to observations from the tails of the contaminating distribution. In 

practice, the influence of observations with unduly large Mahalanobis distances 

is down-weighted. 

The weight function  is commonly taken as a continuous function of bounded 

influence (cf. Hampel, 1974). Campbell (1980) makes the specific proposal 

 (4-46) 

with , for a suitable choice of positive values for  and . 

Campbell (1980) considers it sufficient for practical applications to consider three 

members of (4-46): 

1. . All observations are given unit weight, so the classical estimates 

result. 

2. . The non-decreasing form suggested by Huber (1964). 

3. . A redescending form, giving the qualitative behaviour 

suggested by Hampel (1974), so that the weight function decreases at a 

faster rate than in (2). 

Maronna (1976) shows that M-estimates are affine equivariant in the sense that 

if  are M-estimates for the data , then  are M-
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estimates for the transformed data , where  is a non-

singular matrix,  and  is the dimensionality of the data. This is a desirable 

requirement for the geometric representation of linear transformations of the 

data.  

The breakdown point of the estimates is shown, under reasonable assumptions, 

to be at most  (cf. Maronna, 1976) and this is seen to cast some doubt 

on the suitability of M-estimates for high-dimensional data. Further, solutions to 

(4-43) and (4-44) do exist and are unique if the underlying distribution is 

symmetric and satisfies certain conditions (cf. Maronna, 1976). Also, these 

solutions  are consistent, i.e.,  with probability one (cf. 

Maronna, 1976). Lastly,  is asymptotically normal (cf. Maronna, 1976).  

Rousseeuw and Van Zomeren (1990) reject the M-estimates of Campbell (1980) 

because of their low breakdown point. The first affine equivariant robust 

estimates with a breakdown point higher than that of multivariate M-estimates 

were proposed by Stahel (1981) and Donoho (1982). An alternative robust 

estimate introduced by Rousseeuw (1985) with such a property, known as the 

Minimum Volume Ellipsoid (MVE) estimate, is discussed next. 

 

4.3.3.2 The Minimum Volume Ellipsoid (MVE) Estimate 

For a finite sample  let the  be observations in . Then,  and 

 are chosen to minimise  subject to 

 

Therefore,  and  determine the centre and the covariance structure of the 

minimum volume ellipsoid respectively, covering at least  

observations. When every sub-collection of  observations in  has 

at most  observations on any -dimensional hyperplane, there exists at 

least one solution . 
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The number  is a fixed chosen constant and has no influence on the value of , 

which is taken as the MVE estimate of location. However, the choice of  

determines the magnitude of  (cf. Lopuhaä & Rousseeuw, 1991), which can be 

taken as the MVE estimate of covariance. The value of  can be chosen in 

agreement with an assumed underlying distribution in order to obtain a consistent 

covariance estimate (cf. Lopuhaä & Rousseeuw, 1991). For instance if it is 

assumed that the observations are a normal sample,  will be . However, it 

was shown that the MVE estimate is not  consistent (cf. Davies,1992) making 

it less attractive for efficiency reasons.  

Rousseeuw (1985) showed that the MVE estimate is affine equivariant and that 

the finite-sample breakdown point of the estimates taken together is at least 

, which is close to the theoretical upper bound of 

 (cf. Davies, 1987 and Lopuhaä & Rousseeuw, 1991). 

Although the MVE estimate has a high breakdown point, it does have the 

disadvantage in that  converges weakly at a rate of  to a non-

Gaussian distribution (cf. Davies, 1992). The estimate which will be discussed 

next is the Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) estimate which was also 

proposed by Roussseuw (1984; 1985).  

 

4.3.3.3 The Minimum Covariance Determinant (MCD) Estimate 

For a finite sample  in , the MCD is determined by selecting a subset 

of observations  of size , with , which minimises the 

generalised variance (the determinant of the covariance matrix computed from 

the subset) among all possible subsets of size . The location estimate is then 

defined as 

 (4-47) 

and the estimate of the covariance matrix by 
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 (4-48) 

where the fixed chosen constant  is a consistency factor. The choice 

  is preferred since it yields the highest possible breakdown 

point which is equal to that of the MVE estimate (cf. Lopuhaä & Rousseeuw, 

1991). If the number of observations is much higher than the dimension, then 

. 

There are several reasons why this estimate is preferred to the MVE estimate: 

The statistical efficiency of the MCD estimate is better than that of the MVE 

estimate because the MCD is asymptotically normal (cf. Butler, Davies & Jhun, 

1993). Robust distances based on the MCD are more precise than those based 

on the MVE and hence are better suited to expose multivariate outliers. This can 

be seen from the diagnostic plots of Rousseeuw & Van Zomeren (1990).  

A fast algorithm for the computation of the MCD was introduced by Rousseeuw & 

Van Driessen (1999). Until then the MCD was rarely applied because it was 

harder to compute than the MVE. However, this algorithm is actually much faster 

than any existing MVE algorithm and can deal with a sample size in the tens of 

thousands which existing MVE algorithms fail to do (cf. Rousseeuw & Van 

Driessen, 1999). 

The MVE estimates are a special case of a more general class of estimates 

called S-estimates (cf. Rousseeuw & Yohai, 1984). Some properties of these 

estimates will be discussed next. 

 

4.3.3.4 S-Estimates 

The definition of a S-estimate was given in Chapter 3, however, it will be 

elaborated upon here. Assume that a function  satisfies the following conditions 

(cf. Lopuhaä, 1989): 

 (C1)  is symmetric, has a continuous derivative and . 
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 (C2) There exists a constant  such that  is strictly increasing on 

 and constant on . 

Let  be a finite sample in  and let  satisfy (C1) and (C2). 

Then the S-estimate of multivariate location and covariance is defined to be the 

solution  to the problem of minimising the determinant, , subject to 

 

If the constant  is chosen in agreement with an assumed 

underlying elliptical distribution, the constant  can be chosen so that the S-

estimate achieves the maximal breakdown point of an affine equivariant estimate 

which is equal to that of the MVE and MCD estimates (cf. Lopuhaä, 1989). 

Davies (1987) defines S-estimates similarly, but imposes weaker conditions on 

the function . He shows that if the function  is sufficiently smooth, then the S-

estimate is  consistent and asymptotically normal. However, if  satisfies (C1) 

and (C2), Lopuaä (1989) shows in addition that S-estimates are special types of 

M-estimates in that they satisfy first-order conditions of M-estimates as defined in 

Huber (1981), but since the minimisation problem for a M-estimate and S-

estimate is not the same and M-estimates have a low breakdown point, Lopuhaä 

(1989) considers S-estimates to be of a different type. 

Tatsuoka & Tyler (2000) show that the S-estimate can be „tuned‟ to be more 

efficient at the multivariate normal model by considering a generalisation of the 

S-estimate called the Multivariate MM-Estimate. However, greater efficiency 

comes at a cost of a lower breakdown point unless a more flexible variant of the 

S-estimate called a constrained M-estimate (CM-estimate) is used. This estimate 

won‟t be elaborated upon here, but Kent & Tyler (1996) and Rocke & Woodruff 

(1996) can be consulted in this regard. The definition of the multivariate MM-

estimate is given in Chapter 3. 
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In the examples in the next section, the number of outlying observations that 

some of the most commonly used robust estimates of the covariance matrix are 

capable of identifying, will be compared. These comparisons will be based on 

robust chi-squared plots. Robust PCA biplots based on these estimates, 

however, will not be constructed until the relevant theory has been discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

 

4.3.4 Examples 

4.3.4.1 Simulation study 

The data set of Hawkins, Bradu & Kass (1984) yields a prime example of the 

masking effect. The data consists of 75 observations on 3 variables. The data 

were constructed in such a way that the first 14 observations are outliers. The 

classical  in Figure 4.6 do not reveal this. The horizontal line is drawn at 

 and the only  larger than this value belong to observations 12 

and 14, which mask all the others. Therefore, all the observations except 12 and 

14 appear to be consistent with the classic multivariate normal model. 
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Figure 4.6: Plot of the classical Mahalanobis distances for the Hawkins, Bradu & 

Kass (1984) Data. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Plot of the robust distances based on the MCD estimate for the 

Hawkins, Bradu & Kass (1984) Data. 
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Figure 4.8: Plot of the robust distances based on the S-estimate for the Hawkins, 

Bradu & Kass (1984) Data. 

 

The  based on the MCD are given in Figure 4.7. Since the  of the first 14 

observations all appear above the cut-off value of , they have been correctly 

unmasked by the MCD robust distance measure as outlying observations. The 

 based on the S-estimate are given in Figure 4.8. The first 14 outlying 

observations have also been identified and therefore unmasked in this plot. 

 

4.3.4.2 Example: The Swiss Bank Notes Data (continued) 

The robust estimates of the covariance matrix used in the previous example will 

now be used on the data set consisting of the 100 forged bills of the Swiss Bank 

Notes data set first discussed in Chapter 3. The classical  in Figure 4.9 

reveals only observations 61, 67, 71 and 80 to be outliers because only these 
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observations have classical Mahalanobis distances larger than the cut-off value 

of . 

In Figure 4.10, the  based on the S-estimate reveal several more outliers in 

addition to those revealed by the . The  based on the MCD in Figure 4.11 

reveal the same outliers as the  based on the S-estimate, but in addition 

identifies observations 3, 13, 23, 32 and 42 as outliers. 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Plot of the classical Mahalanobis distances for the 100 forged bills of 

the Swiss Bank Notes Data. 
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Figure 4.9 identifies as outliers the 3 observations that are the most influential 

observations for the first eigenvalue (observation 61), first eigenvector 

(observation 80) and the second eigenvector (observation 67) in Tables 4.1 and 

4.2. Figure 4.9 also identifies observation 71 as an outlier, which is the third most 

influential observation for the second eigenvalue. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Plot of the robust distances based on the S-estimate for the 100    

forged bills of the Swiss Bank Notes Data. 
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Therefore, it seems that the classical Mahalanobis distance is only capable of 

identifying as outliers the observations that are most influential in a PCA, while it 

masks observations that are less influential. The S-estimate of Figure 4.10 

identifies the remaining influential observations for the first and second 

eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs as outliers, except observation 13 which is only 

identified as an outlier by the MCD of Figure 4.11. Note that the robust estimates 

also identify as outliers observations that are not influential for the first and 

second eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs. This corresponds to the statement made 

by Jolliffe (2002) that outliers need not be influential observations. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Plot of the robust distances based on the MCD for the 100 forged 

bills of the Swiss Bank Notes Data. 
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4.4 Recapitulation 

In this Chapter: 

 RPCA was introduced. Two different methods were discussed that can be 

used to conduct a RPCA, namely: 

o The identification and removal of influential/outlying observations. 

Influential observations were identified by determining which 

observations resulted in the largest change in the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors of the classic sample covariance matrix when they 

were left out of the analysis. Outliers were identified by determining 

which observations had robust Mahalanobis distances larger than a 

certain cut-off value on a robust chi-square plot. Since influential 

observations need not be outlying observations (cf. Jolliffe, 2002), a 

comprehensive analysis could include both these methods to 

distinguish the influential from the outlying observations. 

o The accommodation of outlying observations. This procedure has 

an additional important advantage: Since a robust estimate of the 

classic sample covariance matrix is initially found in order to 

calculate the robust Mahalanobis distances, the SPCs of this 

estimate can also be determined. These are termed the RPCs and 

can be used to construct a corresponding robust PCA biplot. The 

biplot can therefore be used to visualise the positions of the 

observations relative to each other in a robust two-dimensional 

PCA subspace as well as the orientation of the biplot axes. The 

relevant theory needed in order to construct such biplots will be 

discussed in Chapter 5 and therefore no robust biplots were given 

in this chapter. 

In Chapter 5, two methods that can be used to construct robust PCA biplots for 

lower dimensional data will be discussed in detail. A method that accommodates 

outliers in the data set that estimates the RPCs directly without first calculating a 

robust covariance matrix estimate will initially be discussed. Thereafter, a method 
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that finds a robust sample covariance matrix using M-estimates (Section 

4.3.2.1.5) from which the RPCs are found using the ordinary SVD will be 

investigated. 
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Chapter 5 

Robust Principal Component Analysis:  

Robust Biplots 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 served as an introduction to RPCA which serves as a foundation for 

the theory of RPCA biplots that will be covered in this chapter and Chapter 6.  

Two methods were discussed in Chapter 4 which can be used to identify 

influential and outlying observations. The first approach uses influence 

functions to identify influential observations for the eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors which are then removed from the data set before the analysis is 

done. The second method uses robust Mahalanobis distances to visually 

identify outlying observations using robust chi-square plots. This method requires 

the robust estimation of the population covariance matrix which replaces the 

classic sample covariance matrix in the formula used to calculate the ordinary 

Mahalanobis distances.  

The robust covariance estimate found using the second method can be used to 

calculate RPCs, as will be shown in this chapter. The RPCs will be obtained 

without removing the observations with large robust Mahalanobis distances from 

the data set. Therefore, the outliers are accommodated in the analysis. The 

accommodation of an outlier involves down-weighting the outlier in the analysis 

so that it does not adversely affect the results of the analysis. For 

uncontaminated data, the RPCs should be similar to the CPCs. In this chapter 

and the next, robust biplots constructed using the RPCs will be given attention. 

In Section 5.2, a brief overview of the development of robust techniques used to 

calculate RPCs in this chapter and Chapter 6 – as well as others not included in 

this study – will be given. 
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In Section 5.3 two methods and their corresponding algorithms are discussed in 

detail that can be used to calculate RPCs. The first method is based on the 

RSVD and the second method is based on the M-estimate, which is an example 

of a robust covariance matrix estimate discussed in Chapter 4. Lastly, the 

method based on the RSVD is compared to the method based on the M-estimate 

by means of a simulation study. 

 

5.2 The Robust Estimation of Principal Components 

The need and effectiveness of robust methods have been described in many 

papers and books, see for example Huber (1981); Hampel, Ronchetti, 

Rousseeuw & Stahel (1986); Rousseeuw & Leroy (1987). Robust methods were 

developed and are currently being developed because atypical observations in a 

data set can adversely affect the classical estimates which have been discussed 

in Chapter 4. Even in the absence of any outliers, the behaviour of classical 

estimates is unduly influenced by properties of the parent distributions that 

generate the data (cf. Mehrotra, 1995). For instance, when the distribution from 

which the sample is generated deviates from the multivariate normal distribution, 

the classical sample covariance matrix suffers from poor efficiency. Outliers can 

be generated in different ways: 

 By mistake (for example, misplacement of a comma); 

 For example, a malfunction of the machinery or a measurement error; 

 From another population than the one under study (for example, by a 

change in the experimental conditions). 

In the first two cases, these are observations that typically should be discovered 

and removed from the data set, unless their measurements are able to be 

corrected. The last type of outlier can often reveal unique properties and, 

consequently, these outliers should be accommodated in the analysis because 

they can lead to new discoveries. Outliers are thus not always detrimental to an 

analysis, although this aspect of outliers is often focussed on in the literature. 
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In the specific case of PCA, the SPCs are influenced by even a small number of 

outliers in the data set resulting in the SPCs „being drawn‟ towards the outliers – 

reflecting their positions instead of the positions of the regular observations. For 

example, suppose that all but one of the  observations lie very close to a plane 

in -dimensional space, so that there are two SPCs that are mainly responsible 

for determining the positions of these  observations. If the distance of the 

remaining observation from the plane is greater than the variation of the  

observations within the plane, then the first component for the  observations will 

be solely determined by the direction of the single outlying observation from the 

plane. In the terminology of Chapter 4, this type of outlier is known as an 

orthogonal outlier. This type of outlier is often difficult to identify by just looking at 

a PCA biplot because its projection may lie in the cloud of regular observations. 

Depending on the dimensionality of the data, that is, the number of variables on 

which the measurements are made, there are different approaches that can be 

used to optimally robustify PCA against outliers. Devlin, Gnanadesikan & 

Kettenring (1981) categorise the different approaches as follows: 

 Each element of the covariance matrix is robustly estimated separately, 

employing methods to ensure that the resulting matrix is p.d. 

 The robust regression of  on  for  discussed 

by Cleveland and Guarino (1976). 

 This approach has three variants; in multivariate trimming, the 

observations with the largest Mahalanobis distances  from a robust 

estimate of the mean are discarded, and in the two M-estimate (cf. 

Maronna, 1976) variants, the observations are down-weighted. 

 Finding the sample covariance matrix of some transformation of the 

original data. 

The calculation of all these estimates, except the first one, involves iteration; full 

details are given by Devlin et al. (1981). The next section describes the 

development of robust methods for low-dimensional data. 
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5.2.1 Robust Methods for Lower Dimensional Data 

These methods typically begin with the robust estimation of the sample 

covariance matrix to obtain RPCs that are resistant to outlying observations. 

These RPCs can then be used to construct RPCA biplots that reflect the 

positions of the regular observations, but also reveal the outlying observations. 

Campbell (1980) independently described an iterative procedure based on down- 

weighting observations with large Mahalanobis distances from a robust measure 

of location. He uses Huber weights and, as an alternative, a so-called 

redescending estimate in which the weights decrease more rapidly than Huber 

weights for values of  larger than the threshold . M-estimates are 

discussed in Section 4.3. He also proposed a modification of this technique 

where the weights are no longer functions of the overall Mahalanobis distance of 

each observation from the mean. Instead, when estimating the -th PC, the 

weights are a decreasing function of the absolute value of the score of each 

observation for the -th PC. The various robust estimates of covariance 

discussed in Chapter 4 typically involve down-weighting observations whose 

Mahalanobis distances from a robust estimate of location are large. However, 

some have a larger breakdown point than M-estimates such as the MVE and 

MCD estimates discussed in Section 4.3. All of these robust covariance 

estimates fall into the third category above. 

It was noted earlier that influential observations need not necessarily be outliers. 

Therefore, robust estimation methods will „miss‟ any influential observations that 

are not extreme with respect to Mahalanobis distance. However, no systematic 

work has been done in down-weighting observations in respect to their influence, 

rather than their Mahalanobis distance. 

Other robust estimates for the sample covariance matrix have been suggested 

since Devlin et al.‟s (1981) work. Some of these estimates are discussed in 

Chapter 4 and were mainly developed to improve the poor breakdown point and 

efficiency of M-estimates. All of these methods fall into category 3 above and 

involve an iterative multivariate approach in which the elements of the covariance 
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matrix are estimated via simultaneous manipulation of all variables. A major 

disadvantage of these methods is that in the presence of missing or very high 

dimensional data, there is a significant deterioration in the quality of these 

estimates in terms of their efficiency and breakdown points. Most of the robust 

multivariate methods for estimating a covariance matrix discard observation 

vectors that have missing values and are therefore inherently less efficient in 

making full use of the available data (cf. Mehrotra, 1995). 

Daigle & Rivest (1992) and Caroni (2000) use M-estimates to construct a robust 

version of the biplot. This robust version of the biplot will be discussed in Section 

5.3.2. 

Gabriel & Odoroff (1983) approach the robust estimation of PCs in a different 

way. The fact that SPCs may be computed from the SVD of the centred (and 

standardised in the case of incommensurable variables) data matrix  

underpins their method. A set of equations involving weighted means of functions 

of the elements of  is solved iteratively to find the SVD and hence the RPCs. 

The weighted means are replaced by medians, weighted trimmed means, or 

some other measure of location which is more robust than the mean to yield 

estimates of SPCs that are less sensitive than the usual estimates in the 

presence of outliers. Such a method is proposed by Choi & Huh (1996) and is 

described in Section 5.3.1. 

In the next section four methods that can be used for a RPCA on higher-

dimensional data are introduced. These methods will be elaborated upon in 

Chapter 6. 

 

5.2.2 Robust Methods for Higher Dimensional Data 

Li & Chen (1985) propose an approach based on projection-pursuit techniques. 

While CPCA searches for directions with maximal variance, their approach 

consists of replacing this variance by a robust measure of scale. As with Gabriel 

& Odoroff (1983), the RPCs are estimated directly without first robustly 
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estimating the population covariance matrix, unlike Campbell (1980) and Devlin 

et al. (1981). Li & Chen (1985) showed that these estimates are consistent and 

inherit the breakdown point of the robust scale estimate.  

Li & Chen (1985) proposed to work with an M-estimate of scale (Section 4.3) and 

applied a general projection-pursuit algorithm for finding the directions with 

maximal variance, leading to an iterative and complicated computer intensive 

method. This made their method quite unattractive to use in practice, in spite of 

its good theoretical properties. However, there is renewed interest in the 

projection-pursuit approach for PCA today because of increasing computer 

power. Filzmoser (1999) applied it to a geostatistical problem, Boente, Pires & 

Rodrigues (2002) in the context of PCA, and Gather, Hilker & Becker (2001) for 

robust sliced inverse regression. Croux & Ruiz-Gazen (2005) propose a simple 

and explicit version of the PP-estimate which will be discussed in Chapter 6.  

Hubert, Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden (2005) propose the ROBPCA approach 

which combines projection pursuit approach ideas with robust covariance matrix 

estimation. They suggest that their method yields more accurate estimates of 

RPCs for non-contaminated data sets and more robust estimates for 

contaminated data. This method will also be discussed in Chapter 6. 

Mehrotra (1995) proposes a robust method that falls into the first category above. 

This method involves computing robust estimates of each variance and 

covariance separately, using all incomplete data vectors too so that the best use 

is made of all the available data. The resulting element-wise estimate is 

compared to Devlin et al.‟s (1981) estimates via a simulation study. However, the 

relative simplicity of the element-wise versus the multivariate approach comes at 

a price: there is an increased likelihood of obtaining a robust covariance matrix 

that is not p.d. A p.d. covariance matrix is desirable in most applications. This 

procedure will be described in Chapter 6 together with the method that Mehrotra 

(1995) employs to ensure that the covariance matrix is p.d. 

Marden (1999) proposes a method that falls into the fourth category above. He 

suggests transforming the data to multivariate signs or ranks, finding the 
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eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix of this transformed data and then 

applying these eigenvectors to the original data. He makes use of a simulation 

study and a real data set to compare his method to CPCA and the MVE estimate 

discussed in Section 4.3. This method will be described in Chapter 6 as well.  

 

5.3 Robust Principal Component Methods 

5.3.1 Obtaining Robust Principal Components using the RSVD 

Choi & Huh (1996) suggest a robust version of the SVD for PCA. Outlying 

observations are down-weighted in a similar way to the approach used by 

Gabriel & Odoroff (1983). Firstly, their RSVD will be discussed followed by its use 

in the construction of a RPCA biplot. 

 

5.3.1.1 The Robust Singular Value Decomposition 

Since CPCA is based on the mean-centred data matrix, Choi & Huh (1996) first 

define a robust version of the mean, say . A robustly centred matrix 

 (5-1) 

is then obtained. This matrix is then used to obtain the RSVD, 

 (5-2) 

From Section 2.3.1, it follows that the point in the -dimensional subspace 

spanned by  closest to the -th observation  is given by 

 (5-3) 

The squared Euclidean distance  of  from  is given by 

 (5-4) 
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The function 

 (5-5) 

must be minimised, where  is a weight (loss) function such as the one 

proposed by Campbell (1980) in (4-46). Choi & Huh (1996) use a Lagrangian 

multiplier method to show that the eigenvectors spanning the optimal -

dimensional subspace are found by solving 

 (5-6) 

The optimal robust -dimensional subspace is therefore spanned by the 

eigenvectors of  corresponding to the largest  eigenvalues, where 

 is a diagonal weight matrix with 

 (5-7) 

where  is the derivative of . An iterative algorithm for a version of RPCA 

is suggested by Choi & Huh (1996): 

1. Initialise: 

 

 

 

 

2. Repeat: 

 Find the RSVD 
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 Calculate 

 

 

 Form a new robust estimate of the sample mean 

 

 

where 

 

 Form a new robustly centred matrix  by subtracting  from 

the original data matrix ; 

 

3. Repeat Step 2 until the absolute difference between successive estimates 

of the eigenvectors is less than or equal to some small value . 

 

For the derivation of (5-6), Choi & Huh (1996) assumed the scale parameter to 

be fixed and without loss of generality took . In practical situations, 

however,  must be estimated. Choi & Huh (1996) use the median scale 

estimate for an estimate of , 

 

since the median scale estimate is very resistant to outliers (cf. Venables & 

Ripley, 1999). Therefore, in the calculation of  in (5-7), the quantity  is 

replaced by . 

In the above discussion and algorithm, the optimal robust -dimensional 

subspace was determined by calculating the eigenvectors spanning this 
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subspace. The RSVD of automatically produces  eigenvectors, the first 

 of which spans this subspace. Forming a matrix  containing these  

eigenvectors as columns, the following theorem of Choi & Huh (1996) gives the 

RSVD of . 

 

Theorem 5.3.1 (Robust Singular Value Decomposition) 

If  is the robustly centred matrix resulting from the iterative 

algorithm described above,  can be written as 

 

where  ,  and . Further,  and 

 where  with  for  and 

 is the derivative of . The columns of are the eigenvectors of  

and  with  the k-th eigenvalue of .  

Therefore,  with .  

Proof: Choi & Huh (1996). 

 

Note that the RSVD in the above theorem is a form of the generalised singular 

value decomposition (GSVD) (cf. Gower & Hand, 1996; Greenacre, 1984 ). This 

can be seen by taking  and  in (1-8). 

 

5.3.1.2 A Robust Principal Component Biplot 

A RPCA biplot based on the RSVD is obtained similarly to the CPCA biplot of 

Section 2.3.1 except that the matrix  is replaced by the robust matrix of 

eigenvectors . For example, the weight function  can be chosen as the Huber 

weight function in (4-26), 
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 (5-8) 

where  is a positive constant, the Andrews weight function, 

 (5-9) 

where  is a positive constant or the family of Tukey biweight weight functions, 

 
(5-

10) 

where  is a positive constant. The biweight weighting function in (4-31) is a 

special case of (5-10) with . 

 

5.3.1.2.1 Interpolation and Prediction 

A (new) observation  is centred with the robust measure of location  

and then interpolated with the interpolation formula (2-5), 

 

Similarly, the prediction formula (2-6) can be used to predict the centred values 

of an interpolated observation , 

 

 

5.3.1.2.2 Biplot Axes 

The biplot axes are obtained exactly as described in Section 2.4.1.2. 
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5.3.1.2.3 Quality of the Display 

From the equivalence between CPCA and RPCA biplots, it follows analogously 

that the ratio 

 
(5-

11) 

is a measure of the quality of the robust -dimensional display space which 

corresponds with the goodness of robust approximation measure of Choi & Huh 

(1996). The adequacy of the robust representation of the  original variables is 

also given by the diagonal elements of the matrix . 

 

Remark 5.3.1 

The algorithm for RPCA using the RSVD discussed in Section 5.3.1.1 has been 

implemented in the R-function robSVD(). The output of this function includes the 

robust mean vector and the robust standard error vector. These vectors are used 

to respectively centre and scale the original observations before they are 

projected onto the optimal two-dimensional RPCA subspace. The default vector 

of robust means contains the medians of the columns of , while the default 

vector of robust standard errors contains the median absolute deviations of the 

columns of , where  is the original uncentred data matrix. Alternatively, 

weighted versions of these robust vectors can be calculated. Firstly, the weighted 

robust vector of means is obtained as follows, 

  

where  is the vector of weights returned by the algorithm,  

. Once  has been calculated, 

the weighted robust vector of standard errors is obtained as follows, 
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5.3.1.3 Examples 

5.3.1.3.1 Simulation study 

To demonstrate the effect of outliers as well as the performance of the RPCA 

biplot obtained using the RSVD, Gardner (2001) used a small data set of 30 

observations simulated from a tri-variate normal distribution with mean vector 

 and covariance matrix . This data set was used to 

illustrate the effect of a good leverage point and orthogonal outlier on the CPCA 

and RPCA biplot. These outliers, however, were not generated from a (normal) 

distribution and no underlying contamination distribution was assumed. 

In this simulation study, a set of 25 regular observations are generated from a 

 distribution (Table 5.1), a set of 5 orthogonal outliers are generated from 

a  contamination distribution (Table 5.2) where , a set of 5 

good leverage points will be generated from a  contamination distribution 

(Table 5.3) where  and a set of 5 correlated outlying 

observations in the 2nd and 3rd dimensions ( -plane) will be generated from a 

 contamination distribution (Table 5.4) where . 

The regular observations generated from the  distribution will have 

variability primarily in the first two dimensions. Therefore, the two-dimensional 

PCA subspace should be close to the -plane in three dimensions. The purpose 

of a robust biplot is primarily that the selection of the optimal -dimensional 

subspace should be resistant to outliers and it should not be „drawn‟ towards the 

outliers.  

The effects of the observations from the three contamination distributions on this 

optimal two-dimensional subspace will be investigated as follows: 
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1. If the good leverage points are included with the regular observations, the 

effect on the PCA subspace should be minimal. In other words, the two-

dimensional subspace should be almost identical to the subspace 

selected without the outlier being present. Also, the positions of the 

regular observations relative to each other should remain more or less 

unchanged, with the outliers being represented outside the cloud of 

regular observations. The orthogonal outliers in the third dimension will 

adversely affect the sample covariance matrix and therefore also the 

optimal subspace selected by CPCA. The criterion for an effective RPCA 

technique is that the selected subspace is not affected by the outliers and 

stays more or less unchanged from the subspace selected without the 

outliers. 

2. The correlated outliers in the -plane will be used to investigate if the first 

two PCs are able to distinguish them from the regular observations or if 

the second and third PCs are more capable of doing so because of the 

fact that the SPCs corresponding to the smaller eigenvalues are more 

capable of picking up observations that violate the correlation structure of 

the majority of the data as discussed in Chapter 1. 
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Table 5.1: Simulation study: Regular observations. 

Observation x y z Observation x y z 

1 -1.90 -1.66 -0.28 14 -1.61 -1.40 -0.02 

2 -0.62 -0.41 0.05 15 0.75 -0.67 -0.41 

3 -0.03 -0.89 0.45 16 -0.26 0.70 0.08 

4 2.07 3.40 -0.14 17 -0.41 0.31 0.11 

5 -0.27 -0.20 0.31 18 -0.80 0.41 0.01 

6 -0.01 -0.37 -0.60 19 2.87 1.87 -0.09 

7 1.71 0.86 -0.26 20 -1.33 -2.22 -0.41 

8 1.18 1.55 0.29 21 -2.56 -0.11 0.11 

9 0.77 0.79 -0.75 22 -1.86 -0.15 0.24 

10 2.47 1.92 0.15 23 1.27 0.03 -0.30 

11 1.47 0.13 -0.16 24 1.67 0.98 -0.32 

12 -0.18 0.94 0.47 25 -0.59 -0.11 0.22 

13 0.08 -0.27 0.19     

 

Table 5.2: Simulation study: Orthogonal outliers. 

Observation x y z 

1 0.65 1.55 1.09 

2 -1.09 -0.31 0.32 

3 0.25 0.46 2.54 

4 0.67 0.61 -0.24 

5 0.19 -0.77 2.54 
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Table 5.3: Simulation study: Good leverage points. 

Observation x y z 

1 -2.07 2.36 0.14 

2 0.99 0.39 -0.45 

3 -0.20 0.16 -0.28 

4 -0.72 -1.27 -0.53 

5 -1.85 -4.48 0.00 

 

Table 5.4: Simulation study: Correlated outliers. 

Observation x y z 

1 0.35 -0.94 -4.66 

2 -0.67 0.56 4.55 

3 0.36 -2.02 2.36 

4 1.03 1.24 -1.48 

5 -0.75 -0.85 -1.00 

 

Figure 5.1 is the predictive CPCA biplot of the regular observations in Table 5.1. 

The quality of the display is excellent with 98% of the variation being explained 

by the two-dimensional CPCA subspace and, as expected, the adequacy of the 

first two variables is high, namely 0.98 for  and 0.97 for , while the adequacy 

of  is only 0.05. 

The RPCA biplot of the regular observations in Table 5.1 using the Andrews 

weight function in (5-9) with  is given in Figure 5.2. Since no outlying 

observation is present, it is not surprising that the biplot looks almost identical to 

that of Figure 5.1. The variation explained by the two-dimensional RPCA 

subspace is 99%. Again, the first two variables are excellently represented with 

adequacies 0.98 and 0.96 for  and , respectively, while the adequacy of  is 

only 0.06. 
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Figure 5.1: Predictive CPCA biplot of the regular observations in Table 5.1 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the CPCA biplot for the data set consisting of the regular 

observations in Table 5.1 and the orthogonal outliers in Table 5.2. The sensitivity 

of the CPCA biplot to the orthogonal outliers is clearly visible – apart from 

changes in the positions of the  regular observations relative to each other, the 

orientation of the biplot axes has also changed. Most of the outliers are 

positioned outside the cloud of regular observations, although the variance-

covariance structure in the first two dimensions of the contamination normal 

distribution is the same as the normal distribution from which the regular 

observations are sampled.  
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Figure 5.2: Predictive RPCA biplot of the regular observations in Table 5.1 

constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. 

 

The percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional CPCA subspace has 

dropped to 88%. The change in the representation of the variables (biplot axes) 

is reflected in the adequacy values which are now 0.60, 0.48 and 0.87 for ,  

and  respectively. Because the outliers have the most variation in the third 

dimension this variable now dominates the display. 
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Figure 5.3: Predictive CPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.2 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. The 

orthogonal outliers are represented by triangles. 

 

Figure 5.4 shows the RPCA biplot using the Andrews weight function in (5-9) with 

 for the data set consisting of the regular observations in Table 5.1 and the 

orthogonal outliers in Table 5.2. Comparing Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.3, the 

positions of the regular observations have changed noticeably as well as the 

orientation of the predictive biplot axes. Also, most of the orthogonal outliers are 

now positioned within the cloud of regular observations. The positions of the 

regular observations and the orientation of the biplot axes look similar to Figure 

5.1. Therefore, the RPCA biplot has resisted „distortion‟ by the orthogonal 

outliers. 
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Figure 5.4: Predictive RPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.2 

constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. The 

orthogonal outliers are represented by triangles. 

 

The percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace in 

Figure 5.4 is 98% in comparison with 88% for the two-dimensional CPCA 

subspace of the CPCA biplot in Figure 5.3. The adequacies of the variables are 

0.97, 0.95 and 0.08 for the variables  and , respectively. Therefore, the 

RPCA subspace explains more variation in the data than the CPCA subspace, 

while the adequacy of the biplot axis representing variable  is much lower for 

the RPCA subspace. 
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Figure 5.5: Predictive CPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.3 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. The good 

leverage points are represented by squares with crosses inside. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the CPCA biplot for the data set consisting of the regular 

observations in Table 5.1 and the good leverage points in Table 5.3. Since the 

good leverage points are very close to the two-dimensional CPCA subspace, 

these observations do not adversely affect the CPCA biplot – both the positions 

of the observations relative to each other and the orientation of the biplot axes 

are virtually unchanged from Figure 5.1. The only difference, which is expected 

because of the greater variation of the good leverage points, is some of them 

being positioned well outside the cloud of regular observations.  
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The total variation explained by the two-dimensional CPCA subspace is the 

same as for Figure 5.1 (98%) while the adequacies of the biplot axes 

representing variables  and  are large as in Figure 5.1, namely 0.99 for both 

the axes. The adequacy of the biplot axis representing variable  is small (0.02) 

as in Figure 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Predictive RPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.3 

constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. The good 

leverage points are represented by squares with crosses inside. 

 

Figure 5.6 shows the RPCA biplot using the Andrews weight function in (5-9) with 

  for the data set consisting of the regular observations in Table 5.1 and 

the good leverage points in Table 5.3. Comparing Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the 
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positions of the regular observations relative to each other and the orientation of 

the biplot axes are virtually identical. There is little difference between the CPCA 

and RPCA biplots because good leverage points are very close to the two-

dimensional CPCA subspace. The percentage variation explained by the two-

dimensional RPCA subspace as well as the adequacies of the biplot axes are the 

same as for Figure 5.5. 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 are the CPCA biplots constructed using the first two CPCs 

and second and third CPCs as the principal axes respectively for the data set 

consisting of the regular observations in Table 5.1 and the correlated outliers in 

the second and third dimensions in Table 5.4. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Predictive CPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.4 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. The 

correlated outliers are represented by stars. 
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Comparing Figures 5.3 and 5.7, the sensitivity of the CPCA biplot to the 

correlated outliers is more pronounced than for the orthogonal outliers. 

Particularly, variable  seems to dominate the display more so than in Figure 5.3. 

This is to be expected because the outliers are correlated in the second and third 

dimensions. The percentage of the total sample variation explained by the two-

dimensional CPCA subspace is the same as for Figure 5.3.  

The adequacy values for the predictive biplot axes representing variables  and 

 have decreased to 0.57 and 0.46 respectively in comparison with the 

corresponding values for Figure 5.3. The increased domination of the display by 

variable  is captured in the larger adequacy value of 0.98 for its biplot axis in 

comparison with the corresponding value for Figure 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Predictive CPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.4 

constructed using the second and third CPCs as the principal axes. 

The correlated outliers are represented by stars. 
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In Figure 5.8, the correlated outliers are more easily discernible from the regular 

observations. This illustrates the usefulness of using SPCs corresponding to the 

smaller eigenvalues to identify observations that violate the correlation structure 

of the majority of the data. In this specific case, the correlation structure of the 

majority of the observations is in the first two dimensions, while the correlation 

structure of the outliers is in the second and third dimensions. Therefore, the 

CPCA biplot constructed using the second and third CPCs as the principal axes 

distinguishes the outliers from the regular observations better. The percentage of 

the total sample variation explained by the CPCA subspace constructed using 

the second and third CPCs is only 47%. 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Predictive RPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.4 

constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. The 

correlated outliers are represented by stars. 
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Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are the corresponding RPCA biplots of Figures 5.7 and 5.8 

constructed using the Andrews weight function in (5-9) with . The RPCA 

biplot in Figure 5.9 looks similar to its CPCA counterpart, while the RPCA biplot 

in Figure 5.10 looks quite different from its CPCA counterpart in terms of the 

positions of the regular observations and the orientation of the predictive biplot 

axes. In Figure 5.10, the positions of the regular observations look similar to 

Figure 5.1, while all the correlated outliers, except one, are positioned within the 

cloud of regular observations. Therefore, Figure 5.10 has resisted „distortion‟ by 

the correlated outliers.  

The percentage of the total sample variation explained by the robust two-

dimensional subspace of Figure 5.9 is 95%, while the corresponding value for the 

two-dimensional subspace of Figure 5.10 is 50%. The adequacy values for the 

predictive biplots axes are 0.63, 0.42 and 0.95 for ,  and  respectively for 

Figure 5.9, while the corresponding values are 0.42, 0.58 and 0.998 for Figure 

5.10.  

 

Concluding Remarks: Simulation study 

For each of the three types of outliers discussed by Hubert et al. (2005), a CPCA 

biplot and an RPCA biplot were constructed, except for the correlated outliers 

where two additional PCA biplots were constructed using the second and third 

SPCs. For each of the three pairs of PCA biplots, the same regular observations 

were used, but the regular observations of each pair were contaminated with 

observations generated from one of three contamination distributions. Each 

contamination distribution was used to generate observations from one of the 

three classes of outliers. Each pair of biplots were compared according to the 

positions of the observations and the orientation of the biplot axes. 
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Figure 5.10: Predictive RPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.4 

constructed using the second and third RPCs as the principal axes. 

The correlated outliers are represented by stars. 

 

The adequacies of the biplot axes were also compared as well as the percentage 

of the total sample variation explained by the PCA biplot subspaces. Table 5.5 

compares the percentage of the total sample variation explained by the two-

dimensional subspace constructed using the first two SPCs for CPCA and RPCA 

for each type of outlier, except for the correlated outliers where the robust RPCA 

subspace is constructed using the second and third RPCs. 
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Table 5.5: Simulation study: Comparison of the percentages of the total sample 

variation explained for each of the CPCA and RPCA analyses. 

Type of PCA Orthogonal outliers 
Good leverage 

points 
Correlated outliers 

CPCA 88% 98% 47% 

RPCA 98% 98% 50% 

 

Considering the results in Table 5.5, RPCA increased the percentage of the total 

sample variation explained for each type of outlier, except for the good leverage 

points. This is because the good leverage points lie close to the CPCA subspace. 

Therefore, according to the results of this simulation study, the RSVD as a 

robustification procedure for CPCA is a viable option. This is because the 

percentages either increased or remained the same compared to the 

percentages of the classical analyses. 

Numerical measures for comparing PCA biplots for the same data set in terms of 

the shift in the positions of the observations and the change in the angles 

between the biplot axes (or orientations of the axes) will be derived in Chapter 6. 

 

5.3.1.3.2 The Swiss Bank Notes Data (continued) 

Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 are predictive RPCA biplots constructed using the 

Huber weight function in (5-8) with  for the 100 forged bills from the Swiss 

Bank Notes data which was first discussed in Chapter 3. The RPCA biplots are 

constructed using the first two RPCs. Firstly, the measurements of the 100 

forged bills are standardised using the default robust standard error vector 

discussed in Remark 5.3.1 because the measurements of the variables  and 

 are incommensurable with the measurements of the other variables.  In Figure 

5.11, the predictive RPCA biplot axes are shown, but they are not shown in 
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Figures 5.12 and 5.13 so that the positions of the bills relative to each other can 

be viewed easily. 

The robust goodness of fit statistic (5-10) is equal to 60%. The bills that are 

assigned weights smaller than 0.90 are labelled in Figure 5.12 and the bills that 

are assigned weights smaller than 0.50 are labelled in Figure 5.13. These bills 

are candidates for outlying bills. 

 

 

Figure 5.11: Predictive RPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal 

axes. 
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The bill with the smallest weight is bill 67 whose weight is equal to 0.36 and is 

also the only bill with a weight smaller than 0.50. The diagnostic plot of the robust 

distances based on the robust M-estimate of the sample covariance matrix is 

given in Figure 5.14. 

Bills 11, 13, 16, 25, 42, 61, 67, 68, 71, 82 and 92 that have large robust 

distances in Figure 5.14 are also labelled as outliers in Figure 5.12, however, 

bills 38, 48, 60, 62, 80, 87 and 94 that have large robust distances in Figure 5.14 

are not labelled in Figure 5.12. These bills are labelled in Figure 5.15. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Predictive RPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data with observations labelled whose weights are below 

0.90. The predictive biplot axes are not shown so that the 

observations can be viewed easier. 
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Figure 5.13: Predictive RPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data constructed using the first two RPCs with observations 

labelled whose weights are below 0.50. The predictive biplot axes 

are not shown so that the observations can be viewed easier. 
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Figure 5.14: Plot of the robust distances calculated using the robust M-estimate 

for the sample covariance matrix for the 100 forged bills of the 

Swiss Bank Notes Data. 

 

Figure 5.15: Predictive RPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data constructed using the first two RPCs with observations 

labelled that are identified as outliers in Figure 5.14, but not Figure 

5.12. 
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Figure 5.16: Predictive CPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss Bank 

Notes Data (axes not shown) constructed using the first two SPCs 

and with bills labelled whose weights are smaller than 0.90. 

 

Figure 5.16 is the predictive CPCA biplot of the Swiss Bank Notes data 

constructed using the first two CPCs. The bills in Figure 5.16 have less variance 

in the direction of the first principal axis (RPC) than in the direction of the first 

SPC in Figure 5.16. This could be due to the fact that observations 61 and 71 

have been down-weighted in the analysis. Bill 61 is among the top four influential 

bills for the first eigenvalue while bill 71 is among the top four influential bills for 

the first CPC (cf. Table 4.1). 

The RSVD does not give sufficiently small weights to some outliers that have a 

large robust Mahalanobis distance calculated using the M-estimate for the 
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sample covariance matrix. In the next section the procedure for constructing a 

robust biplot from the RPCs calculated using the M-estimate of the sample 

covariance matrix will be discussed.  

 

5.3.2 Obtaining Robust Principal Components using Multivariate 

M-Estimates 

In this section, the approach of Campbell (1980) and Devlin et al. (1981) will be 

discussed. It is an iterative procedure based on multivariate M-estimates which 

are discussed in Section 4.3.3.1 where observations with large Mahalanobis 

distances from a robust estimate of location are down-weighted. The difference 

between this approach and the approach of Gabriel & Odoroff (1983) is that a 

robust M-estimate for the population covariance matrix is first found from which 

the RPCs are obtained by using the ordinary SVD (see Step 5 below).  

Daigle & Rivest (1992) use this robust multivariate M-estimate for the population 

covariance matrix to construct a robust version of the biplot introduced by Gabriel 

(1971). This robust biplot will be „updated‟ by using the new philosophy of Gower 

& Hand (1996). 

Multivariate M-estimates of location  and covariance  are defined as the 

iterative simultaneous solution to the nonlinear system of equations in (4-43) – 

(4-45). Another example of a weighting function is 

 (5-12) 

This weighting function reduces the weight of data points whose Mahalanobis 

distance from the location estimate is larger than . 

The algorithm proposed by Campbell (1980) consists of the following steps: 

1. Carry out a CPCA of the robustly centred data matrix, giving the first 

eigenvector . The vector of medians of the columns of the data matrix 

can be used for the robust mean vector. 
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2. Obtain the PC scores  for . 

3. Determine iteratively the M-estimates of the mean and variance of the 

 and the associated weights . The median and median absolute 

deviation of the  can be used to provide initial robust estimates. After 

the first iteration, the weights  are taken as the minimum of the 

weights for the current and previous iterations; this prevents oscillation of 

the solution. 

4. Once convergence has been achieved in stage 3, revert to the multivariate 

data  and use equations (4-43) and (4-44) to obtain the initial robust 

estimates of  and  respectively, using the weights  obtained in step 

(3). 

5. Determine the first eigenvalue  and eigenvector  of . 

6. Repeat steps (2) to (5) until successive estimates of the eigenvalue are 

sufficiently close. To determine successive directions , project 

the data onto the space orthogonal to that spanned by the previous 

eigenvectors , and repeat steps (2) to (5). Campbell (1980) 

proposes the following procedure for successive directions: 

7. Form , where . 

8. Repeat steps (2) to (5) with  replacing  to determine . 

Steps (7) and (8) are repeated until all  eigenvalues and eigenvectors , 

together with the associated weights, are determined.  

 

Since the estimation of each component gives a different set of weights, each 

observation will ultimately have a set of  weights associated with it. Therefore, 

this method of RPCA has three advantages: 

 It shows whether an observation is outlying (by the presence of one or 

more low weights); 

 It shows what way an outlying observation departs from the pattern of the 

rest of the sample (by the interpretation of the components on which it has 

low weights); 
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 All the RPCs need not be found; the iterative procedure need only be 

executed until the desired number  of RPCs have been calculated. 

 

Remark 5.3.2 

The algorithm for RPCA using the robust M-estimate for the sample covariance 

matrix has been implemented in the R-function mEstimator(). The output of this 

function includes the robust mean vector and the robust standard error vector. 

These vectors are used to respectively centre and scale the original observations 

before they are projected onto the optimal two-dimensional RPCA subspace. The 

default vector of robust means contains the medians of the columns of , while 

the default vector of robust standard errors contains the median absolute 

deviations of the columns of , where  is the original uncentred data matrix. 

Alternatively, weighted versions of these vectors can be calculated. Firstly, the 

matrix of weights returned by the algorithm is converted to a vector of weights,  

  

where  is the matrix of weights returned by the algorithm and 

. Once  has been calculated, the weighted 

robust vector of means is obtained as follows, 

  

where . Once  has been 

calculated, the weighted robust vector of standard errors is obtained as follows, 
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5.3.2.1 Examples 

5.3.2.1.1 Simulation study (continued) 

The same simulation study carried out for the predictive RPCA biplot based on 

the RSVD will be carried out to assess the robustness of the predictive RPCA 

biplot based on the multivariate M-estimate. Figure 5.17 is the predictive RPCA 

biplot for the regular observations in Table 5.1 and the orthogonal outliers in 

Table 5.2, calculated using the Andrews weight function in (5-9) with  and 

constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. This RPCA biplot 

looks similar to the RPCA biplot calculated using the RSVD given in Figure 5.4, 

except for the orientation of the predictive biplot axes. Similarly to Figure 5.4, the 

orthogonal outliers also are positioned within the cloud of regular observations 

and is therefore also resistant to „distortion‟ by these outliers. 

The percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace in 

Figure 5.17 is 99.34% compared to 98% for the two-dimensional RPCA 

subspace based on the RSVD in Figure 5.4. The adequacy values for the 

variables (biplot axes) are 0.99, 0.96 and 0.04 for ,  and  respectively. 
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Figure 5.17: Predictive RPCA biplot of the data in Tables 5.1 & 5.2 calculated 

using the M-estimate and constructed using the first two RPCs as 

the principal axes. The orthogonal outliers are represented by 

triangles. 

 

Figure 5.18 is the predictive RPCA biplot for the regular observations in Table 5.1 

and the good leverage points in Table 5.3, calculated using the Andrews weight 

function in (5-9) with  and constructed using the first two RPCs as the 

principal axes. This RPCA biplot looks similar to the RPCA biplot calculated 

using the RSVD given in Figure 5.6, except for the orientation of the biplot axes. 
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The percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace is 

97% compared to 98% for the RPCA based on the RSVD. The adequacy values 

for the predictive biplot axes are 0.45, 0.64 and 0.92 which represent the 

variables ,  and  respectively. The corresponding adequacy value for the 

variable  for the RPCA based on the RSVD is only 0.078.  

 

 

Figure 5.18:  Predictive RPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.3 

calculated using the M-estimate and constructed using the first two 

RPCs as the principal axes. The good leverage points are 

represented by squares with crosses inside. 
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Figure 5.19: Predictive RPCA biplot of the data set in Tables 5.1 & 5.4 

calculated using the M-estimate and constructed using the second 

and third RPCs as the principal axes. The correlated outliers are 

represented by stars. 

 

Therefore, the variable  is much better represented in the RPCA biplot in Figure 

5.18. The much larger adequacy value for variable  means that the distance of 

the unit marker from the origin on the predictive biplot axis representing variable 

 in Figure 5.18 is much larger than in Figure 5.6. 

Figure 5.19 is the predictive RPCA biplot for the regular observations in Table 5.1 

and the correlated outliers in Table 5.4, calculated using the Andrews weight 

function in (5-9) with  and constructed using the second and third RPCs as 

the principal axes. This RPCA biplot looks similar to the RPCA biplot calculated 
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using the RSVD given in Figure 5.10. However, the RPCA biplot calculated using 

the RSVD is more resistant to „distortion‟ by the correlated outliers since most of 

these outliers are positioned within the cloud of regular observations in Figure 

5.10, but not in Figure 5.19. 

The percentage variation explained by the robust RPCA subspace of Figure 5.19 

is only 22% compared to 50% for the robust two-dimensional RPCA subspace of 

Figure 5.10. The adequacy values for the predictive biplot axes of Figure 5.19 

are 0.77, 0.27 and 0.97 which represent variables ,  and  respectively. 

Therefore, the RPCA biplot of Figure 5.10 based on the RSVD is preferred to the 

RPCA biplot of Figure 5.19 based on the multivariate M-estimate because it 

explains 28% more of the total sample variation. 

 

Concluding Remarks: Simulation study 

For each of the three types of outliers discussed by Hubert et al. (2005), a RPCA 

biplot was constructed using the first two RPCs, except for the correlated outliers 

where the RPCA biplot was constructed using the second and third RPCs. For 

each of the three RPCA biplots, the same regular observations were used, but 

the regular observations of each biplot were contaminated with observations 

generated from one of three contamination distributions. Each contamination 

distribution was used to generate observations from one of the three classes of 

outliers. Each of the RPCA biplots was compared to their corresponding RPCA 

biplots in the previous simulation study according to the positions of the 

observations and the orientation of the biplot axes. The adequacies of the biplot 

axes were also compared as well as the percentage of the total sample variation 

explained by the RPCA biplot subspaces.  

Table 5.6 compares the percentage of the total sample variation explained by the 

two-dimensional robust RPCA subspace constructed with RPCs found using the 

RSVD and the RPCs found using the M-estimate. For each type of outlier – 

except the correlated outliers where the robust subspace is constructed using the 
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second and third RPCs – the robust subspace is constructed using the first two 

RPCs. 

 

Table 5.6: Simulation study: Comparison of the percentages of the total sample 

variation explained for each of the RPCA analyses. 

Type of RPCA Orthogonal outliers 
Good leverage 

points 
Correlated outliers 

RSVD 98% 98% 50% 

M-estimate 98% 97% 22% 

 

Considering the results in Table 5.6, the RPCA based on the M-estimate did not 

increase the percentage of the total sample variation explained for each type of 

outlier, but rather led to a substantial decrease in the percentage in the case of 

the correlated outliers. Therefore, according to the results of this simulation 

study, the RSVD as a robustification procedure for CPCA is a more viable option 

compared to the procedure based on the M-estimate. 

 

5.3.2.1.2 The Milk Data (continued) 

This data set was first discussed in Chapter 4 and consists of  

observations on  variables concerning the costs of transporting milk. Two 

analyses will be done: CPCA and RPCA which will be calculated using the robust 

multivariate M-estimate for the covariance matrix. For each analysis, two 

graphical representations will be given: A PCA biplot and a diagnostic plot 

discussed in Section 4.2.1.2 whose aim is to reveal outlying observations. 

Figure 5.20 is the diagnostic plot based on the classical Mahalanobis distances 

of the observations from the sample mean. This plot identifies observations 9 and 

21 as observations with unusually large Mahalanobis distances. They are 
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potential outlying observations for the first and second eigenvalue-eigenvector 

pair.  

Figure 5.21 is the predictive CPCA biplot constructed using the first two CPCs. 

This CPCA biplot is the same as the one given in Figure 4.2. The top four 

influential observations for the first and second eigenvalues and eigenvectors are 

labelled (cf. Tables 4.3 & 4.4). Therefore, observations 9 and 21 are influential as 

well as outlying observations for the first eigenvalue-eigenvector (CPC) pair. The 

percentage of the total sample variation explained by the subspace spanned by 

the first two CPCs is 87% with 63% explained by the first CPC. By definition, the 

first CPC explains the largest percentage of the total sample variation, but this 

percentage might have been inflated by the two influential outliers 9 and 21. The 

adequacies for the biplot axes that represent the variables „Fuel‟, „Repair‟ and 

„Capital‟ are 0.70, 0.39 and 0.90 respectively. 

It can be informative to construct a CPCA biplot using CPCs besides the first two 

to see if there are any other outlying observations that are not revealed in Figure 

5.21 due to the masking effect of the extreme influential outliers 9 and 21. 

 

 

Figure 5.20: Plot of the classical Mahalanobis distances for the Milk Data. 
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Figure 5.21: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Milk Data constructed using the first 

two CPCs as the principal axes. The influential observations in 

Tables 4.3 & 4.4 are labelled. 

 

Figure 5.22 is the predictive CPCA biplot constructed using the second and third 

CPCs. The percentage of the total sample variation explained by this two-

dimensional subspace is 37%. The adequacies of the predictive biplot axes 

representing the variables „Fuel‟, „Repair‟ and „Capital‟ are 0.45, 0.62 and 0.94 

respectively. Outlier 21 now seems to be masked while outlier 9 is still an 

extreme influential outlier for the second CPC (cf. Table 4.4). However, there 

now seems to be other observations that are possible outliers that are not 

detected by the diagnostic plot in Figure 5.20, such as observation 36 which is an 

influential observation for the second eigenvalue-eigenvector pair (cf. Table 4.4).  
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Figure 5.22: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Milk Data constructed using the 

second and third CPCs as the principal axes. The influential 

observations in Tables 4.3 & 4.4 are labelled. 

 

Therefore, the advantage of constructing a PCA biplot using other PCs other 

than the first two PCs is that masked outliers in the first two dimensions (which 

also may not reveal themselves in the diagnostic plot) may be unmasked in other 

dimensions. 

Figure 5.23 is the diagnostic plot based on the robust distances of the data 

calculated using the robsust M-estimate for the sample covariance matrix. 

Campbell‟s weight function (4-46) with  and  is used to calculate 

the M-estimate. This plot identifies observations 9 and 21 in addition to 

observations 20 and 36 as possible outlying observations. The observations that 
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are assigned weights less than unity in the analysis are observations 2, 9, 15, 21, 

23, 25 and 36 while observations 9, 21, 23 and 36 have been assigned weights 

less than 0.90. Observations 2, 15, 23 and 25 are not potential outliers according 

to Figure 5.23, but this is to be expected because all these observations – except 

observation 23 which has a weight of 0.78 – have weights larger than 0.90, so 

they are borderline cases for outlying observations. 

 

 

Figure 5.23: Plot of the robust Mahalanobis distances calculated using the M-

estimate for the sample covariance matrix of the Milk Data. 

 

In contrast, all the observations flagged as outliers in Figure 5.23, except 

observation 20 have been assigned weights less than unity. Since observation 

20 is a border-line case according to Figure 5.20, the fact that it has not been 

assigned a weight less than unity in the analysis is not a cause for alarm. The 

observations with weights below 0.60 are observation 9 with a weight of zero, 

observation 36 with a weight of 0.49 and observation 21 with a weight of 0.59. 

These three observations are the most suspicious candidates for outliers in 

Figures 5.21 and 5.22.  
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Figure 5.21 is the predictive RPCA biplot constructed using the first two RPCs. 

The percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace is 

82% while the adequacies for the biplot axes that represent the variables „Fuel‟, 

„Repair‟ and „Capital‟ are 0.3410.98 and 0.68 respectively. The observations that 

have been have been assigned weights less than 0.90 are labelled as well as the 

potential outliers identified in Figure 5.23. Figure 5.24 looks similar to the 

corresponding CPCA biplot in Figure 5.21. In Figure 5.21, the angle between the 

axes representing the variables „Repair‟ and „Fuel‟ is small, while in Figure 5.24, 

the angle between the axes representing the variables „Repair‟ and „Capital‟ is 

small. 

 

Figure 5.24: Predictive RPCA biplot constructed using the first and second 

RPCs as the principal axes and calculated using the M-estimate of 

the sample covariance matrix for the Milk Data. 
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This analysis agrees with Caroni (2000) in that his analysis revealed 

observations 9, 21 and 25 to have weights less than unity. However, this analysis 

has revealed observations 2, 15, 23 and 36 to have weights less than unity too. 

 

5.3.2.1.3 The Swiss Bank Notes Data (continued) 

Figure 5.25 is the predictive RPCA biplot of the 100 forged bills from the Swiss 

Bank Notes data – which was first discussed in Chapter 3 – constructed using 

the first two RPCs. The Huber weight function in (5-8) with  is used to 

calculate the robust M-estimate for the sample covariance matrix. The 

measurements of the 100 forged bills are centred and standardised using the 

robust mean vector and robust scale vector discussed in Remark 5.3.2 because 

the measurements of the variables  and  are incommensurable with the 

measurements of the other variables.  

The robust goodness of fit statistic (5-10) is equal to 86%. Therefore, 86% of the 

total sample variation is explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace.  
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Figure 5.25: Predictive RPCA biplot constructed using the first and second 

RPCs as the principal axes and calculated using the M-estimate of 

the sample covariance matrix for the Swiss Bank Notes Data. 

 

The bills that are labelled in Figure 5.14 have all been assigned weights smaller 

than 0.30 in the analysis and include the influential observations identified by 

Salibián-Barrera, Van Aelst & Willems (2005). Therefore, many more 

observations have been given smaller weights in comparison with the RSVD 

procedure which only gave bill 67 a weight below 0.50. 
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5.4 Recapitulation 

In this Chapter: 

 Reasons were given why the robust estimation of PCs should be 

considered. 

o Atypical observations in a data set can adversely affect the 

classical estimates. 

o The behaviour of classical estimates is unduly influenced by 

properties of the parent distributions that generate the data even in 

the absence of outliers. 

 The circumstances that can cause outliers to be present in a data set were 

discussed. 

o Outliers that are not the result of a measurement or typing errors 

should be accommodated in the analysis as they can often lead to 

interesting discoveries. 

 Robust methods were discussed for robustly estimating PCs. 

o The robust estimation of PCs for lower and higher dimensional data 

require different robust methods to be used. This distinction was 

made by considering the breakdown points of the methods and the 

numerical instability of some methods in higher dimensions. 

 Two methods for robustly estimating PCs for lower dimensional data were 

discussed in detail and were compared by using a simulation study that 

involved the construction of several robust PCA biplots. 

o An iterative algorithm due to Choi & Huh (1996) was discussed that 

involves solving a set of equations by down-weighting outlying 

observations from a robust estimate of the mean vector. In doing 

so, the robust singular value decomposition is found which yields 

the RPCs. 

o An example of a robust estimate of the sample covariance matrix 

due to Campbell (1980) was discussed, namely the multivariate M-
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estimate. This estimate is also arrived at numerically. The ordinary 

SVD is then used on this robust estimate to find the RPCs. 

In Chapter 6 methods for robustly estimating PCs for higher dimensional data will 

receive attention. 
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Chapter 6 

Robust PCA Biplots for Higher  

Dimensional Data 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Procedures for robustly estimating PCs for higher dimensional data will be 

discussed in this chapter. Once RPCs have been obtained by using these 

procedures, they will be used as input to algorithms to construct robust PCA 

biplots. Two different ways for obtaining the RPCs are used in these procedures:  

 A numerical procedure is used to robustly estimate the sample covariance 

matrix on which the ordinary SVD is applied in order to obtain the RPCs. 

The drawback of this approach is that estimated sample covariance matrix 

may not p.d. 

 A numerical procedure is applied to directly approximate the coefficients of 

the RPCs. 

In Section 6.2 the element-wise estimation of a covariance matrix will be 

discussed which is a procedure for robustly estimating variances and 

covariances separately. Therefore, this procedure falls into the first category 

above. 

In Section 6.3 the ROBPCA procedure is discussed. This procedure combines 

projection-pursuit (PP) (see below) ideas with the MCD covariance estimate 

discussed in Section 4.3.2.3. This „hybrid‟ procedure combines ideas from both 

the categories above. This procedure is discussed before the PP approach 

because the diagnostic plot used for ROBPCA is used for the PP approach to 

identify outliers. 

The projection-pursuit (PP) approach and the related RAPCA approach are 

discussed in Sections 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. These two approaches find low-
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dimensional projections of a high-dimensional cloud of observations by 

numerically maximising a specified objective function. This function could be the 

variance in a certain direction in which case PP is the same as CPCA. Since 

these procedures bypass the estimation of the sample covariance matrix, they 

fall into the second category above. 

In Section 6.6, the Multivariate Signs and Ranks approach is discussed. This 

procedure commences by transforming the original data. The eigenvectors of the 

sample covariance matrix of this transformed data are then sought. This 

procedure also falls in the first category above. 

Lastly, in Section 6.7, criteria are discussed that can be used to compare RPCA 

biplots constructed using the robust methods in this Chapter and Chapter 5 to 

their CPCA counterpart. The PCA biplots are compared in respect to the change 

in the positions of the observations as well as the change in the orientations of 

the biplot axes. 

Diagnostic plots for identifying outliers can be constructed for the robust 

procedures discussed in Sections 6.2 – 6.6 and require the input of the robust 

sample covariance matrix. The procedures that directly estimate the RPCs do not 

output a covariance matrix, but the RPCs can be used to construct the 

covariance matrix afterwards. The procedures for constructing the diagnostic 

plots will be discussed in the relevant sections. 

 

6.2 Element-wise Estimation of a Dispersion   Matrix 

The (robust) element-wise estimation method for a dispersion matrix due to 

Mehrotra (1995) was introduced in Chapter 5 as a technique that robustly 

estimates a sample covariance (or correlation) matrix by computing robust 

estimates for each variance and covariance separately. This method is more 

suitable for higher dimensional data and it will now be described in more detail 

beginning with the procedure to robustly estimate each variance separately. 
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6.2.1 Robust Variance 

For simplicity purposes, Mehrotra (1995) considers a random sample 

 of size  with  from a continuous bivariate 

distribution with mean vector 

  

and covariance matrix 

 
 

Without loss of generality, the estimation of one of the variances, say , will be 

considered because the estimation of  is a symmetric operation. Analogous to 

(4-28), 

 (6-1) 

where  is the unbiased sample variance of  and can be obtained 

from (4-21) by letting  for  where . The 

sample variance  in (6-1) can be replaced by a robust measure of dispersion 

 obtained by replacing the classical location estimate  by a robust location 

estimate. Such a robust location estimate can be a robust M-estimate  

satisfying (4-16) for a given function . Therefore, the asymptotic variance of the 

M-estimate based on the function  is given by 

 (6-2) 

To obtain a robust variance estimate, Mehrotra (1995) suggests that after a 

suitable function  has been chosen and  has been obtained, that it be 

“converted” to a quantity that is approximately equal to the population variance, 
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 (6-3) 

where ,  is the median of ,  is the 

median absolute deviation analogous to (4-24);  is a positive tuning constant;  

is the derivative function of . The estimate in (6-3) is an A-estimate of scale 

considered by Lax (1985) and given in (4-30) with . The different 

weighting functions discussed in Section 4.3.2.2.3 can be chosen for . Once the 

robust variances have been calculated, they are used in the calculation of the 

robust covariances which is discussed in the next section. 

 

6.2.2 Robust Covariance 

Mehrotra (1995) proposes the following procedure based on a linear regression 

idea to estimate . Suppose that  and  are the dependent and regressor 

variable respectively. If  denotes the usual least squares slope, 

 (6-4) 

where  is the maximum likelihood estimate of the sample covariance 

between  and , 

 (6-5) 

where  is a bivariate random sample and 

1,2; var 2 is the unbiased estimate of the variance of 2, when 2 is itself a 

random variable. In other words, 

 (6-6) 
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is an unbiased estimate of the true covariance. A robust covariance can thus be 

obtained by replacing the usual slope and variance estimates by their robust 

counterparts. For a robust slope, Mehrotra (1995) recommends taking the 

median of all pair-wise slopes of the form , 

excluding slopes that have . A robust variance is obtained as described 

in the previous section. 

In the preceding discussion, and  were taken to be the dependent and 

regressor variable respectively. However, the roles of these two variables are 

interchangeable. Therefore, Mehrotra (1995) suggests an estimate of  based 

on an average of robust covariances, say,  and , where 

, with a similar expression for . Accordingly, 

Mehrotra (1995) proposes the following simple robust covariance estimate, 

 (6-7) 

where „msi‟ in the above expression indicates that the robust variances inherent 

in (6-7) are computed using a modified sine A-estimate given in (4-37). Note that 

the proposed variance and covariance estimates do not involve an iterative 

process, i.e., they are one-step estimates. The above procedure can easily be 

generalised to the case where . 

Unfortunately, using the element-wise approach to obtain a robust covariance (or 

correlation) matrix can sometimes lead to a matrix that is not p.d. or even p.s.d. A 

„filtering‟ process is suggested by Mehrotra (1995) in order to achieve at least a 

p.s.d. robustly estimated covariance/correlation matrix and is discussed in the 

next section. 

 

6.2.3 Singular Robust Covariance Matrix 

When the absolute value of an individual robust covariance exceeds the 

geometric mean of the corresponding robust variances it results in a robust 
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correlation whose absolute value exceeds unity. The presence of one or more 

inadmissible robust correlations may contribute to the singularity of the robust 

covariance matrix. 

The „filtering‟ process of Mehrotra (1995) for achieving non-singularity is derived 

via the SVD of a symmetric matrix given in (1-12). If only the positive eigenvalues 

and their corresponding eigenvectors are considered in the sum in (1-12) then at 

least a p.s.d. covariance matrix is guaranteed. However, in most situations, 

filtering will result in a robust covariance matrix that is also p.d., unless the 

population covariance matrix is itself singular or very close to being singular (cf. 

Mehrotra, 1995). In the next section the procedure for constructing the diagnostic 

plot for the robust element-wise covariance estimate in order to identify possible 

outliers will be discussed. 

 

6.2.4 Diagnostic Plot 

Let  denote a sample of size  with  from a multivariate 

population distribution  with mean vector  and covariance matrix . Then, 

robust Mahalanobis distances as described by Rousseeuw & Van Zomeren 

(1990) can be calculated as follows, 

 (6-8) 

for each observation  where  represents the data 

matrix, 

 is the robust measure of location and 

 is the robust element-wise estimate of the covariance matrix calculated 

using A-estimates. In order to construct a Chi-squared plot of the  values to 

detect possible outlying observations, it will be assumed in this study that 

 is asymptotically true as . However, the validity of this assumption 

requires investigation. 
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6.2.5 Example: The Multiple-Sclerosis Data 

The Multiple-Sclerosis (MS) data (cf. Johnson & Wichern, 2002) consists of 69 

subjects without MS and 29 subjects with MS on which two different visual stimuli 

(S1 and S2) produced responses in the left eye and right eye. The values 

recorded include the subject‟s age ( ), total response of both eyes to stimulus 

S1 ( ), absolute difference between responses of eyes to stimulus S1 ( ), total 

response of both eyes to stimulus S2 ( ) and the absolute difference between 

responses of eyes to S2 ( ). 

The aim of this example is to compare the robust sample covariance matrices of 

the two groups using likelihood ratio tests and by visually comparing the angles 

between the biplot axes of robust biplots based on the element-wise robust 

covariance matrix estimate for each group. The robust biplots will be constructed 

so that the angles between the biplot axes optimally approximate the correlations 

between the variables represented by them (see Section 2.4). The coordinates of 

the patients in the two dimensional PCA subspace are obtained by using the 

formula given in (2-26). The coordinates of markers on the prediction biplot axes 

are obtained by using the formula given in (2-34). The likelihood ratio tests for 

comparing sample covariance matrices will first be discussed. 

Manly & Rayner (1987) show how the likelihood ratio test (cf. Seber, 1984) for 

the comparison of two or more sample covariance matrices can be made more 

informative by hierarchically partitioning the test statistic into three components. 

However, this test is sensitive to non-normality in the data (cf. Laynard, 1974; 

Olson, 1974; Manly, 1986) and therefore this test should not be used on data 

where the assumption of multivariate normality is questionable. 

The three components reflect differences between the covariance matrices due 

to (a) matrices being proportional, (b) different variances, and (c) different 

correlations. The components can be tested hierarchically for significance which 

is discussed with the help of Table 6.1 below. 
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Suppose that  are random samples taken from 

 multivariate normal populations with the size of the -th sample being  for 

. Let the -th population have mean vector  and covariance 

matrix . 

 

Table 6.1: Test statistics and d.o.f. for comparison of Models 0 to 3. 

Model Description Test Statistic 

Degrees of 

Freedom of Chi-

squared dist. 

0 
Equal covariance 

matrices ( ) 
- - 

1 

Proportional 

covariance matrices 

( ) 

 

 

2 

Equal correlations 

(  where 

) 

 

 

3 

Different covariance  

matrices 
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The maximum likelihood estimate of  is 

 (6-9) 

where  is the -th sample covariance matrix and  The maximum 

likelihood estimates of  and  where  are found by solving the 

following equations 

 (6-10) 

 (6-11) 

The derivation of these equations is outlined in Manly & Rayner (1987); see also 

Flury (1986). Equations (6-10) and (6-11) are solved by using an iterative 

(numerical) procedure. Starting with ,  can be determined using (6-10). 

Using this  in 

(6-11) allows new values to be determined for . These new values can then be 

used in (6-10) to get a new value for , and so on. This procedure always 

converged with test data that Manly & Rayner (1987) used. The maximum 

likelihood estimates of  and  where  with 

 for  are found by solving the following equations, 

 (6-12) 

 (6-13) 

where  is the element in row  and column  of  and  is the element 

in the same position in the sample covariance matrix . The derivation of these 

equations is given in Manly & Rayner (1987). These equations are also solved 
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using an iterative procedure. Starting with  for all  and ,  can be 

determined using (6-12). The inverse of this matrix is then found and a new  

can be determined using (6-13). This new  can be used in (6-12) to calculate a 

new  and so on. This procedure always converged with test data that Manly & 

Rayner (1987) used, although the number of iterations was quite large in some 

cases. 

For Model 3, Anderson (1984) shows that the maximum likelihood estimate of  

is the sample covariance matrix . Because Model  is a special case of Model 

, hierarchical testing proceeds as follows (cf. Read, 1985). First,  is tested 

to see if it is significantly large in respect to the  distribution.  

 

 

Figure 6.1: Plot of the classical Mahalanobis distances for the subjects with MS. 
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Figure 6.2:  Correlation approximation predictive CPCA biplot of the patients with 

MS constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes and 

calculated using the element-wise robust covariance matrix estimate. 

 

If this is the case then correlations are assumed to vary between the covariance 

matrices and testing stops. If this is not the case,  is assessed for significance 

in respect to the  distribution. If a significant result is obtained then 

variances are assumed to be different and correlations the same, and testing 

stops. If the result is insignificant, then  is assessed for significance. If a 

significant result is obtained, then covariance matrices are assumed to be 

proportional; otherwise they are assumed to be equal. 

The classical  values for the 69 patients with MS are plotted in Figure 6.1. 

The patients that have  values larger than the threshold value are subjects 
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7 and 16. Patient 7 has very large values for the variables  and  in 

comparison with the rest of the patients. Figure 6.2 is the predictive correlation 

approximation CPCA biplot for the patients with MS constructed using the first 

two CPCs. Patients 7 and 16 are also labelled in the figure. Patient 7 lies quite a 

distance from the cloud of regular patients, while patient 16 lies on the fringe of 

the cloud of regular patients. The percentage of the total sample variation 

explained by the CPCA biplot space is 92% while the biplot axes representing 

the variables  and  have the smallest and largest adequacies of 0.02 and 

0.60 respectively. 

The  values corresponding to Figure 6.1 are plotted in Figure 6.3. They are 

based on the modified A-estimate of scale in (4-36) with  and  defined in (6-3), 

 and covariance estimates given by (6-7). Patients 7 and 16 are also 

identified as outliers in Figure 6.3 as they are positioned above the threshold 

value. Figure 6.4 is the predictive correlation approximation RPCA biplot for the 

patients with MS constructed using the first two RPCs. Patients 7 and 16 are also 

labelled in the figure. Figure 6.4 looks similar to Figure 6.2 in terms of the 

orientation of the biplot axes and the positions of the patients. The percentage of 

the total sample variation explained by the RPCA biplot space is 92% while the 

biplot axes representing the variables  and  have the smallest and largest 

adequacies of 0.07 and 0.68 respectively. 
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Figure 6.3: Plot of the robust Mahalanobis distances for the subjects with MS 

calculated using the robust element-wise covariance matrix estimate. 

 

Figure 6.4: Correlation approximation predictive RPCA biplot for the patients 

with MS constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. 
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Figure 6.5: Plot of the classical Mahalanobis distances for the subjects without 

MS. 

 

The  values of the 29 patients without MS are plotted in Figure 6.5. The 

patients that have  values larger than the threshold value are subjects 17 

and 68. Patient 68 has relatively large values for the variables  and  

compared to the other patients. Figure 6.6 is the predictive correlation 

approximation CPCA biplot for the patients without MS constructed using the first 

two CPCs. Patients 17 and 68 are also labelled in the figure. Both of these 

patients lie on the fringe of the cloud of regular patients and neither one appears 

to be more separated from the regular patients than the other. The percentage of 

the total sample variation explained by the CPCA biplot space is 93% while the 
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biplot axes representing the variables  and  have the smallest and largest 

adequacies of 0.00012 and 0.99 respectively. 

The  values corresponding to Figure 6.6 are plotted in Figure 6.7. They are 

based on the modified A-estimate of scale in (4-36) with  and  defined in (6-3), 

 and covariance estimates given by (6-7). Patient 17 is no longer identified 

as an outlier in Figure 6.7, but patients 65 and 68 are identified as outliers as 

they appear above the threshold value. Figure 6.8 is the predictive correlation 

approximation RPCA biplot for the patients without MS constructed using the first 

two RPCs. Patients 65 and 68 are also labelled in the figure. Patient 68 appears 

to be a more extreme outlier than patient 65 in Figure 6.8 and this patient also 

has the more extreme  value in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.8 looks similar to Figure 

6.6 in respect to the positions of the patients, however, the orientation of the 

biplot axes are different – especially the biplot axis representing variable . The 

percentage of the total sample variation explained by the RPCA biplot space is 

94% while the biplot axes representing the variables  and  have the smallest 

and largest adequacies of 0.00012 and 0.99 respectively. 

Comparing the predictive RPCA biplots for the patients with MS and without MS 

given in Figures 6.4 and 6.8 respectively, the positions of the patients and, more 

importantly, the orientation of the biplot axes representing the variables is quite 

different. Therefore, the correlation structure of the two sets of data is most likely 

different. This will now be proved analytically by using hypothesis testing.  

The classical covariance matrix estimate for the subjects with MS is given by 

 (6-14) 
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Figure 6.6 : Correlation approximation predictive CPCA biplot of the patients 

without MS constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal 

axes. 
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Figure 6.7: Plot of the robust Mahalanobis distances for the subjects without MS 

calculated using the robust element-wise covariance matrix estimate. 

 

 

Figure 6.8: Correlation approximation predictive RPCA biplot for the patients 

without MS constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal 

axes and calculated using the robust element-wise covariance matrix 

estimate. 
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The classical covariance matrix estimate for the subjects without MS is given by 

 (6-15) 

 

The element-wise robust covariance matrix estimate for the subjects with MS is 

given by 

 (6-16) 

while the element-wise robust covariance matrix estimate for the subjects without 

MS is given by 

 (6-17) 

 

It is now of interest to determine whether the structure of the classical and robust 

covariance matrices for the two groups differ. If there is a difference between the 

two analyses it may be due to the outliers identified in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. 

Therefore, the following null hypothesis will be tested: 

 The correlation structure of  and  is the same, 

with the alternate hypothesis 

 The correlations vary between  and  

Using the robust estimates of the sample covariance matrices given in (6-16) and 

(6-17) in (6-12), the following estimate for  is obtained 
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 (6-18) 

The observed value of  using   given in (6-18) is  with a p-

value approaching 0. Therefore,  is rejected at a 1% level of significance. If the 

classic sample covariance matrix estimates given in (6-14) and (6-15) are used in 

(6-12),  with a p-value approaching zero is obtained. Therefore, 

 is also rejected at a 1% level of significance so that, in this case, the outliers 

do not prejudice the outcome of the analysis. Therefore, the correlation structure 

between the subjects differs for the subjects with and without MS.  

Both a visual and analytical analysis of the Multiple Sclerosis data showed that 

the correlation structure of the data from the patients with MS differs significantly 

from the correlation structure of the data from the patients without MS. This 

conclusion was also arrived at using the classical and robust approaches to the 

analyses. 

 

6.3 The ROBPCA Method 

In this section, a method due to Hubert, Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden (2005) 

will be discussed as well as a method due to Engelen, Hubert & Vanden Branden 

(2005) that is designed to increase the efficiency of the former method when a 

large number of robust eigenvectors (RPCs) are required. 

The ROBPCA (ROBust PCA) method, described in Section 6.3.1, combines PP 

ideas with the MCD covariance estimate discussed in Section 4.3.3.3 (cf. 

Rousseeuw, 1984) and is extremely suitable for higher-dimensional data. A data 

set is termed „high-dimensional‟ when  is larger than half the number of 

observations . It is used to find the optimal RPCA-subspace of a certain fixed 

dimension . Consequently, the output only includes the  robust 
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eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this optimal -dimensional subspace. When the 

RPCA results are required for several dimensions, typically , the 

algorithm for this method is not very efficient as it needs to run the whole 

procedure for each . However, some computations are common to all  and 

thus should not be repeated. This leads to an adjusted algorithm described in 

Section 6.3.2. 

 

6.3.1 The Original ROBPCA Algorithm 

For a complete description of the ROBPCA method refer to Hubert et al. (2005). 

Only the major steps of the algorithm as indicated by Engelen et al. (2005) are 

summarised here. 

 The algorithm proceeds by first finding the SVD of the observations in 

order to project them on the space spanned by themselves. If  this 

step already yields a huge dimension reduction (the dimension of this 

space is at most ), without any loss of information. 

 Then, all the observations are projected on many univariate directions 

through two data points in order to define a measure of outlyingness for 

the sample.  

o On each line, the standardised distance of each observation to the 

centre of the sample is determined. 

o The outlyingness for every observation is defined as the largest 

distance over all directions. 

o The  ( ) observations with the smallest outlyingness are 

gathered in a -subset  and their empirical covariance matrix  

is calculated. The choice of  determines the efficiency as well as 

the robustness of the method. ROBPCA is more accurate (small 

variance), but less robust for large . The default value of  is set 

equal to 75% of the sample size . 
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 ROBPCA considers the subspace spanned by the (dominant) 

eigenvectors corresponding to the  largest eigenvalues of  as the initial 

robust -dimensional subspace estimate. Let these eigenvectors form the 

columns of the matrix . Debruyne & Hubert (2006) show that the 

influence function of this estimate is bounded. 

 A first reweighting is performed to increase efficiency. 

o For each observation its orthogonal distance is computed as 

 
 

with  the projection of  onto the subspace spanned by  

o In Hubert et al. (2005) it is argued that . 

Consequently, observations with , with  

and  robust estimates of  and , are retained and their 

covariance matrix  is calculated. 

 An improved robust subspace estimate is now obtained as the subspace 

spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the  largest eigenvalues 

of . Let these eigenvectors be the columns of . The above reweighting 

step is not described in the original paper of Hubert et al. (2005), but has 

been added by Engelen et al. (2005) as it turned out to improve the 

results. 

 All the observations are now projected onto the subspace spanned by . 

 Within this subspace a slightly adapted version of the FAST-MCD 

algorithm of Rousseeuw & Van Driessen (1999) is performed in order to 

find the robust centre and robust covariance estimate of the projected 

samples. The algorithm first looks for an optimal -subset  that contains 

the  observations of which the determinant of their empirical covariance 

matrix is minimal. The centre  and covariance matrix  of these  

observations are calculated. 

 A second reweighting procedure is performed to further increase the 

efficiency of the algorithm. The weights are based on the robust distance 
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of every observation with respect to  and . A weight of zero is 

assigned to an observation if its robust distance is too large and regular 

observations receive a weight of 1. 

 Finally, the reweighted centre  and covariance matrix  are determined 

as the classical mean and covariance matrix of the weighted observations. 

 The last stage of ROBPCA consists of representing  and  in the original 

-dimensional space. The RPCs are then the eigenvectors of . 

Hubert et al. (2005) have written S-PLUS routines that implement the above 

algorithm; these routines will be used in an example below. 

 

6.3.2 The Adjusted Algorithm for Several Components 

It is not normally known in advance how many components  are needed to 

describe the covariance structure of real data. Hubert et al. (2005) recommend 

the use of a scree plot of the eigenvalues of  to select the number of SPCs, but 

this approximation is too rough. Engelen et al. (2005) suggest a more refined 

technique based on the Predicted Residual Error Sum of Squares (PRESS) 

value (cf. Jolliffe, 2002), of which the robust version is defined for a certain 

dimension  as in Hubert & Engelen (2004) and in Engelen & Hubert (2004), 

 (6-19) 

where the index  runs over all observations from a test sample (observations 

that are not used to find the optimal -dimensional RPCA subspace), and  

denotes the projection of test observation  on the subspace. The weights  

are necessary to obtain a robust PRESS-value (cf. Hubert & Engelen, 2004). If a 

test sample is not available, a cross-validated version of the RPRESS statistic 

can also be used. The optimal number of RPCs is then selected as the  for 

which the RPRESS value is small enough. Considering (6-19), it can be seen 

that the ROBPCA algorithm has to be run for every dimension . 
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Even more computation is required for the cross-validated RPRESS because 

then also every observation at a time has to be removed from the sample. This 

results in a very time-consuming approach, especially for robust resampling 

algorithms such as ROBPCA. 

Therefore, Engelen et al. (2005) propose the following algorithm as a much faster 

alternative to ROBPCA. It proceeds as follows: 

 Since the first step of ROBPCA (the SVD of the data) and the computation 

of outlyingness do not depend on , the covariance matrix  of the  

observations with the smallest outlyingness is computed just once. 

 The sample is then projected on the subspace spanned by the  

dominant eigenvectors of , the first reweighting based on the orthogonal 

distances is performed,  is computed and  is defined as the matrix 

containing the dominant eigenvectors of  as columns that span the -

dimensional subspace. Within this subspace, the MCD estimates of 

location  and covariance  are computed. 

 The optimal RPCA subspace of dimension  is now defined as the space 

spanned by the  dominant eigenvectors of . 

It is to be noted that this approach avoids the computation of the outlyingness 

and the MCD covariance matrix  times. Moreover, the RPCs obtained by 

applying this algorithm with  components are now a subset of the components 

that are found by applying the algorithm with more than  components. 

However, this algorithm has the following disadvantages: 

 It computes the MCD estimate in  dimensions. This becomes less 

precise, less robust and more time-consuming the larger  is chosen. 

 The estimation of the eigenvalues. The MCD covariance estimate is 

always multiplied with a consistency factor, which decreases with the 

dimension. If the optimal subspace has dimension , much smaller than 

, the estimate is not inflated enough. This affects the robust distances 

within the subspace, and consequently the reweighted MCD estimates. 
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6.3.3 Example: Vowel Recognition Data 

The Vowel Recognition data is the speaker independent recognition of the eleven 

steady state vowels of British English using a specified training set of the lpc 

derived log area ratios (cf. Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman, 2001). 

The training data consists of eleven classes. Each class corresponds to eleven 

people that pronounce the word containing the vowel of interest. Therefore, each 

class corresponds to a single vowel. The words that contain the eleven vowels 

are given in Table 6.2. 

It is of interest to determine an optimal classifier using the training data. The 

optimality of the classifier is evaluated using test data. A test vowel is classified 

correctly when the distance of the correct output to the actual output is the 

smallest of the set of distances from the actual output to all possible target 

outputs. Hastie et al. (2001) use reduced rank discriminant analysis and logistic 

regression to develop optimal classifiers for the vowel recognition data. However, 

they do not consider that there might be outliers in the data which, in fact, there 

are (as will be shown later). The fact that there are outliers in the test data leads 

to unreliable classification rules. This can be averted by using robust methods for 

classification which will not be discussed in study, but which does require further 

investigation. 

The response variable will be ignored and the analysis of this problem will 

proceed in two steps: Firstly, a diagnostic plot (discussed below) will be 

constructed to identify outliers and secondly, ROBPCA will be used to find the 

optimal two-dimensional robust subspace to represent the observations. 
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Table 6.2: Words used in recording the vowels in the Vowel Recognition Data. 

Vowel Word Vowel Word 

i Heed O Hod 

I Hid C: Hoard 

E Head U Hood 

A Had u: Who‟d 

a: Hard 3: Heard 

Y Hud   

 

 

6.3.3.1 Using ROBPCA to find the Optimal Robust 2D Subspace 

In Section 4.2, the three types of outliers distinguished by Hubert et al. (2005) 

were briefly discussed, namely good leverage points, orthogonal outliers and bad 

leverage points. They also discuss a diagnostic plot that can be used to identify 

these three different types of outliers. This diagnostic plot will be discussed next 

and then it will be applied to the vowel data. Let  and  be the robust centre, 

robust covariance matrix and the first  RPCs, respectively (as returned by the 

ROBPCA algorithm). Then, the RPC scores are given by the columns of the 

matrix 

 (6-20) 

The robust squared score distances for the observations are given in the vector 
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where  is defined in (6-20),  and  are 

 robust eigenvectors of  corresponding to the RPCs in . The robust squared 

orthogonal distances of the observations to the RPCA subspace are given in the 

vector 

  

The robust score distances are plotted on the horizontal axis and the robust 

orthogonal distances are plotted on the vertical axis. Two cut-off lines are drawn 

to classify the observations. The cut-off value on the horizontal axis is  

because the squared Mahalanobis distances of normally distributed scores are 

approximately  distributed. Because the distribution of the orthogonal distances 

is not exactly known, the cut-off value on the vertical axis is more difficult to 

determine. However, a scaled - distribution gives a good approximation of the 

unknown distribution of the squared orthogonal distribution (cf. Box, 1954). Let 

the scaled - distribution be represented by . Nomikos & MacGregor 

(1995) estimate the two unknown parameters  and  by using the method of 

moments, while Hubert et al. (2005) use a robust approach based on the Wilson-

Hilferty approximation (cf. Wilson & Hilferty, 1931) to a - distribution. This 

approximation implies that the orthogonal distances to the power  have an 

approximate  distribution with 

 
 

 (6-21) 

Hubert et al. (2005) obtain estimates  and  in (6-21) using the univariate 

MCD. The vertical cut-off value equal to  with  the 97.5% 

quantile of the standard normal distribution is then obtained. 
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The scree plot given in Figure 6.9 gives an indication of how many CPCs should 

be retained to represent the data in the CPCA subspace as accurately as 

possible. There is no clearly visible „elbow‟ in the graph to indicate how many 

CPCs should be retained, however the increase in the total percentage variation 

explained from 3 to 4 CPCs is 10% while the increase from RPCs 4 to 5 CPCs is 

5%. Therefore, four CPCs should be retained  and they explain 81% of 

the total sample variation of the data. 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Scree plot for the Vowel Recognition (training) Data using the CPCA            

eigenvalues. 
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Figure 6.10: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Vowel Recognition (training) Data 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 
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Figure 6.11: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Vowel Recognition (training) Data 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes with the 

orthogonal outliers labelled. The predictive biplot axes are not 

shown so that the labelled outliers can be viewed easier. 

 

Figure 6.10 is the predictive CPCA biplot constructed using the first two CPCs as 

the principal axes. The percentage of the total sample variation explained by the 

first two CPCs is only 55%. The predictive biplot axis with the largest adequacy 

of 0.68 is the axis representing the variable , while the axis with the smallest 

adequacy of 0.002 is the axis representing the variable . The presence of only 

two markers on the axis representing variable  is indicative of its small 

adequacy. 
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Figure 6.11 is the same as the predictive CPCA biplot given in Figure 6.10, 

except that the predictive biplot axes are not shown so that the labelled 

observations can be viewed easier. These labelled observations are a specific 

type of outlier and will be discussed below. 

Figure 6.12 is the robust scree plot constructed using the robust eigenvalues 

obtained from the ROBPCA algorithm. There is a clearly visible „elbow‟ in the 

graph at  RPCs and therefore four RPCs should be retained in order to 

represent the observations in the RPCA subspace accurately. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.12: Scree plot for the Vowel Recognition (training) Data using the 

robust eigenvalues. 
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Figure 6.13: Predictive RPCA biplot for the Vowel Recognition (training) 

Data constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. 

 

Figure 6.13 is the predictive RPCA biplot constructed using the first two RPCs as 

the principal axes. The percentage of the total sample variation explained by the 

first two RPCs is also only 55%. The predictive biplot axis with the largest 

adequacy of 0.54 is the axis representing the variable , while the axis with the 

smallest adequacy of 0.002 is the axis representing the variable . The 

presence of only four markers on the axis representing variable  is indicative of 

its small adequacy. However, the adequacies of the predictive biplot axes are in 

general larger than the adequacies for the CPCA biplot axes. 

Comparing the PCA biplot in Figure 6.10 and 6.13, the positions of the 

observations appear to be similar, however the orientations of the biplot axes 
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differ considerably. Notably, the angles between the biplot axes representing the 

variables , ,  and  are much smaller in Figure 6.13 than in Figure 6.10 

which is indicative of a larger correlation between these four variables for the 

robust analysis. 

 

 

Figure 6.14: Diagnostic plot for the Vowel Recognition (training) Data for     

           RPCs. 

 

The diagnostic plot produced by the ROBPCA algorithm is given in Figure 6.14 

for  RPCs and is interpreted as follows: Observations falling below the 

horizontal line and to the left of the vertical line are classified as regular 

observations. Observations falling above the horizontal line and to the left of the 

vertical line are classified as orthogonal outliers. This is because observations 
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falling in this area have a large orthogonal distance to the subspace in 

comparison with the regular observations, while their score distance is similar. 

Observations falling below the horizontal line and to the right of the vertical line 

are classified as good leverage points. This is because observations falling in this 

area have a large score distance in comparison with the regular observations, 

while their orthogonal distance is similar. 

Observations falling above the horizontal line and to the right of the vertical line 

are classified as bad leverage points. This is because observations falling in this 

area have both a large orthogonal distance and score distance in comparison 

with the regular observations. 

Keeping the preceding explanation in mind, the Vowel Recognition (training) data 

has quite a few orthogonal outliers and good leverage points and two bad 

leverage points. The value for the horizontal line is 2.28, while the value for the 

vertical line is 2.72. The four labelled orthogonal outliers that have distances 

larger than 2.28 are observations 122, 441, 430 and 452. These are the top four 

orthogonal outliers. The four labelled good leverage points that have distances 

larger than 2.72 are observations 217, 261, 481 and 494. These are the top four 

good leverage points. The number of orthogonal outliers and good leverage 

points that are labelled can be changed via the labod and labsd parameters in 

the function proj.robpca() respectively. 

Figure 6.15 is the same as the predictive RPCA biplot given in Figure 6.13, 

except that the predictive biplot axes are not shown so that the labelled 

observations can be viewed easier. These labelled observations are the top four 

orthogonal outliers and good leverage points that are labelled in Figure 6.14. 

These same observations are labelled in Figure 6.11 for the CPCA analysis. 

Comparing Figures 6.11 and 6.15, the outliers that are positioned in the top right 

of Figure 6.11 are more „drawn in‟ towards the regular observations in Figure 

6.15. 
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Figure 6.15: Predictive RPCA biplot for the Vowel Recognition (training) Data 

constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes with the 

orthogonal outliers labelled. The predictive biplot axes are not 

shown so that the labelled outliers can be viewed easier. 

 

6.4 The Projection-Pursuit Approach 

6.4.1 Introduction 

CPCA calculates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance or 

correlation matrix and projects the data orthogonally into the space spanned by 

the eigenvectors belonging to the largest eigenvalues. The eigenvector (1st 

principal axis) corresponding to the largest eigenvalue lies in the direction where 
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the data set has the maximum variation. The second eigenvector (2nd principal 

axis) lies in the direction where the projected data has the second-largest 

variation and so forth. There seem to be at least two, loosely related reasons why 

these projections reveal interesting structures in the data (cf. Huber, 1985): 

 First, if a population is an aggregate of several clusters, then these can 

become individually visible only if the separation between clusters is larger 

than the variation within the clusters. Therefore, if there are only a few 

discernable clusters, the leading principal axes will tend to pick projections 

with good separations. However, too many isotropically distributed 

clusters or meaningless variables with a high noise level can cause the 

PCs to go astray. 

 The second reason applies to PCA performed on correlation matrices. 

Assume that an intrinsic structure can be described by a few 

(unobservable) variables and that many, possibly differently scaled linear 

functions of these variables, with independent random noise added, are 

observed. Then PCA tends to act as a variation reducing technique, 

relegating most of the random noise to the components corresponding to 

the smaller eigenvalues with the systematic structure described by the 

eigenvectors corresponding to the larger eigenvalues. 

The first successful implementation of Projection-Pursuit (PP) techniques is due 

to Friedman & Tukey (1974), who also coined the name. However, a great deal 

of work was done in the early 1980s. This is described at length in three key 

papers: Friedman (1987), Huber (1985) and Jones & Sibson (1987). The original 

purpose of PP was to find low-dimensional projections of a high-dimensional 

cloud of observations by numerically maximising a certain objection function or 

projection index. Some techniques are good at finding clusters, whereas others 

are better at detecting outliers.  

PP is one of the very few multivariate methods able to bypass the “curse of 

dimensionality” caused by the fact that the high-dimensional space is mostly 

empty. Huber (1985) gives the following example as an illustration: Assume that 
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a large number of observations is distributed uniformly in the 10-dimensional unit 

sphere. Then the radius of the sphere containing 5% of the observations is 

. This implies that kernel smoothers and similar methods will not 

be able to pick up small features unless the sample size is very large.  

PP avoids this problem by working in low-dimensional linear projections. 

However, PP has the disadvantage that it is poorly suited to deal with highly 

nonlinear structures. In addition, PP methods exist which are able to ignore noisy 

and information-poor variables. This is a distinct advantage over methods based 

on inter-observation distances like multidimensional scaling and most clustering 

techniques.  

 

6.4.2 Robust Projection-Pursuit Estimates 

The element-wise approaches may have a high breakdown point, but they are 

not affine equivariant and do not guarantee to produce a p.d. robust covariance 

matrix estimate. The PP method determines RPCs first, the robust estimate of 

the covariance matrix is then constructed from the estimated RPCs, which 

automatically results in a p.d. robust covariance matrix estimate. 

The only known affine equivariant estimates of multivariate location and scatter 

with a breakdown point approaching 50% in large samples are based on PP 

ideas (cf. Stahel, 1981; Donoho, 1982). In addition, they are qualitatively robust 

and consistent at elliptic underlying distributions (cf. Li, 1984 a,b). A drawback of 

PP methods is their high demand on computational time in comparison with other 

methods. 

CPCA is actually a special PP procedure. Let  be a -dimensional random 

vector with covariance matrix , and let  be the distribution function of , 

where  is a constant vector. Let  be the eigenvalues of . The 

first PC is the projection of  onto the direction of maximum variance; that is, 
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In Theorem 2.2.2, it is proved that  is the largest eigenvalue  

and  is the associated eigenvector. Similarly, the second PC  is determined 

by 

  

Thus, ,  is the eigenvector associated with , and so on. Here, 

low-dimensional projections are sought that maximise  - that is, the 

classical variance is the projection index. On the other hand, if the PCs of  are 

known, then  can be constructed using  

The fact that the projection index for CPCA (the standard deviation) is non-robust 

is the reason why CPCA suffers from a lack of robustness. If a robust scale is 

used as the projection index, then the PP procedure may provide RPCs and a 

robust covariance matrix. The definition of RPCs derived by means of PP 

procedures follows. 

 

Definition 6.4.1 

Let  be a -dimensional random vector with its location known in advance 

and, without loss of generality, fixed at . Let  be a robust scale, which is 

usually weakly continuous. Then, the RPCs of  (or ) denoted by  and 

, are defined by 
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(6-23) 

 

The robust covariance matrix, denoted by , is determined by 

 (6-24) 

The robust correlation matrix is obtained by rescaling the covariance matrix  

in 

(6-24). For -dimensional observations , let  be the empirical 

distribution. Then the estimates for the PCs and the covariance matrix are 

defined by 

  

  

 (6-25) 

where  Note that the estimates in (6-25) are completely 

determined by the robust scale estimate  The estimates in (6-25) are 

orthogonally equivariant (cf. Croux & Ruiz-Gazen, 2005) in the sense that 

  

  

 (6-26) 

for every orthogonal matrix  and any translation vector , with . In 

the context of PCA, orthogonal equivariance is sufficient, since even the classical 
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procedures are only orthogonal equivariant. Affine equivariance of  is valid at 

an asymptotic level, within elliptical families (cf. Croux & Ruiz-Gazen, 2005). 

Li & Chen (1985) coined the term „robust projection-pursuit estimates‟ (RPP) for 

(6-25) and they proved the robustness of (6-25) theoretically and empirically. 

They also showed that the RPP estimate inherits the breakdown point of the 

robust scale estimate,  and proposed to work with an M-estimate of scale for 

 applying a general PP algorithm for maximising (6-23), leading to an iterative 

and complicated computer-intensive method. 

Croux & Ruiz-Gazen (2005) complete the study of Li & Chen (1985) by deriving 

the influence functions of the estimates in (6-25). Asymptotic normality of the 

estimates in (6-23) has been treated in a paper of Cui, He & Ng (2003), 

complementing the results of Croux & Ruiz-Gazen (2005).  

The estimates in (6-23) involve a non-trivial maximisation problem which has 

been considered as a major disadvantage of the PP approach (cf. Maller 1989). 

Suppose that the first  eigenvalues are already known. Then the following 

function needs to be maximised, 

 (6-27) 

subject to the conditions  and . Here  stands for projection on 

the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by the first  eigenvectors, 

and in particular . In general it will not be possible to obtain the exact 

solution to the maximisation problem in (6-27). Therefore, Croux & Ruiz-Gazen 

(2005) propose the following simple algorithm for approximating PP-estimates. 

This algorithm will be referred to as the C-R algorithm from now on. 

 

6.4.3 Description of the C-R Algorithm 

Let  be the sample and  a location estimate computed from 

this sample. The location estimate is taken as the -median as it is highly robust 

and orthogonally equivariant. It is also known as the spatial median. It is defined 
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as the point  which minimises the sum of the Euclidean distances to all 

observations, 

 (6-28) 

To compute  defined in (6-28), the algorithm of Hössjer & Croux (1995) can be 

used. Let  be the desired number of components to be computed and 

choose a scale estimate  as the projection index. 

 The algorithm proceeds by first finding the SVD of the observations in 

order to project them on the space spanned by themselves. If  this 

step already yields a huge dimension reduction because the dimension of 

this space is at most . This dimension-reduction step does not lead to 

a loss of information. 

 For , set  for . Define then 

 
 

and set 

  

Then compute the RPC scores on the first component as   

for . 

 For  define recursively 

1. For  . 

2. The set . 

3. The estimated eigenvector  

4. For ,  

Therefore,  is an approximation for vector of RPC scores on 

the -th RPC. 
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Approximations for the eigenvalues  for  and for the 

covariance matrix  are then computed using (6-23) and (6-24) respectively. 

Note that the algorithm makes no smoothness assumptions about the scale 

estimate .  

Therefore, instead of scanning the whole space of possible solutions, as in (6-

27), vectors are only checked that belong to the finite set . However, in order to 

“work”, the set  should be quite dense in the region where the objective 

function reaches its maximum. Since the vectors belonging to  point in the 

direction of the data, there is a good possibility that some of them will be close to 

the -th eigenvector, the latter one giving the direction of maximum spread. 

This recursive algorithm has been applied by Gather, Hilker, & Becker (2001) 

and Boente & Orellana (2001) with satisfactory results. It is not difficult to 

implement and the estimates are explicitly defined. For example, when using the 

MAD as the PP-index, the first eigenvalue estimate equals (cf. Croux & Ruiz-

Gazen, 2005) 

  

where . Another advantage of the procedure is that it allows for 

estimation of only the first  eigenvectors, without needing to compute all the 

eigenvector estimates. In dimension reduction problems where  is very large 

and  is quite small, this is an important feature of the procedure. This algorithm 

has been implemented in the R package pcaPP in the function PCAproj(). This 

function called by the function proj.pursuit.PCA() by setting the parameter 

p.larger equal to FALSE (the default). The projection indices that can be used 

with this function are the MAD and  indices. 

However, although the algorithm performs well in low dimensions, Hubert, 

Rousseeuw & Verboven (2001) show that when  the algorithm lacks 

numerical reliability. They use a data set from Pascal Lemberge containing 50 

XRF spectra of aqueous solutions of metal salts at 1200 channels to illustrate 
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this shortcoming. This data set has  which is often the case in the field of 

Chemometrics. They propose a two-step algorithm that is more numerically 

reliable. This algorithm is discussed in the next section. 

 

6.4.4 Example: The Alcohol Data 

The solubility of alcohols in water is important for understanding the alcohol 

transport in living organisms. This data set from Romanelli, Martino & Castro 

(2001) contains physicochemical characteristics of 44 aliphatic alcohols. The aim 

of the experiment of Romanelli et al. (2001) was the prediction of the solubility 

(response) on the basis of molecular descriptors. However it will be investigated 

here whether there are alcohols that can be termed „outliers‟ and are therefore 

not similar to the rest of the alcohols in respect to one or more characteristics 

(variables). Therefore for this analysis the response variable will be ignored. The 

variables are: 

 solvent accessible surface-bounded molecular volume 

 volume 

 log PC (PC  octanol-water partitions coefficient) 

 polarizability 

 molar refractivity 

 mass 

 

The C-R algorithm implemented in the function PCAproj() will be used to 

investigate the above question, since . For each of the three projection 

indices that will be used, namely the standard deviation, MAD and the  

projection indices, the data set is initially centred and scaled using the median 

and MAD respectively because of variable incommensurability. 
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Figure 6.16: Diagnostic plot of the Alcohol Data using the MAD projection index. 

 

 

Figure 6.17: Predictive RPCA biplot of the Alcohol Data calculated using the 

MAD projection index and constructed using the first two RPCs as 

the principal axes. 
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Figures 6.16 and 6.17 are the diagnostic plot and predictive RPCA biplot 

respectively calculated using the MAD projection index. The diagnostic plot is 

constructed using the same algorithm as for ROBPCA and therefore requires the 

specification of the percentage contamination (number of outliers to resist) of the 

data. 

The percentage contamination is set to 25% of the number of observations as in 

ROBPCA. The alcohols labelled in the plot are the alcohols with the largest 

orthogonal and/or score distances. The plot shows that alcohols 38, 43 and 44 

are bad leverage points because they have orthogonal and score distances 

larger than both the threshold values, while alcohol 37 is an orthogonal outlier 

because it has a large orthogonal distance. The RPCA biplot is constructed using 

the first two RPCs as the principal axes. The outliers in Figure 6.7 are also 

labelled in the biplot and the bad leverage points lie far to the right of the majority 

of the alcohols. 

Figures 6.18 and 6.19 are the diagnostic plot  and predictive RPCA biplot 

respectively calculated using the  projection index. The diagnostic plot 

resembles Figure 6.16 except that alcohol 37 has changed from an orthogonal 

outlier to a bad leverage point. The RPCA biplot is constructed using the first two 

RPCs as the principal axes.  
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Figure 6.18: Diagnostic plot of the Alcohol Data using the  projection index. 

 

This biplot looks similar to Figure 6.17 in terms of the positions of the alcohols 

and the orientation of the biplot axes. The outliers in Figure 6.18 are also labelled 

in Figure 6.19 and the bad leverage points lie far to the right of the majority of the 

data as in Figure 6.17. 

Figures 6.20 and 6.21 are the diagnostic plot  and predictive CPCA biplot 

respectively for the standard deviation projection index. The diagnostic plot 

resembles Figure 6.16 because the alcohols 37, 38, 43 and 44 have been 

identified as the same type of outliers. The biplot is constructed using the first two 

RPCs as the principal axes. The biplot is similar to Figure 6.17 and 6.19 in terms 

of the positions of the alcohols and the orientation of the biplot axes. 
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Figure 6.19: Predictive RPCA biplot of the Alcohol Data calculated using the  

projection index and constructed using the first two RPCs as the 

principal axes. 

 

Since the RPCA biplots in Figures 6.17 and 6.19 are similar to the CPCA biplot in 

Figure 6.11 there does not seem to be a remarkable difference between the 

classical and robust analyses. 
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Figure 6.20: Diagnostic plot of the Alcohol Data using the standard deviation as 

the projection index. 

 

However, a closer inspection of the CPCA biplot in Figure 6.21 reveals that 

projecting an outlier, such as alcohol 37, onto the predictive biplot axes gives 

predictions for the corresponding variables that are very large compared to the 

original values. For example, projecting it onto the axes representing variables  

and  gives values of approximately 2600 and 15 respectively, while the original 

values for these variables are actually 670.25 and 3.32 respectively. The RPCA 

biplots of Figures 6.17 and 6.19 predict the values of the variables of alcohol 37 

much better. For example, projecting it onto the axes of Figure 6.19 representing 

variables  and  gives values of approximately 650 and 12 respectively. 
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Figure 6.21: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Alcohol Data calculated using the 

standard deviation as the projection index and constructed using 

the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 

 

6.5 The RAPCA Approach 

The reason for the numerical unreliability of the C-R algorithm is that all 

computations are performed in a high-dimensional space. The succession of 

projections leads to an accumulation of round-off errors which finally results in 

unreliable estimates. Hubert, Rousseeuw & Verboven (2001) propose an 

improvement of this algorithm through dimension reduction. The basic principles 

of the algorithm described in the previous section (centring by the spatial median, 

the stepwise search for orthogonal directions, the use of a robust scale and the 
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search in the direction of the observations) remain the same. This algorithm will 

be referred to as the H-R-V algorithm from now on. 

 

6.5.1 Description of the H-R-V Algorithm 

 The first robust eigenvector  is constructed as in the C-R algorithm. 

 Now the observations are transformed by means of a reflection  such 

that 

  

i.e. let 

  

and put 

 (6-29) 

where  in (6-29) denotes the Euclidean inner product between  and 

 which is computed as  

 The observations  are now projected onto the orthogonal complement 

of  by omitting their first coordinate. This yields 

  

This reduces the space by one dimension. Moreover, all operations are so 

far numerically accurate. The reflection (6-29) requires only elementary 

sums and the projection itself needs no auxiliary computations. 

 The second eigenvector  is now found in the reduced space  

according to the C-R algorithm. This means that 

  

with  Then  is back-transformed to  

using the inverse reflection. This operation is again numerically reliable 
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since the inverse of a reflection is the reflection itself, so no matrix 

inversions are needed. 

 Steps 2-4 are repeated until  eigenvectors are found. 

Suppose that  have been obtained. Then the reflection  

and the transformed and the projected observations are defined as 

  

 
 

 
 

 Finally, 

  

with  The eigenvector  is again obtained 

from  by back-transformation. 

 

The above algorithm has been implemented in the R-function PCAgrid() in the R 

package pcaPP . This function called by the function proj.pursuit.PCA() by setting 

the parameter p.larger equal to TRUE. The global optimum of the objective 

function is searched in planes, not in the -dimensional space, using regular 

grids in these planes. The projection indices that can be used with this function 

are the MAD and  indices. 

 

Remark 6.5.1 

Before the PP-algorithm, C-R algorithm or H-R-V algorithm is started, each 

variable can  be standardised in a robust way by first subtracting the robust mean 

estimate and then dividing by the robust standard deviation estimate of its 

observations in order to obtain variables that have the same spread. Otherwise, 

those variables with a large variance compared to the others will dominate the 

first RPCs. Standardising by the robust mean and robust standard deviation of 
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each variable yields a RPCA analysis based on the robust correlation matrix 

instead of the covariance matrix. The robust means that can be used are the 

ordinary median and spatial median while the MAD is used as the robust 

standard deviation. The parameters center and scale are used to set the type of 

robust mean and standard deviation for the function proj.pursuit.PCA() 

respectively. 

 

6.5.2 Example: The Human Tumour Data 

DNA stands for deoxyribonucleic acid, and is the basic material that makes up 

human chromosomes. DNA microarrays measure the expression of a gene in a 

cell by measuring the amount of mRNA (messenger ribonucleic acid) present for 

that gene. Microarrays are considered a breakthrough technology in biology, 

facilitating the quantitative study of thousands of genes simultaneously from a 

single sample of cells. 

A DNA microarray works as follows: The nucleotide sequences for a few 

thousand genes are printed on a glass slide. A target sample and a reference 

sample are labelled with red and green dyes, and each are hybridised with the 

DNA on the slide. Through fluoroscopy, the log(red/green) intensities of RNA 

hybridising at each site is measured. The result is a few thousand numbers, 

typically ranging from -6 to 6, measuring the expression level of each gene in the 

target relative to the reference sample. Positive values indicate higher expression 

in the target versus the reference, and vice versa for negative values. 

A gene expression data set collects together the expression values from a series 

of DNA microarray experiments, with each column representing an experiment. 

There are therefore several thousand columns representing individual genes, 

and tens of rows representing samples. The samples that will be used in this 

section are 64 cancer tumours from different patients, each consisting of 6830 

genes. This data set is used by Hastie et al. (2001) in various analyses and is 

sourced from the larger NCI60 data set due to Ross, Scherf, Eisen, Perou, Rees, 
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Spellman, Iyer, Jeffrey, Van de Rijn, Waltham, Pergamenschikov, Lee, Lashkari, 

Shalon, Myers, Weinstein, Botstein & Brown (2000). It is sufficient for illustrative 

purposes to consider only the first 1000 genes as they contain plenty of outliers, 

as will be seen later.  The challenge here is to understand how the genes and 

samples are organised. Typical questions include the following: 

 Which samples are most similar to each other, in terms of their expression 

profiles across genes? 

 Which genes are most similar to each other, in terms of their expression 

profiles across samples? 

 Do certain genes show very high (or low) expression for certain cancer 

samples? 

 

This task could be viewed as a regression problem, with two categorical predictor 

variables – genes and samples, with the response variable being the level of 

expression. However, RPCA can be used to investigate the first question by 

thinking of the samples as points in 1000-dimensional space. However, RPCA 

cannot be used to investigate the second question by thinking of the genes as 

points in 64-dimensional space because the PCA biplot axes concerned would 

represent the 64 patients which are not continuous variables. Therefore, in this 

section the first question will be investigated. This will be done by using the 

PCAgrid() function and by considering the data as 64 by 1000 dimensional (the 

transpose of the original data set) resulting in . The data set is first robustly 

standardised by subtracting each variable‟s median and dividing by each 

variable‟s MAD. 

Figure 6.22 is the scree plot for the first  RPCs calculated using the MAD 

projection index. Because the „elbow‟ in the graph occurs at , only the first 

 RPCs are shown. Therefore, the first two RPCs describe the majority of the 

percentage of the total sample variation. 
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Figure 6.22: Scree plot for the first  RPCs of the transpose of the Human 

Tumour Data calculated using the MAD projection index. 

 

Figures 6.23 and 6.24 are the diagnostic plot and predictive RPCA biplot 

respectively for the MAD projection index. The diagnostic plot is constructed 

using the same algorithm as for ROBPCA and therefore requires the 

specification of the percentage contamination (number of outliers to resist) which 

is set to 25% of the number of observations. The diagnostic plot identifies four 

orthogonal outliers because these cancers appear above the horizontal cut-off 

line. The labelled cancers in the plot are the three cancers with the largest 

orthogonal and score distances. 
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Figure 6.23: Diagnostic plot for the transpose of the Human Tumour Data for the 

MAD projection index. 

 

 

Figure 6.24: Predictive RPCA biplot of the transpose of the Human Tumour Data 

for the MAD projection index constructed using the first two RPCs 

as the principal axes. Prediction biplot axes for the variables 6 – 10 

are shown. 
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The RPCA biplot is constructed using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. 

Since there are 1000 variables, only the predictive biplot axes for variables 6 – 

10 are shown. The outliers labelled in Figure 6.23 are also labelled in Figure 6.24 

and all appear to lie within the cloud of regular cancers. The percentage variation 

explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace could not be computed due to 

limitations of the PCAgrid() routine, but the adequacies of the predictive biplot 

axes representing the variables range between 0.05 and 2.65e-6. 

Figure 6.25 is the scree plot for the first  RPCs calculated using the  

projection index. Because the „elbow‟ in the graph occurs at , only the first 

 RPCs are shown. Therefore, the first four RPCs describe the majority of 

the percentage of the total sample variation. 

 

 

Figure 6.25: Scree plot for the first  RPCs of the transpose of the Human 

Tumour Data calculated using the  projection index. 
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Figure 6.26: Diagnostic plot of the transpose of the Human Tumour Data for the 

 projection index. 

 

 

Figure 6.27: Predictive RPCA biplot of the transpose of the Human Tumour Data 

for the  projection index constructed using the first two RPCs as 

the principal axes. Predictive biplot axes for the variables 6 – 10 are 

shown. 
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Figures 6.26 and 6.27 are the diagnostic plot and predictive RPCA biplot 

respectively for the  projection index. The diagnostic plot identifies two 

orthogonal outliers. The labelled cancers in the plot are the three cancers with 

the largest orthogonal and score distances and are the same labelled cancers as 

in Figure 6.23. The RPCA biplot is constructed using the first two RPCs as the 

principal axes. Since there are 1000 variables, only the predictive biplot axes for 

variables 6 – 10 are shown. The outliers labelled in Figure 6.26 are also labelled 

in Figure 6.27 and all appear to lie within the cloud of regular cancers. The 

percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional RPCA subspace could 

not be computed due to limitations of the PCAgrid() routine, but the adequacies 

of the predictive biplot axes representing the variables range between 0.05 and 

3.47e-7. 

Figure 6.28 is the scree plot for the  CPCs calculated using the standard 

deviation projection index. It is not clear where the „elbow‟ in the graph occurs, 

however, six CPCs explain 36% while seven CPCs explain 39% of the total 

sample variation. The increase in the percentage explained is 4% from five to six 

CPCs while it is 3% from 6 to seven CPCs. Therefore, the first six CPCs will be 

retained. 
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Figure 6.28: Scree plot for the  CPCs of the transpose of the Human 

Tumour Data for the standard deviation projection index. 

 

 

Figure 6.29: Diagnostic plot of the transpose of the Human Tumour Data for the 

standard deviation projection index. 
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Figure 6.30: Predictive CPCA biplot of transpose of the Human Tumour Data 

constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 

Predictive biplot axes for the variables 6 – 10 are shown. 

 

Figures 6.29 and 6.30 are the diagnostic plot and predictive RPCA biplot 

respectively for the standard deviation projection index. The diagnostic plot 

identifies three orthogonal outliers, one bad leverage point and three good 

leverage points. The labelled cancers in the plot are the four cancers with the 

largest orthogonal and score distances. The CPCA biplot is constructed using the 

first two CPCs as the principal axes. Since there are 1000 variables, only the 

predictive biplot axes for variables 6 – 10 are shown. The outliers labelled in 

Figure 6.29 are also labelled in Figure 6.30. Cancers 49 and 50 were not 

identified as outliers in Figures 6.23 and 6.26, but they appear to be good 
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candidates for outliers in Figure 6.30 because they are positioned well outside 

the cloud of regular cancers. Also, cancer 47 which is a bad leverage point 

according to Figure 6.29 and an orthogonal outlier according to Figures 6.23 and 

6.26 appears to be an outlier in the CPCA biplot, but not in the RPCA biplots. 

The percentage variation explained by the two-dimensional CPCA subspace is 

only 19% and the adequacies of the predictive biplot axes representing the 

variables range between 0.009 and 1.46e-06. 

There is a difference between the analyses based on the two robust and the 

standard deviation projection indices. The RPCA biplots calculated using the 

robust projection indices are dominated by the structure of the regular cancers 

with no clearly discernible outliers, while there are several outliers visible in the 

CPCA biplot calculated using the standard deviation projection index. 

 

6.6 Multivariate Signs and Ranks 

This method simultaneously robustly estimates the variances and covariances of 

the covariance matrix on which the SVD is performed to obtain the robust 

eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Marden (1999) considers two alternative 

procedures, one based on multivariate signs and the other based on multivariate 

ranks. The data is transformed to multivariate signs or ranks, the eigenvectors 

are found for the sample covariance matrix for this transformed data and then 

these robust eigenvectors are applied to the original data. 

 

6.6.1 Methodology 

It is of interest to robustly estimate the sample covariance matrix of the data 

given by 

 (6-30) 
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where  has distribution ,  is the matrix of 

eigenvectors and  is a diagonal matrix containing 

the eigenvalues with . The following definition is needed. 

 

Definition 6.6.1 

The distribution  of  is said to be coordinate-wise symmetric about  if 

 (6-31) 

for any , the group of  diagonal matrices with diagonal elements 

 where (6-31) means  and  have the same distribution.  

 

It is assumed that for the random vector  there exists an orthogonal matrix  

and a  such that 

 (6-32) 

for some  that satisfies Definition 6.6.1. Further, it is assumed that  

exists, and , without loss of generality, that , where . 

Therefore the decomposition in (6-30) is obtained. 

Any elliptically symmetric distribution, including the multivariate normal 

distribution, satisfies the model in (6-32). From now on the model in (6-32) is 

assumed and the goal is to estimate  based on a r.s. of i.i.d. vectors 

 with distribution . The robust estimates of Marden (1999) based 

on multivariate signs and ranks are presented in the next subsection. See 

Koltchinskii (1997), Chadhuri (1996) and Möttönen, Oja & Tienari (1997) for more 

details on these notions. 
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6.6.1.1 Sign and Rank Statistics 

The multivariate sign of  is defined by 

  

In other words, the unit vector in the direction of . It is of interest to find  

for  defined in (6-32). Because  is usually not known, it can be robustly 

estimated using the sample. Any robust location estimate  can be used for this 

purpose. Marden (1999) recommend using the spatial median. The estimate of 

the covariance matrix of  is given by 

  

where  is the size of the sample. The theoretical multivariate rank of  relative to 

the distribution  is given by 

  

The rank of  relative to a sample is the theoretical rank relative to the empirical 

distribution function  given by 

  

The estimate of the covariance matrix of  is therefore given by 

  

The proof of the following proposition can be found in Marden (1999). 
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Proposition 6.6.1 

If equation (6-49) holds, then 

  

where  is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of , and  or . 

 

Therefore, the same orthogonal matrix  diagonalises the covariance matrices of 

, the multivariate sign of  and the multivariate rank of . It follows that  

can be estimated by the eigenvectors of  or . However, there is no 

guarantee, even when the eigenvectors are unique, that they will be in the same 

order in the spectral decompositions. But, it is the experience of Marden (1999) 

that they are usually in the same order. 

 

6.6.2 Example: Automobile Dimensions Data 

Marden (1999) illustrate the above methods on a high-dimensional data set 

consisting of  automobiles with  variables. The variables are sizes 

of the following: length, width, height, front headroom, rear headroom, front 

legroom, rear seating room, front and rear shoulder room, luggage room and 

length of wheel-base. The data is from Consumers‟ Union (1990), and can be 

found in S-Plus in the data frame cu.dimensions. 

For the computation of  and , the variables are first standardised so that the 

spatial medians are 0 and the median absolute deviations from 0 are 1. For the 

computation of , the variables are standardised so that the means are 0 and the 

standard deviations from 0 are 1. 

Figure 6.31 is a plot of the classical Mahalanobis distances for the complete 

data. The cars that are labelled above the horizontal line are possible outliers in 

respect to their classical Mahalanobis distances for the first and second SPC. As 

noted in Marden (1999), two sets of outliers can be distinguished: the six cars on 
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the left are all two-seat sports cars and the six cars on the right are all minivans. 

The effect of these outliers on the first two CPCs will now be investigated. 

Table 6.3 contains six estimates of the coefficients of the first PC. The first three 

use the complete data set, and the last three use the data set excluding the 

outliers. The values in the table are 100 times the actual coefficients.  

Comparing Table 6.3 to Table 3 in Marden (1999), the coefficients are, in 

general, more similar to each other in Table 6.3 for the data set with and without 

the outliers. Concerning the regular estimates in Table 6.3, the coefficients from 

Rear head onwards are closer to the robust estimates for the data without the 

outliers compared to the complete data set. Comparing the two estimates (with 

and without outliers) for the two robust methods in Table 6.3, the coefficients for 

Rear head, Rear seating, and Front shoulder are larger for the for the data 

without the outliers, otherwise the other coefficient  estimates remain relatively 

stable. 

 

 

Figure 6.31: The classical Mahalanobis distances of the complete Automobile   

           Data. 
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Table 6.4 contains the six estimates for the coefficients of the second PC.  The 

robust estimates are more similar for the data without the outliers. This is 

because the rank estimates are less stable than the sign estimates when the 

outliers are excluded. The regular coefficient estimates are comparable when the 

outliers are excluded, except for the estimates for Front head, Rear head and 

Front leg. 

Figures 6.32 and 6.33 are the predictive CPCA biplots for the (complete) 

Automobile data constructed using the first two CPCs as the principal axes. The 

cars that are potential outliers according to Figure 6.31 are labelled in Figure 

6.33; the predictive biplot axes are not shown so that these outliers can be 

viewed easier. The percentage of the total sample variation explained by the 

CPCA subspace is 63%. The biplot axis with the largest adequacy of 0.30 is the 

axis representing the variable „Height‟, while the biplot axis with the smallest 

adequacy of 0.09 is the axis representing the variable „Rear Shld.‟  

Figures 6.34 and 6.35 are the predictive RPCA biplots for the (complete) 

Automobile data obtained using the rank covariance estimate and constructed 

using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. The cars that are potential outliers 

according to Figure 6.31 are labelled in Figure 6.35; the predictive biplot axes are 

not shown so that these outliers can be viewed easier. The two groups of outliers 

are distinguished better from the regular observations (cars) in this figure than in 

Figure 6.33. 
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Table 6.3: The six estimates for the first PC of the Automobile Data. 

 Complete data Without the outliers 

 Regular Sign Rank Regular Sign Rank 

Length 37 38 32 38 38 35 

Wheel base 39 33 28 40 32 28 

Width 36 32 29 38 33 32 

Height 25 33 37 21 29 30 

Front head 28 14 20 21 14 23 

Rear head 32 16 19 25 32 38 

Front leg 4 17 8 13 18 10 

Rear 

seating 
29 44 46 33 36 34 

Front 

shoulder 
40 28 26 40 39 38 

Rear 

shoulder 
29 39 44 33 32 32 

Luggage 11 19 18 11 17 18 
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Table 6.4: The six estimates for the second PC of the Automobile Data. 

 Complete data Without the outliers 

 Regular Sign Rank Regular Sign Rank 

Length 26 26 -25 21 25 30 

Wheel base 19 18 -13 8 19 20 

Width 9 25 -21 12 24 29 

Height -49 -55 70 -51 -33 -38 

Front head -27 -49 26 -32 -44 -35 

Rear head -38 -31 23 -46 -62 -57 

Front leg 42 36 -25 33 32 30 

Rear 

seating 
13 -18 2 -12 -12 -8 

Front 

shoulder 
-4 16 -11 2 21 22 

Rear 

shoulder 
9 4 -16 20 8 14 

Luggage 47 9 -39 45 1 16 

 

However, the percentage of the total sample variation explained by the CPCA 

subspace only 56%. The biplot axis with the largest adequacy of 0.63 is the axis 

representing the variable „Height‟, while the biplot axis with the smallest 

adequacy of 0.07 is the axis representing the variable „Front Leg Room.‟ 
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Figures 6.36 and 6.37 are the predictive RPCA biplots for the (complete) 

Automobile data obtained using the sign covariance estimate and constructed 

using the first two RPCs as the principal axes. The cars that are potential outliers 

according to Figure 6.31 are labelled in Figure 6.37; the predictive biplot axes are 

not shown so that these outliers can be viewed easier. The two groups of outliers 

are also distinguished better from the regular cars in this figure than in Figure 

6.33. However, the percentage of the total sample variation explained by the 

CPCA subspace only 56%. The biplot axis with the largest adequacy of 0.41 is 

the axis representing the variable „Height‟, while the biplot axis with the smallest 

adequacy of 0.04 is the axis representing the variable „Luggage.‟ 

 

 

Figure 6.32: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Automobile Data constructed using 

the first two CPCs as the principal axes. 
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Figure 6.33: Predictive CPCA biplot of the Automobile Data constructed using 

the first two CPCs as the principal axes. The cars that are potential 

outliers according to Figure 6.31 are labelled. The biplot axes are 

not shown so that these outliers can be viewed easier. 
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Figure 6.34: Predictive RPCA biplot of the Automobile Data using the rank 

covariance matrix estimate and constructed using the first two 

RPCs as the principal axes. 
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Figure 6.35: Predictive RPCA biplot of the Automobile Data using the rank 

covariance estimate and constructed using the first two RPCs as 

the principal axes. The cars that are potential outliers according to 

Figure 6.31 are labelled. The biplot axes are not shown so that 

these outliers can be viewed easier. 
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Figure 6.36: Predictive RPCA biplot of the Automobile Data using the sign 

covariance matrix estimate and constructed using the first two 

RPCs as the principal axes. 
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Figure 6.37: Predictive RPCA biplot of the Automobile Data using the sign 

covariance estimate and constructed using the first two RPCs as 

the principal axes. The cars that are potential outliers according to 

Figure 6.31 are labelled. The biplot axes are not shown so that 

these outliers can be viewed easier. 

 

The CPCA biplot of Marden (1999) distinguishes the outliers remarkably well, but 

this is inconsistent with the idea that outliers tend to „attract‟ the SPCs and in the 

process distort the representation of the regular observations. Therefore the 

CPCA biplots in Figures 6.32 and 6.33 are more acceptable as the positions of 

the regular observations (cars) are not well distinguished from the outliers. The 

RPCA biplots of Figures 6.26 and 6.28 distinguish the outliers very well from the 

regular cars as do the RPCA biplots of Marden (1999). 
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6.7 Comparing PCA Biplots 

An intuitive way to assess the stability of the biplot space constructed using PCs 

obtained using different robust methods is to compare how the positions of the 

observations and the orientation of the biplot axes change compared to the 

CPCA biplot. The change in position of an observation will be evaluated by using 

the Euclidean distance between the coordinates in the CPCA approximation 

space and the RPCA approximation space, i.e., 

 
(6-33) 

where  are the coordinates of the observation in the CPCA space and  are 

the coordinates of the observation in the RPCA space. An overall measure of 

change in position of the observations is obtained from (6-33) as 

 (6-34) 

where  is the number of observations. 

The orientation of the biplot axes is also of interest. A performance measure for 

an estimate in this case is the angle of the biplot axis in the CPCA space with 

respect to the corresponding biplot axis in the RPCA space. The angle between 

the normalised eigenvectors  and , where  is a CPCA eigenvector and 

 is it‟s RPCA counterpart, is given by (cf. Salibián-Barrera, Van Aelst & 

Willems, 2005), 

 (6-35) 

 

An overall measure of the change in the orientation of the biplot axes is obtained 

from (6-35) as 
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 (6-36) 

where  is the number of variables (or axes). 

 

6.7.1 Example: The Automobile Dimensions Data (continued) 

The RPCA biplots of the Automobile data calculated using the rank and sign 

covariance matrix estimates given in Figures 6.34 and 6.36 respectively were 

compared to the CPCA biplot given in Figure 6.32 using the criteria in (6-34) and 

(6-36). 

For the sign covariance matrix estimate,  and , while for the rank 

covariance matrix estimate,  and . Therefore, the positions of 

the automobiles changed more compared to the CPCA biplot for the sign than for 

the rank covariance matrix estimate, while the change in the orientation of the 

predictive biplot axes for both robust methods is similar compared to the CPCA 

biplot. 

 

6.8 Recapitulation 

In this Chapter: 

 Five methods for robustly estimating PCs for higher dimensional data 

were discussed in detail. 

o The element-wise estimation of a covariance matrix was discussed 

which is a procedure for robustly estimating variances and 

covariances separately. Correlation approximation predictive RPCA 

biplots calculated using this method were constructed using the 

Multiple-Sclerosis (MS) data set to visually show that the correlation 

structure of the patients with and without MS are different because 
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the orientation of the biplot axes differed considerably. This 

conclusion was confirmed analytically by using hypothesis testing. 

o The projection-pursuit (PP) approach and the related RAPCA 

approach were discussed. These two approaches find low-

dimensional projections of a high-dimensional cloud of observations 

by numerically maximising a certain objective function. The PP 

approach was used on the Alcohol data set and brought to the fore 

that outlying observations can cause predictions to be inaccurate. 

The RPCA biplots based on the robust projection indices gave 

more accurate predictions for the alcohols that the CPCA biplot. 

The RAPCA approach was used on the Human Tumour data and 

both the RPCA biplots constructed using the robust projection 

indices were dominated by the cloud of regular tumours, while 

several outlying tumours were discernible in the CPCA biplot. 

o The ROBPCA procedure was discussed which combines PP ideas 

with the MCD covariance estimate. A RPCA analysis of the Vowel 

Recognition data set using this method showed that the RPCA 

biplot subspace constructed using the first two RPCs as the 

principal axes is better for representing the data set. This is 

because the adequacies of the predictive biplot axes are slightly 

larger compared to their CPCA counterparts. 

o The Multivariate Signs and Ranks approach was discussed which 

finds the covariance matrix estimate of transformations of the 

original data. This approach was evaluated using the Automobile 

Dimensions data. The RPCA biplots calculated using the sign and 

the rank sample covariance matrix estimates both distinguished the 

identified outlying cars better from the regular cars than the CPCA 

biplot. 

 RPCA biplots were constructed for all the above methods using the RPCs 

that form part of the output of the algorithms for the methods. 
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 Criteria were discussed that can be used to compare RPCA biplots to their 

CPCA counterpart in terms of the positions of the observations in the PCA 

biplot space and the orientation of the PCA biplot axes. 

The implementation of the PCA biplot methodology developed in this study 

required the writing of extensive computer software programmes. Although the 

various biplot methods were illustrated by the output of these programmes, the 

programmes themselves did not receive any attention. Details of the 

programmes developed to implement the biplot methods are provided in the 

Function Appendix at the end of the study. 
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Résumé 

 

Different numerical procedures for calculating robust principal components 

(RPCs) have been investigated in this study. Some of these procedures are more 

suited to be applied on lower dimensional data than higher dimensional data. 

This distinction was made by investigating the breakdown points of the robust 

estimates inherent in these procedures. However, an important aim of this study 

was not just the theoretical investigation of these procedures, but the 

construction of robust principal component analysis (RPCA) biplots using these 

RPCs. Therefore, the theoretical aspect of this study was offset by the practical 

comparison of the various procedures by using their corresponding RPCA 

biplots. 

The variability of the sample principal components (SPCs) was highlighted as an 

important factor in determining the stability of the biplots constructed using them. 

This variability was investigated by using the SPCs of the classic sample 

covariance matrix, which were termed classic principal components (CPCs), in 

this study. A computer-intensive method called the Bootstrap was used to 

estimate the standard deviations of the CPCs as a measure of their variability, 

since no explicit formula exists for the standard deviation of a coefficient of a 

CPC. It was noted that the presence of outliers in the sample negatively affected 

the accuracy of these standard errors. For this reason, a robust estimate of the 

classic sample covariance matrix, namely a multivariate MM-estimate, was used 

to calculate RPCs. The estimated standard deviations of the coefficients of these 

RPCs were found to be more accurate in the presence of outliers. However, 

since a Bootstrap sample can contain more outliers than the original sample, it 

was also noted that the multivariate MM-estimate is susceptible to breaking down 

under such conditions. Therefore, the fast and robust Bootstrap was introduced 

and was shown to circumvent this problem. A topic requiring further exploration 

should be the calculation of RPCs using the numerical procedures for higher 
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dimensional data discussed in this study together with the fast and robust 

Bootstrap. 

A distinction was made between different types of outliers according to Hubert, 

Rousseeuw & Vanden Branden (2005). Influential observations are observations 

that negatively impact the results of an analysis. Jolliffe (2002) noted that most 

influential observations are outliers, while outliers need not be necessarily 

influential observations. In this study, influential observations for a CPCA were 

identified using influence functions, while outliers were identified using classic 

and robust Mahalanobis distances. Therefore, it was recommended in this study 

to use both techniques so that it can be determined whether an influential 

observation is also an outlier and vice versa. These numerical investigations 

were paired with CPCA biplots so that it could be visually determined whether an 

influential  observation could also be an outlier. It was noted that classic 

Mahalanobis distances should be used with caution for identifying outliers that 

are also influential observations. This was because only the most influential 

observations for the first two CPCs of the data set used were identified as 

outliers. The other influential observations were identified as outliers by using 

robust Mahalanobis distances. Therefore, it was noted that influential as well as 

outlying observations suffer from the so-called masking effect if the classical 

Mahalanobis distances are used. 

Two numerical procedures for calculating RPCs for lower dimensional data sets 

were investigated and compared in detail. It was noted that these two procedures 

differ fundamentally in the way that they calculated the RPCs. The robust SVD 

(RSVD) procedure of Choi & Huh (1996) estimates the RPCs directly, while the 

procedure of Campbell (1980) first uses a M-estimate to robustly estimate the 

sample covariance matrix on which the ordinary SVD is used to find the RPCs. 

The conclusion reached at the end of the simulation study that was used to 

compare these two procedures, was that the RSVD gave more satisfactory 

results. However, the opposite conclusion was reached using a real-life data set. 

Therefore, a topic for further investigation should be the calculation of RPCs 

using other robust sample covariance estimates, such as the MVE and MCD 
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discussed in this study. These RPCs should be calculated using the same 

simulated data set in this study so that their performance can also be compared 

to the RPCs calculated using the RSVD. 

Five numerical procedures for calculating RPCs for higher dimensional data were 

investigated in detail. All these procedures, except the Multivariate Signs and 

Ranks procedure and robust element-wise sample covariance matrix estimate, 

estimate the RPCs directly. The usefulness of the correlation approximation PCA 

biplot, which is obtained by modifying the PCA biplot of Gower & Hand (1996), 

was demonstrated by using the robust element-wise sample covariance 

estimate. The general conclusion was reached that the subspace spanned by 

using the RPCs from these procedures outperformed their CPCA counterparts. A 

topic for further investigation should be the comparison of these five numerical 

procedures using the simulated data in this study. 

This study focussed on the investigation of robust methods for finding principal 

components already described in the literature. However, the construction of 

robust PCA biplots using these methods based on the Gower & Hand (1996) 

methodology is not widely described in the literature. Gower & Hand (1996) also 

discuss extensions of their methodology for the construction of Canonical Variate 

Analysis (CVA) biplots and more generalised versions of the biplot. The 

generalisation of the robust methods discussed in this study for finding robust 

principal components for the construction of these types of biplot requires further 

investigation. 

It is hoped that the work presented in this study will contribute to a better 

understanding of the large variety of robust procedures that are currently 

available finding robust principal components with the further application of 

constructing RPCA biplots. 
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Function Appendix 

 
Auxillary functions 

 

perm 
function(vec=1:3, pos=1, perm=NULL, perm.mat=NULL){ 

# 

#This function calculates the permutations of a vector. 

#*Parameters* 

#vec (vector): A vector of numbers whose permutations are to 

# be calculated. 

#pos, perm, perm.mat: Must not be specified. 

# 
 for(i in vec) 

  if(length(perm[perm == i]) != 0) next 

  else{ 

   perm[pos] <- i 

   if(pos < length(vec))  

    perm.mat <- Recall(vec = vec, pos = pos + 1, perm = perm, 

     perm.mat = perm.mat) 

  } 

 if(length(perm) == length(vec)) 

   return(rbind(perm.mat, perm)) 

 else  

  return(perm.mat) 

} 

 

subset 
function(vec = 1:3, n = length(vec), r = 2){ 

# 

#This function calculates the subsets of r elements from 

#the first n elements of a vector. 

#*Parameters* 

#vec (vector): The vector of which subsets of its elements must be 

 # calculated. 

#n (positive integer): The first n elements of the vector. 

#r (positive integer): The size of the subset. 

# 
 if(n > length(vec)) 

  stop("n is larger than the length of the vector.") 

 if(r > n) 

  stop("r is larger than n") 

 perm.mat <- perm(vec[1:n]) 

 subset.mat <- matrix(0, ncol = r, nrow = nrow(perm.mat)) 

 for(i in 1:nrow(perm.mat)){ 

  subset <- perm.mat[i, 1:r] 

  subset <- sort(subset) 

  subset.mat[i, ] <- subset 

 } 

 subset.mat <- subset.mat[!duplicated(subset.mat) == T, ] 

 return(subset.mat = subset.mat) 

} 

 

princomp 
function(data, cov.mat=T, approx.corr=F, approx.dim=2, scree.plot=F, sign.mat = NULL){ 

# 

#Classical Principal Component Analysis. 

#*Parameters* 
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#data (matrix): data matrix 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the centred data matrix is used, 

# else the centred and standardised data matrix is 

used. 

#approx.corr (logical): If true, CPCA is done to optimally 

# approximate the correlations between the variables. 

#approx.dim (positive scalar): The number of CPCs to use for data 

# approximation in the full p-dimensional space. 

#scree.plot (logical): If true, the scree plot is constructed. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the CPCs. 

# 
 nvar<-ncol(data) 

 nobs<-nrow(data) 

 mean.vec<-apply(data,2,mean) 

 data.cent<-scale(data,scale=F)  

 data.norm<-scale(data) 

 p <- NULL 

 

 if(cov.mat==T) { 

  #Classical Principal component analysis  

  #using the covariance matrix 

 

  out<-svd(data.cent) 

  prin.comp.var<-out$d^2 

  prin.comp.std.dev.mat<-diag(sqrt(prin.comp.var)) 

  rownames(loadings)<-colnames(data) 

  p <- ifelse(nvar < nobs, nvar, nobs) 

  colnames(loadings)<-paste("comp",1:p) 

  tot.var<-sum(prin.comp.var) 

  prop.var<-prin.comp.var*(1/tot.var) 

  cum.prop.var<-cumsum(prop.var) 

 

  if(!approx.corr) 

   prin.comp.scores<-as.matrix(data.cent)%*%loadings 

  else 

   prin.comp.scores<-as.matrix(data.cent)%*% 

    loadings%*%diag(1/sqrt(prin.comp.var)) 

  colnames(prin.comp.scores)<-paste("comp",1:p) 

  info<-t(cbind(prin.comp.var,prop.var,cum.prop.var)) 

  rownames(info)<-c("Variance","Proportion of variance", 

   "Cum. proportion") 

  colnames(info)<-paste("comp",1:p) 

 } 

 else{  

  #Classical Principal component analysis 

  #using the correlation matrix 

  out<-svd(data.norm) 

  prin.comp.var<-out$d^2 

  loadings <- out$v 

  rownames(loadings)<-colnames(data) 

  p <- ifelse(nvar > nobs, nobs, nvar) 

  colnames(loadings)<-paste("comp",1:p) 

  tot.var<-sum(prin.comp.var) 

  prop.var<-prin.comp.var*(1/tot.var) 

  cum.prop.var<-cumsum(prop.var) 

 

  if(!approx.corr) 

   prin.comp.scores<-as.matrix(data.norm)%*%loadings 

  else 

   prin.comp.scores<-as.matrix(data.norm)%*% 

    loadings%*%diag(1/sqrt(prin.comp.var)) 

  colnames(prin.comp.scores)<-paste("comp",1:p) 

  info<-t(cbind(prin.comp.var,prop.var,cum.prop.var)) 

   rownames(info)<-c("Variance","Proportion of variance", 

   "Cum. proportion") 

  colnames(info)<-paste("comp",1:p) 

 } 
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 #Scree plot 

 if(scree.plot){ 

  plot(1:p,prin.comp.var,xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:p,prin.comp.var) 

 } 

  

 #The approximation of the data matrix 

 if(approx.dim <= nvar) 

  if(cov.mat) 

   approx<-matrix(mean.vec,nrow=nrow(data),ncol=ncol(data),byrow=T)+ 

   

 data.cent%*%loadings[,1:approx.dim]%*%t(loadings[,1:approx.dim]) 

  else 

   approx<-matrix(mean.vec,nrow=nrow(data),ncol=ncol(data),byrow=T)+ 

   

 data.norm%*%diag(diag(cov(data.cent)))%*%loadings[,1:approx.dim]%*% 

    t(loadings[,1:approx.dim]) 

 else 

  stop("The dimension of the approximation can't be larger than 

    the number of variables.") 

   

 if(cov.mat) 

  type<-noquote("Principal components analysis on the centered data") 

 else 

  type<-noquote("Principal components analysis on the 

   centered and standardised data") 

 

 #Changing the signs of the CPCs (eigenvectors) 

 if(!is.null(sign.mat)) { 

  sign.mat.temp <- sign(loadings) 

  sign.mat <- ifelse(sign.mat==sign.mat.temp,1,-1) 

  for(i in 1:p){ 

   loadings[,i] <- sign.mat[,i] * loadings[,i] 

  } 

 } 

  

 list(type=type,samp.cov.mat=cov(data.cent),samp.corr.mat=cov(data.norm), 

samp.mean.vec=mean.vec, summary=info,loadings=loadings, 

princomp.scores=prin.comp.scores, approximation=approx) 

} 

 

draw.axes 
function(x.vals = NULL, y.vals = NULL, marker.vals = NULL, line.name = NULL,  

        offset = c(0.8, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8), pos = "Orthog", axis.col="black",  

 ax.name.col = "black", ax.name.size = 0.65, var.name.adj=0){ 

# Function to draw a line through any two points on an existing graph 

# to the edges of the graph and optionally labels it at the extreme 

positive scale. 

#*Parameters*  

#x.vals (vector): X-coordinates of points on the line. 

#y.vals (vector): Y-coordinates of points on the line. 

#marker.vals (vector): Markers corresponding to the points (optional). 

#line.name (string): The name of the line (optional). 

#pos (string): Alignment of line name to margin. 

# pos = "Paral": all axis names parallel to axis; 

# pos = "Hor": all axis names horizontal;  

# pos = "Orthog": axis names orthogonal to axis.  

#   
# Test if x.vals and y.vals coordinates are not outside current graph 

 usr <- par("usr")   

 test <- rep(NA, 4) 

        test[1] <- min(x.vals) < usr[1] 

        test[2] <- max(x.vals) > usr[2] 

        test[3] <- min(y.vals) < usr[3] 

        test[4] <- max(y.vals) > usr[4] 

        if(any(test)) stop("Points not entirely in graph")       
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        if(!is.element(pos[1], c("Hor","Orthog", "Paral"))) 

   stop("Argument pos must be one of 'Hor','Orthog' or 'Paral' ") 

   if(pos[1] == "Hor"){ par(las = 1) 

                adjust <- c(0.5, 1, 0.5, 0)} 

   if(pos[1] == "Orthog"){ par(las = 2) 

                adjust <- c(0, 0, 0, 0)} 

   if(pos[1] == "Paral"){  par(las = 0) 

                adjust <- c(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)} 

        marker.mat <- cbind(x.vals, y.vals, marker.vals) 

        marker.mat <- marker.mat[order(marker.mat[, 1]),  ] 

        x.vals <- marker.mat[, 1] 

        y.vals <- marker.mat[, 2] 

        if(!is.null(marker.vals)) 

                marker.vals <- marker.mat[, 3] 

        if(y.vals[1] == y.vals[length(y.vals)] & x.vals[1] == 

x.vals[length(x.vals)]) 

               type.line <- "plot.5" 

        if(y.vals[1] == y.vals[length(y.vals)] & x.vals[1] != 

x.vals[length(x.vals)]){ 

               gradient <- 0 

               intercept <- y.vals[1] 

               type.line <- "plot.1" 

        } 

        if(y.vals[1] != y.vals[length(y.vals)] & x.vals[1] == 

x.vals[length(x.vals)]) { 

                gradient <- Inf 

                intercept <- x.vals[1] 

                type.line <- "plot.2" 

        } 

        if(y.vals[1] != y.vals[length(y.vals)] & x.vals[1] != 

    x.vals[length(x.vals)]) { 

                gradient <- (y.vals[1] - y.vals[length(y.vals)])/(x.vals[1] -  

                        x.vals[length(x.vals)]) 

                intercept <- y.vals[1] - gradient * x.vals[1] 

                y1.ster <- gradient * usr[1] + intercept 

                y2.ster <- gradient * usr[2] + intercept 

                x1.ster <- (usr[3] - intercept)/gradient 

                x2.ster <- (usr[4] - intercept)/gradient 

                if(gradient > 0) 

                        type.line <- "plot.3" 

                if(gradient < 0) 

                        type.line <- "plot.4" 

        } 

        plot.1 <- function(marker.mat, line.name = NULL, offset = NULL,  

                adjust = NULL, axis.col = "black", ax.name.col = "black", 

ax.name.size=0.65) 

        { 

                abline(h = marker.mat[1, 2], col = axis.col) 

                if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                        if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[2, 3] < 0) 

                                mtext(text = line.name, side = 4, line = 0 + offset[ 

                                    4], adj = adjust[4],  

                                    at = marker.mat[1, 2]+var.name.adj, col = 

ax.name.col, 

cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                else mtext(text = line.name, side = 2, line = 0 +  

                                    offset[2],  adj =  

                                    adjust[2], at = marker.mat[1, 2]+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                        } 

                } 

        } 

        plot.2 <- function(marker.mat, line.name = NULL, offset = NULL,  

                adjust = NULL, axis.col = "black", ax.name.col = "black", 

ax.name.size=0.65) 

        { 

                abline(v = marker.mat[1, 1], col = axis.col) 

                if(!is.null(line.name)) { 
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                        if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                test <- order(marker.mat[, 2])[c(1, nrow( 

                                  marker.mat))] 

                                if(marker.mat[test[2], 3] - marker.mat[test[1],  

                                  3] > 0) 

                                mtext(text = line.name, side = 3, line = 0 + offset[ 

                                    3],  adj = adjust[3],  

                                    at = marker.mat[1, 1]+var.name.adj, col = 

ax.name.col, 

cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                else mtext(text = line.name, side = 1, line = 0 +  

                                    offset[1],  adj =  

                                    adjust[1], at = marker.mat[1, 1]+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                        } 

                } 

        } 

        plot.3 <- function(y1.ster, y2.ster, x1.ster, x2.ster, usr, marker.mat,  

                line.name = NULL, offset = NULL, adjust = NULL, axis.col = "black", 

ax.name.col = "black", ax.name.size=0.65) 

        { 

                if(y1.ster >= usr[3] & y2.ster >= usr[4]) { 

                        lines(c(usr[1], x2.ster), c(y1.ster, usr[4]), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

                                   mtext(text = line.name, side = 2, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[2],  adj =  

                                      adjust[2], at = y1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 3, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[3],  adj =  

                                      adjust[3], at = x2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                if(y1.ster > usr[3] & y2.ster < usr[4]) { 

                        lines(c(usr[1], usr[2]), c(y1.ster, y2.ster), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

                                    mtext(text = line.name, side = 2, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[2], adj = adjust[2],  

at = y1.ster+var.name.adj, col = ax.name.col,  

cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 4, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[4],  adj =  

                                      adjust[4], at = y2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                if(y1.ster < usr[3] & y2.ster > usr[4]) { 

                        lines(c(x1.ster, x2.ster), c(usr[3], usr[4]), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

 

                                    mtext(text = line.name, side = 1, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[1],  adj =  

                                      adjust[1], at = x1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 3, line = 0 +  
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                                      offset[3], adj =  

                                      adjust[3], at = x2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                if(y1.ster < usr[3] & y2.ster < usr[4]) { 

                        lines(c(x1.ster, usr[2]), c(usr[3], y2.ster), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

 

                                    mtext(text = line.name, side = 1, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[1], adj =  

                                      adjust[1], at = x1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 4, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[4], adj =  

                                      adjust[4], at = y2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

        } 

        plot.4 <- function(y1.ster, y2.ster, x1.ster, x2.ster, usr, marker.mat,  

                line.name = NULL, offset = NULL, adjust = NULL, axis.col = "black", 

 ax.name.col = "black", ax.name.size=0.65) 

        { 

                if(y1.ster > usr[4] & y2.ster > usr[3]) { 

                        lines(c(x2.ster, usr[2]), c(usr[4], y2.ster), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

                                   mtext(text = line.name, side = 3, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[3], adj =  

                                      adjust[3], at = x2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 4, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[4], adj =  

                                      adjust[4], at = y2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                if(y1.ster < usr[4] & y2.ster > usr[3]) { 

                        lines(c(usr[1], usr[2]), c(y1.ster, y2.ster), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

                                   mtext(text = line.name, side = 2, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[2], adj =  

                                      adjust[2], at = y1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 4, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[4], adj = adjust[4], at = 

y2.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                if(y1.ster > usr[4] & y2.ster < usr[3]) { 

                        lines(c(x2.ster, x1.ster), c(usr[4], usr[3]), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 
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                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

 

                                  mtext( text = line.name,  side = 3, line = 0 +  

offset[3], 

      adj = adjust[3], 

      at = x2.ster+var.name.adj, col = ax.name.col, 

cex = ax.name.size) 

 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 1, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[1], adj =  

                                      adjust[1], at = x1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

                if(y1.ster < usr[4] & y2.ster < usr[3]) { 

                        lines(c(usr[1], x1.ster), c(y1.ster, usr[3]), col = axis.col) 

                        if(!is.null(line.name)) { 

                                if(ncol(marker.mat) == 3) { 

                                  if(marker.mat[1, 3] - marker.mat[nrow( 

                                    marker.mat), 3] > 0) 

                                 mtext(text = line.name, side = 2, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[2], adj =  

                                      adjust[2], at = y1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

 

                                  else mtext(text = line.name, side = 1, line = 0 +  

                                      offset[1],  adj =  

                                      adjust[1], at = x1.ster+var.name.adj,  

col = ax.name.col, cex = ax.name.size) 

                                } 

                        } 

                } 

        } 

        plot.5 <- function(marker.mat, axis.col = 1) 

        { 

                abline(h = marker.mat[1, 2], col = axis.col) 

                abline(v = marker.mat[1, 1], col = axis.col) 

        } 

 

# Ready for switch 

        switch(type.line, 

                plot.1 = plot.1(marker.mat = marker.mat, line.name = line.name,  

                        offset = offset, adjust = adjust, axis.col = axis.col, 

 ax.name.col = ax.name.col, ax.name.size = ax.name.size), 

                plot.2 = plot.2(marker.mat = marker.mat, line.name = line.name,  

                        offset = offset, adjust = adjust, axis.col = axis.col, 

 ax.name.col = ax.name.col, ax.name.size = ax.name.size), 

                plot.3 = plot.3(marker.mat = marker.mat, line.name = line.name,  

                        offset = offset, y1.ster = y1.ster, y2.ster = y2.ster,  

                        x1.ster = x1.ster, x2.ster = x2.ster, usr = usr,  

                        adjust = adjust, axis.col = axis.col, 

 ax.name.col = ax.name.col, ax.name.size = ax.name.size), 

                plot.4 = plot.4(marker.mat = marker.mat, line.name = line.name,  

                        offset = offset, y1.ster = y1.ster, y2.ster = y2.ster,  

                        x1.ster = x1.ster, x2.ster = x2.ster, usr = usr,  

                        adjust = adjust, axis.col = axis.col,  

ax.name.col = ax.name.col, ax.name.size = ax.name.size), 

                plot.5 = plot.5(marker.mat = marker.mat), 

                axis.col = axis.col) 

        list(gradient=gradient, intercept=intercept) 

} 

 

bootstrap.ET 

function(x,nboot,boot.func,...,func=NULL){ 

# 

#One-sample and two-sample Bootstrap. 

#*Parameters* 
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#x (matrix/list): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

# and the observations as rows. For the two-sample bootstrap 

# the respective data matrices must be the elements of the list 'x'. 

#nboot (positive integer): The number of bootstrap replications. 

#boot.func (function): The function to be bootstrapped. 

#func (function): The function to be applied to the bootstrap replicated. 

# If NULL (default), the standard deviation is computed. 

# 

if(!is.list(x)) 

  boot.mat<-matrix(sample(x,nboot*length(x),replace=T),nboot) 

 else{ 

  num.elements<-sum(sapply(x,function(x)length(x))) 

  boot.mat<-matrix(0,nboot,num.elements) 

  start.col<-0 

  for(i in 1:length(x)){ 

   vec<-as.vector(x[[i]]) 

   boot.mat[,(start.col+1):(start.col+length(vec))]<- 

    matrix(sample(vec,nboot*length(vec), 

     replace=T),nboot) 

   start.col<-start.col+length(vec) 

  } 

 } 

 boot.reps<-apply(boot.mat,1,boot.func,...) 

 if(is.null(func)) 

  if (!is.vector(boot.reps)) 

   boot.stat<-sqrt(apply(t(boot.reps),2,var)) 

  else boot.stat<-sqrt(var(boot.reps)) 

 else boot.stat<-func(boot.reps) 

 list(replicates=t(boot.reps),bootstrap.statistic=boot.stat) 

} 

 

Main Functions 

boot.pcs 
function(data, nboot=200, graphs=F){ 

# 

#This function computes the bootstrapped standard 

#errors of principal components (PCs). 

#*Parameters* 

#data (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

# and the observations as rows. 

#nboot (positive integer): The number of bootstrap replications 

#graphs (logical): If true, line graphs are drawn which 

# join together the bootstrap sample PC coefficents. This 

# enables the visualisation of the variation in the coefficients. 

# 

 p <- ncol(data) 

 n <- nrow(data) 

 

 sign.eigen.vecs<-function(U.mat){ 

  apply(U.mat,2,function(u){ 

   temp.vec <- abs(u) 

   pos <- (1:p)[temp.vec==max(temp.vec)] 

   sign(u[pos]) 

  }) 

 } 

 

 samp.cov.mat<-cov(data) 

 out.svd<-svd(samp.cov.mat) 

 eigen.vals<-out.svd$d 

 sign.samp.cov.vec <- sign.eigen.vecs(out.svd$u) 

 samp.corr.mat <- cor(data) 

 out.svd<-svd(samp.corr.mat) 

 sign.samp.corr.vec <- sign.eigen.vecs(out.svd$u) 

 obs.theta.hat<-eigen.vals[1]/sum(eigen.vals) 

  

 boot.func<-function(x,xdata){ 

  data<-xdata[x,] 

  boot.samp.cov.mat<-cov(data) 
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  out.boot.svd<-svd(boot.samp.cov.mat) 

  eigen.vecs.boot<-out.boot.svd$u 

  sign.boot.vec <- sign.eigen.vecs(eigen.vecs.boot) 

  pos <- (1:p)[sign.samp.cov.vec != sign.boot.vec] 

  sign.boot.vec[pos] <- -1 

  eigen.vecs.boot <- eigen.vecs.boot %*% diag(sign.boot.vec) 

  eigen.vals.boot<-out.boot.svd$d 

  vec1.cov<-eigen.vecs.boot[,1] 

  vec2.cov<-eigen.vecs.boot[,2] 

  boot.theta.hat.cov<-eigen.vals.boot[1]/sum(eigen.vals.boot) 

  boot.samp.corr.mat<-cor(data) 

  out.boot.svd<-svd(boot.samp.corr.mat) 

  eigen.vecs.boot<-out.boot.svd$u 

  sign.boot.vec <- sign.eigen.vecs(eigen.vecs.boot) 

  pos <- (1:p)[sign.samp.corr.vec != sign.boot.vec] 

  sign.boot.vec[pos] <- -1 

  eigen.vecs.boot <- eigen.vecs.boot %*% diag(sign.boot.vec) 

  eigen.vals.boot<-out.boot.svd$d 

  vec1.corr<-eigen.vecs.boot[,1] 

  vec2.corr<-eigen.vecs.boot[,2] 

  boot.theta.hat.corr<-eigen.vals.boot[1]/sum(eigen.vals.boot) 

  c(boot.theta.hat.cov,vec1.cov,vec2.cov, 

          boot.theta.hat.corr,vec1.corr,vec2.corr) 

 } 

 results<-bootstrap.ET(1:n,nboot,boot.func,data) 

 stats<-results$bootstrap.statistic 

 reps<-results$replicates 

 mean.vec<-apply(reps,2,mean) 

 mat1<-cbind(mean.vec[1],stats[1],mean.vec[12],stats[12]) 

 mat2<-cbind(mean.vec[2:6],stats[2:6],mean.vec[13:17],stats[13:17]) 

 mat3<-cbind(mean.vec[7:11],stats[7:11],mean.vec[18:22],stats[18:22]) 

 str1<-paste("se",nboot,".hat.cov",sep="") 

 str2<-paste("se",nboot,".hat.corr",sep="") 

  colnames(mat1)<-c("mean.cov",str1,"mean.corr",str2) 

 colnames(mat2)<-c("mean.cov",str1,"mean.corr",str2) 

 colnames(mat3)<-c("mean.cov",str1,"mean.corr",str2) 

  rownames(mat1)<-c("theta.hat.star") 

 rownames(mat2)<-paste("v1",1:5,".hat",sep="") 

 rownames(mat3)<-paste("v2",1:5,".hat",sep="") 

 

 quantiles<-quantile(reps[,1],c(.05,.1,.16,.5,.84,.9,.95)) 

 

 if(graphs){ 

  hist(reps[,1],xlab="",main=paste("Histogram of",nboot,"bootstrap 

replications 

of theta hat \n using the plug-in estimate of the covariance 

matrix")) 

  abline(v=obs.theta.hat,lty=2) 

 

  windows() 

  boxplot(as.data.frame(reps[,2:11]),main=paste("Boxplot of",nboot, 

"bootstrap replications of the first two principal \n component 

vectors 

    v1 hat (V1-V5) and v2 hat (V6-V10) \n of the bootstrap 

covariance matrix")) 

  windows() 

  boxplot(as.data.frame(reps[,13:22]),main=paste("Boxplot of",nboot, 

"bootstrap replications of the first two principal \n component 

vectors 

    v1 hat (V1-V5) and v2 hat (V6-V10) \n of the bootstrap 

    correlation matrix")) 

  windows() 

  plot(c(.8,5.2),range(min(reps[,2:11]),max(reps[,2:11])), 

   type="n",xaxt="n",xlab="component",ylab="",main=paste("Graph 

of",nboot, 

   "bootstrap replications of the first two principal \n component 

vectors 

 of the bootstrap covariance matrix")) 

  axis(side=1,at=1:5,labels=1:5) 

  for(i in 1:nrow(reps)){ 

   lines(1:5,reps[i,2:6]) 
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   lines(1:5,reps[i,7:11],lty=2) 

  } 

  par(usr=c(0,1,0,1)) 

  legend(.5,.8,c("v1 hat","v2 hat"),lty=1:2) 

  windows() 

  plot(c(.8,5.2),range(min(reps[,13:22]),max(reps[,13:22])), 

   type="n",xaxt="n",xlab="component",ylab="",main=paste("Graph 

of",nboot, 

   "bootstrap replications of the first two principal \n component 

vectors 

of the bootstrap correlation matrix")) 

  axis(side=1,at=1:5,labels=1:5) 

  for(i in 1:nrow(reps)){ 

   lines(1:5,reps[i,13:17]) 

   lines(1:5,reps[i,18:22],lty=2) 

  } 

  par(usr=c(0,1,0,1)) 

  legend(.5,.8,c("v1 hat","v2 hat"),lty=1:2) 

 } 

 list(obs.theta.hat=obs.theta.hat,summary.theta.star=mat1, 

  prin.comp1.summary=mat2,prin.comp2.summary=mat3, 

  quantiles=quantiles)  

  

} 

 
plot.biplot 
function(x,y,V,axes.scales,axes.markers.pos,sample.labels=NULL, 

 axes.on=rep(1,length(axes.scales)),legend.axes.pos=rep(0,4),  

 var.name.adj=rep(0,length(axes.scales)), 

legend.axes.align=rep("Hor", length(axes.scales)), 

 label.samples=TRUE,label.samples.adj=0, 

labels.axes.pos=rep(0,length(axes.scales)), skip.labels = 2, 

 axes.text.size=1,points.labels.size=0.7,prin.axes.exp.factor=c(1,1), 

 points.char=rep(1,length(x)),points.col=rep("black",length(x)),title=""){ 

# 

#This function plots PCA biplots. 

#*Parameters* 

#x (vector): The first column of 'Z' which is returned by 

# the function 'biplot.PCA'. 

#y (vector): The second column of 'Z' which is returned by 

# the function 'biplot.PCA'. 

#V (matrix): Matrix containing the CPCs which is returned by 

 the function 'biplot.PCA'. 

#axes.scales (list): The 'scales' element of the list returned by the 

# function 'axes.markers.pos.PCA' must be passed to this 

# parameter. 

#axes.markers.pos (list): The 'axes.markers.pos' element of the list 

# returned by the function 'axes.markers.pos.PCA' must 

#  be passed to this parameter. 

#sample.labels (vector): The names of the points. If no names 

#   are provided, default names are given. 

#axes.on (vector): Enables the turning of axes on and off. 

# The default is a vector of ones i.e. all the axes are 

plotted. 

#  A zero switches the corresponding axis off. 

#legend.axes.pos (vector): Distances of biplot variable 

#   labels from the four margins. 

#var.name.adj (vector): Offset of biplot variable labels 

#  to prevent overlapping. 

#legend.axes.align (vector): Alignment of biplot axes variable  

#   labels. See the 'draw.axes' function. 

#label.samples (logical): If true, the points are labelled. 
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#label.samples.adj (positive real number): Enables the positioning 

#  of the point labels. 

#labels.axes.pos (positive real number): Enables the positioning 

#    of the biplot axes labels. 

#skip.labels (positive integer): Number of axis markers to skip 

#    between labelling. 

#axes.text.size (positive real number): The size of the biplot axes 

labels. 

#points.labels.size (positive real number): The size of the point 

labels. 

#prin.axes.exp.factor (vector): Expands the scale of the principal axes 

#   so all the biplot axes have at least two labels. 

#points.char (vector): The plotting characters for the points. 

#points.col (vector): The colours for the points. 

#title (string): The title for the biplot. 

# 
 require(MASS) 

 p <- nrow(V) 

  

 if(length(x)!=length(y)) 

  stop("Lengths of x and y must be the same.") 

  

 var.names<-rownames(V)  

  

 #Ensures a square plotting region 

 par(pty="s") 

 

 #Ensures same scale for both principal axes 

 eqscplot(x * prin.axes.exp.factor[1], 

  y * prin.axes.exp.factor[2],type="n",xaxt="n", 

  yaxt="n",xlab="",ylab="",main=title) 

 

 #Plots the points (in colour if specified) 

 for(i in 1:length(x)) 

  points(x[i],y[i],col=points.col[i],pch=points.char[i]) 

 

 #Labelling the points 

 if(label.samples){ 

  if(is.null(sample.labels))  

   sample.names<-paste("o",1:length(x)) 

  for(i in 1:length(x)){ 

   ran.num<-runif(1) 

   if(ran.num>0.5) 

    text(x[i],y[i]+label.samples.adj, 

     labels=sample.labels[i],cex=points.labels.size) 

   else 

    text(x[i],y[i]-label.samples.adj, 

     labels=sample.labels[i],cex=points.labels.size) 

  } 

 } 

 

 #Draws the biplot axes and labels them 

 line.info.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = p, ncol = 2) 

 bounds <- par("usr") 

 for(i in 1:p) 

  if(axes.on[i] == 1) { 

   comb.mat <- cbind(axes.markers.pos[[i]][,1]/(bounds[2]-bounds[1]), 

    axes.markers.pos[[i]][,2]/(bounds[4]-bounds[3]), 

axes.scales[[i]]) 

   for(j in 1:nrow(comb.mat)){ 

    if((comb.mat[j,1] < bounds[1]) || (comb.mat[j,1] > 

bounds[2]) || 

     (comb.mat[j,2] < bounds[3]) || (comb.mat[j,2] > 

bounds[4])) 

     comb.mat[j,5] <- 0 

   } 

   comb.mat <- comb.mat[comb.mat[,5]==1,] 
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   if(is.vector(comb.mat)) 

    stop(paste("There is only one marker on axis", 

var.names[i]))  

   num.rows <- nrow(comb.mat) 

   if(num.rows > 6){ 

    temp.mat <- NULL 

    j <- 1 

    while(j <= num.rows){ 

     temp.mat <- rbind(temp.mat, comb.mat[j,]) 

     j <- j + skip.labels 

    } 

    comb.mat <- temp.mat 

   } 

   out <- draw.axes(x.vals = comb.mat[,1], y.vals = comb.mat[,2], 

    marker.vals = comb.mat[,4], pos = legend.axes.align[i], 

    line.name = var.names[i], offset = legend.axes.pos, 

    var.name.adj=var.name.adj[i]) 

   line.info.mat[i,1] <- out[[1]] 

   line.info.mat[i,2] <- out[[2]] 

 

   points(comb.mat[,1:2], pch=19) 

   if(line.info.mat[i,1] < 0) 

    text(comb.mat[,1],comb.mat[,2]+labels.axes.pos[i], 

     labels=comb.mat[,4],cex=axes.text.size) 

   else 

    text(comb.mat[,1]+labels.axes.pos[i],comb.mat[,2], 

     labels=comb.mat[,4],cex=axes.text.size) 

  } 

} 

 

axes.markers.pos.PCA 
function(data,V,eigenvalues=NULL,interpolative=F,approx.corr=F, 

 cent.vec=rep(0, nrow(V)),scale.vec=rep(1,nrow(V)), use.pcs=c(1,2), 

 number.ticks = rep(20,nrow(V)), scale.adj = rep(1, nrow(V))){ 

# 

#This function computes scales and coordinates for 

#the markers for the axes of PCA biplots. 

#*Parameters* 

#data (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

# and the observations as rows. 

#V (matrix): This is the 'V.mat' matrix which is returned 

#              by the function 'biplot.PCA'. 

#eigenvalues (vector): The 'eigenvalues' vector which is returned by 

#          the function 'biplot.PCA'. This argument is 

#              only needed if 'approx.corr = T'.  

#interpolative (logical): Interpolative PCA biplot if true, 

#          otherwise the predictive PCA biplot. 

#approx.corr (logical): If true, the axes are constructed so that the 

#          correlations between the variables are 

#              optimally approximated. 

#cent.vec (vector): The means of the variables. 

#scale.vec (vector): The standard deviations of the variables. 

#use.pcs (vector): For specifying which SPCs are to be used 

#              as the principal axes. 

#number.ticks (vector): For specifying the number of markers on each 

axis.  

#scale.adj (vector): For adjusting the scale of the axes if the markers 

#              are too close together. 

# 
 n <- nrow(data) 

 p <- ncol(data) 

 V <- V[,use.pcs] 

 eigenvals <- as.vector(eigenvalues[use.pcs]) 
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 #Suitably scales the original variables 

 scales.list<-list() 

 for(i in 1:p){ 

  num.ticks <- number.ticks[i] 

  markers <- pretty(data[,i]) 

  markers.range <- c(min(markers), max(markers)) 

  markers.min <- markers - (markers.range[2] - markers.range[1]) 

  markers.max <- markers + (markers.range[2] - markers.range[1]) 

  markers <- c(markers, markers.min, markers.max) * scale.adj[i] 

  interval <- (markers - cent.vec[i])/scale.vec[i] 

  axis.vals <- seq(from = min(interval), to = max(interval), length = 

num.ticks) 

  axis.vals <- sort(unique(c(axis.vals, interval))) 

  num.ticks <- length(axis.vals) 

  axis.markers <- matrix(0, nrow = num.ticks, ncol = 3) 

  axis.markers[,1] <- axis.vals 

  axis.markers[,2] <- axis.vals * scale.vec[i] + cent.vec[i] 

  for(j in 1:num.ticks) 

   if(any(markers == axis.markers[j,2])) axis.markers[j,3] <- 1 

  axis.markers[,2] <- round(axis.markers[,2], 2) 

  scales.list[[i]]<- axis.markers 

 } 

  

 #Coordinates of the markers on the biplot axes 

 markers.pos<-list() 

 if(!approx.corr) 

  for(i in 1:p) 

   if(interpolative) 

    markers.pos[[i]]<-as.matrix(scales.list[[i]][,1])%*%V[i,] 

   else 

    markers.pos[[i]]<-(as.matrix(scales.list[[i]][,1])%*% 

V[i,])/diag(V%*%t(V))[i] 

 else 

  if(is.null(eigenvalues)) 

   stop("Please supply the vector of eigenvalues.") 

  else 

   for(i in 1:p) 

    if(interpolative) 

     markers.pos[[i]]<-as.matrix(scales.list[[i]][,1])%*% 

      (V%*%diag(1/sqrt(eigenvals)))[i,] 

    else 

     markers.pos[[i]]<-

(as.matrix(scales.list[[i]][,1])%*% 

      ((V%*%diag(sqrt(eigenvals))))[i,])/ 

diag(V%*%diag(eigenvals)%*%t(V))[i] 

 

 list(scales=scales.list,axes.markers.pos=markers.pos) 

} 

 

biplot.PCA 
function(data, cov.mat=T, approx.corr = F, pcs = c(1,2), 

screeplot = F, sign.mat = NULL){ 

# 

#This function computes the necessary matrices 

#that are needed in other biplot functions for CPCA. 

#*Parameters*: 

#data (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#               and the samples as rows. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the covariance matrix is used for CPCA, 

#           otherwise, the correlation matrix is used. 

#approx.corr (logical): If true, a CPCA biplot is constructed to 

optimally 

#           approximate the correlations between the variables. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which CPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the CPCs. 
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# 
 data <- as.matrix(data) 

 n <- nrow(data) 

 p <- ncol(data) 

 

 out <- princomp(data, cov.mat = cov.mat, approx.corr = approx.corr, 

  scree.plot=screeplot, sign.mat = sign.mat) 

 summary <- out$summary 

 eigenvalues <- out$summary[1,] 

 V.mat <- out$loadings 

 Z=out$princomp.scores[,pcs] 

 adequacy=diag(out$loadings[,pcs]%*%t(out$loadings[,pcs])) 

 

 list(summary = summary,eigenvalues = eigenvalues, V.mat = V.mat, Z = Z, 

  adequacy = adequacy) 

} 

 

biplot.alpha 
function(X,alpha=0.5,cov.mat=T,Y=diag(1,nrow(X)), 

 Z=diag(1,ncol(X)),axes.on=F,samp.labels.adj=.01, legend.adj = rep(0,ncol(X)), 

 scale.factor=1,exp.comp=1){ 

# 

#This function draws Traditional biplots of matrices of the form 

#YXZ where Y and Z are diagonal matrices. 

#*Parameters* 

#X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#            and the samples as rows. 

#alpha (positive real number): A value between 0 and 1 that determines 

#        how well the points and variables are represented. A value 

#        of 0.5 results in the points and variables being equally 

#        well represented. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the covariance matrix is used for CPCA, 

#        otherwise, the correlation matrix is used. 

#Y & Z (matrices): X is multipled on the left and right by these 

#        matrices respectively. For the Traditional biplot of 

Gabriel 

#        these matrices are both identity matrices. 

#axes.on (logical): Enables the turning of arrows on and off. 

#        The default is a vector of ones i.e. all the arrows are 

plotted. 

#         A zero switches the corresponding arrow off. 

#samp.labels.adj (positive real number): Enables the positioning 

#         of the point labels. 

#legend.adj (vector): Offset of arrow labels to prevent overlapping. 

#scale.factor (positive real number): 

#exp.comp (positive real number): Expands the scale of the principal 

axes 

#      so all the arrows and points fit in the graph. 

# 
 require(MASS)  

 

 if(!cov.mat) 

  X<-scale(X,scale=T) 

 else 

  X<-scale(X,scale=F) 

  

 out<-svd(X) 

 

 #G contains the two-dimensional sample coordinates as rows 

 G<-Y%*%out$u[,1:2]%*%diag(out$d[1:2]^alpha) 

 

 #H contains the two-dimensional variable coordinates as rows 

 H<-Z%*%out$v[,1:2]%*%diag(out$d[1:2]^(1-alpha)) 
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 good.fit<-sum(out$d[1:2]^2)/sum(out$d^2) 

 

 #Ensures square plotting region 

 par(pty="s") 

 

 eqscplot(rbind(G,exp.comp*scale.factor*H,-scale.factor*H),type="n", 

  xlab="1st principal component", 

  ylab="2nd principal component") 

 title("Traditional PCA biplot") 

 

 #Plots the points 

 points(G,pch=16,cex=.8) 

 text(G+samp.labels.adj,rownames(X),cex=.8) 

  

 #Draws the arrows representing the variables 

 if(axes.on){ 

  points(0,0,pch=16,cex=1.2) 

  J <- cbind(H[,1],H[,2] + legend.adj) 

  text(scale.factor*J,colnames(X),cex=0.8) 

  for(i in 1:ncol(X)){ 

   arrows(0,0,H[i,1]*scale.factor, 

    H[i,2]*scale.factor,length=.1) 

   arrows(0,0,-H[i,1]*scale.factor, 

    -H[i,2]*scale.factor,length=.1) 

  } 

 } 

  

 list(goodness.fit.crit=good.fit) 

} 

robSVD 
function(X, tol=1e-6, pcs = c(1,2), weight.func = c("huber","andrews"), 

 cov.mat = T, c = 1, screeplot = F, max.iter = 100, weighted=F, sign.mat=NULL){ 

# 

#This function computes the robust SVD of the matrix 'X' and 

#returns the necessary matrices needed to construct a RPCA 

#biplot based on the RSVD. 

#*Parameters* 

#X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#            and the samples as rows. 

#tol (very small positive real number): Error tolerance. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which RPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#weight.func (string): Either the Huber or Andrews weight function. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the covariance matrix is used for RPCA, 

#           otherwise, the correlation matrix is used. 

#c (positive real number): Constant used in the weight functions 

#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

#max.iter (positive integer): The maximum number of iterations the 

# numerical approximation algorithm will perform. 

#weighted (logical): If true, robust weighted versions of the mean 

# and variance vectors are computed. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the RPCs. 

# 
 deriv.psi.huber<-function(t) 

 { 

  if(t > c) return(c) 

  if(t < -c) return(-c) 

  return(t) 

 } 

 deriv.psi.andrews <- function(t) 

 { 

  if (t >= c * pi) 

   return(0) 

  else 
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   return(c * sin(t / c)) 

 } 

  

 n<-nrow(X) 

 p<-ncol(X) 

 

 mu0 <- apply(X,2,median) 

 X.res.cent<-scale(X, center=mu0, scale = F) 

 

 out.svd<-svd(t(X.res.cent)%*%X.res.cent) 

 V<-out.svd$v 

 Z.res <- X.res.cent %*% V[,pcs] 

 X.hat<-X.res.cent %*% V[,pcs] %*% t(V[,pcs]) 

 diff <- X.res.cent - X.hat 

 sigma.hat <- sqrt(median(diag(diff %*% t(diff)))/0.6745) 

 eigen.vals<-out.svd$d 

 

 w.vec <- rep(1, n) 

 iterations <- 0 

  

 repeat{ 

  iterations <- iterations + 1 

   

  w.vec<-apply(diff,1,function(x,sigma){ 

   y<-sqrt(sum(x * x))/sigma 

   indices <- (1:length(y))[y < 1e-6] 

   y[indices] <- 1e-6 

    

   if (weight.func == "huber") 

    deriv.psi.huber(y) / y 

   else 

    deriv.psi.andrews(y) / y  

  }, sigma = sigma.hat) 

 

  X.res.cent<-apply(X,2,function(x){ 

   x-(sum(x*w.vec)/sum(w.vec)) 

  }) 

  out.svd<-svd(t(X.res.cent)%*%diag(w.vec)%*%X.res.cent) 

  V.new<-out.svd$v 

  if(max(V - V.new) < tol || iterations > max.iter)  

   break 

  else{ 

   V<-V.new 

   X.hat<-X.res.cent %*% V[,pcs] %*% t(V[,pcs]) 

   diff <- X.res.cent - X.hat 

  }   

 } 

  

 if(weighted) 

  mean.rob.vec <- apply(X, 2, function(x){ 

   sum(x*w.vec)/sum(w.vec) 

  }) 

 else 

  mean.rob.vec <- apply(X, 2, median) 

 

 scale.rob.vec <- rep(1, p) 

 if(!cov.mat){ 

  if(weighted) 

   scale.rob.vec <- sqrt(apply(X, 2, function(x){ 

    (1/sum(w.vec)) * sum((x - sum(x*w.vec))^2) 

   })) 

  else 

   scale.rob.vec <- apply(X, 2, mad) 

 } 

  

 X.res <- scale(X, center = mean.rob.vec, scale = scale.rob.vec) 

 out.svd<-svd(t(X.res)%*%diag(w.vec)%*%X.res) 

 V <- out.svd$v 

 if(!is.null(sign.mat)) { 

  sign.mat.res <- sign(V) 

  sign.mat <- ifelse(sign.mat==sign.mat.res,1,-1) 
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  for(i in 1:p){ 

   V[,i] <- sign.mat[,i] * V[,i] 

  } 

 } 

 rownames(V) <- colnames(X) 

 eigen.vals <- out.svd$d 

 Z.res <- X.res %*% V[,pcs] 

 prop.var <- eigen.vals[pcs]/sum(eigen.vals) 

 goodness.fit <- sum(prop.var) 

 adequacy <- diag(V[,pcs] %*% t(V[,pcs])) 

 

 #Scree plot 

 if(screeplot){ 

  plot(1:p, eigen.vals, xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:p, eigen.vals) 

 } 

  

 list(V.res=V,eigen.vals.res=eigen.vals, Z.res = Z.res, weights = w.vec, 

  mean.rob.vec = mean.rob.vec, scale.rob.vec = scale.rob.vec,  

  goodness.fit = goodness.fit, adequacy = adequacy,  

  iterations = iterations)  

} 

 

mEstimator 
function(data, cov.mat = T, tol = 0.001, max.iter.mu = 100,  

 max.iter.comp = 100, weight.func = c("huber", "campbell", "andrews"),  

 a = 1.25, b = 2, c = 1, pcs = c(1,2), screeplot = F, weighted = F, sign.mat = 

NULL){ 

# 

#This function calculates multivariate M-estimate for the 

#sample covariance matrix and returns the necessary matrices needed 

#to construct a RPCA biplot based on the M-estimates. 

#*Parameters* 

#data (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#            and the samples as rows. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the RPCs are found for the sample 

# covariance matrix, otherwise they are found for the 

#  sample correlation matrix. 

#tol (small positive real number): Error tolerance. 

#max.iter.mu (positive integer): Maximum iterations allowed for the 

# calculation of the robust mean vector. 

#max.iter.comp (positive integer): Maximum number of iterations allowed 

# for the calculation of the RPCs. 

#weight.func (string): Either the Huber, Andrews or Campbell weight 

function. 

#a, b & C (positve real numbers): Constants for weight functions. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which RPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

#weighted (logical): If true, robust weighted versions of the mean 

# and variance vectors are computed. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the RPCs. 

# 
 n <- nrow(data) 

 p <- ncol(data) 

 

 #Weight functions 

 weights <- function(scores, mu, sigma) { 

  reduced.vec <- sapply(scores, function(x) { 

   sqrt((1/sigma) * (x - mu)^2) 

   }) 

   

  indices <- (1:length(reduced.vec))[reduced.vec < 1e-6] 
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  reduced.vec[indices] <- 1e-6 

  if(weight.func == "huber") { 

   huber.weights <- sapply(reduced.vec, function(y) { 

    min(y, 1 - 1/2) 

    }) 

   return(huber.weights / reduced.vec) 

  } 

  if (weight.func == "campbell") { 

   t0 <- b/sqrt(2) + 1 

   campbell.weights <- sapply(reduced.vec, function(y) { 

    if (y < t0) return (y) 

    else return (t0 * exp((-0.5 * (y - t0)^2) / a^2)) 

    }) 

   return(campbell.weights/reduced.vec) 

  } 

  if (weight.func == "andrews") { 

   andrews.weights <- sapply(reduced.vec, function(y) { 

    if (y >= c * pi) return(0) 

    else return(c * sin(y / c)) 

    }) 

   return(andrews.weights/reduced.vec) 

  } 

 } 

 

 mean.rob.vec <- apply(data, 2, median) 

 X <- scale(data, center = mean.rob.vec, scale = F) 

 sigma <- cov(t(X) %*% X) 

  

 #Matrix of robust eigenvectors 

 V.rob <- matrix(0, nrow = p, ncol = p) 

 #vector of robust eigenvalues 

 eigenvals.vec <- rep(0, p) 

 iter.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = 1, ncol = 2) 

 rownames(iter.mat) <- "iter" 

colnames(iter.mat) <- c("scalar", "comp") 

 

 #Weight matrix 

 weights.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = n, ncol = p) 

  

 for(i in 1:p) { 

  out.svd <- svd(sigma) 

  v0 <- out.svd$v[,1] 

  v.upd <- v0 

  iter.comp <- 0 

  weights.vec <- rep(1, n) 

 

  #Loop for eigenvectors 

  repeat { 

   iter.comp <- iter.comp + 1 

   scores <- X %*% v0 

 

   #Initial robust measures of location and spread 

   mu0 <- median(scores) 

   sigma0 <- mad(scores) 

   iter.mu <- 0 

 

   #Loop for scores 

   repeat { 

    iter.mu <- iter.mu + 1 

    weights.upd<- as.vector(weights(scores, mu0, sigma0)) 

    weights.vec <- pmin(weights.upd, weights.vec) 

    mu.upd <- sum(scores * weights.vec)/sum(weights.vec) 

    sigma.upd <- sum(weights.vec^2 * (scores - mu.upd)^2) / 

     (sum(weights.vec^2) - 1) 

     

    if(abs(mu.upd-mu0) < tol || iter.mu >= max.iter.mu) 

     break 

    else { 

     mu0 <- mu.upd 

     sigma0 <- sigma.upd 

    } 
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   } 

   iter.mat[1,1] <- iter.mat[1,1] + iter.mu - 1 

    

   mu.vec.upd <- (t(rep(1, n)) %*% (diag(weights.vec) %*% X)) / 

     sum(weights.vec) 

   cent.data <- scale(X, mu.vec.upd, scale = F) 

   scaled.data <- diag(weights.vec/sqrt(sum(weights.vec^2) - 1)) %*% 

     cent.data 

   sigma <- t(scaled.data) %*% scaled.data 

   out.svd <- svd(sigma) 

   v.upd <- out.svd$v[,1] 

   if(max(v0 - v.upd) < tol || iter.comp >= max.iter.comp) { 

    eigenvals.vec[i] <- out.svd$d[1] 

    break 

   } 

   else v0 <- v.upd 

  } 

  iter.mat[1,2] <- iter.mat[1,2] + iter.comp 

   

  V.rob[, i] <- v.upd 

  weights.mat[, i] <- weights.vec 

  X <- t((diag(rep(1, p)) - V.rob[, 1:i] %*% t(V.rob[, 1:i])) %*% t(X)) 

  sigma <- cov(t(X) %*% X) 

 } 

  

 weights.mean.vec <- apply(weights.mat, 1, mean) 

 if(weighted) 

  mean.rob.vec <- apply(data, 2, function(x){ 

   sum(x * weights.mean.vec) / sum(weights.mean.vec) 

  }) 

 else 

  mean.rob.vec <- apply(data, 2, median) 

 scale.rob.vec <- rep(1,p) 

 if(!cov.mat) 

  if(weighted) 

   scale.rob.vec <- sqrt(apply(data, 2, function(x){ 

    (1/sum(weights.mean.vec)) * sum(x - 

sum(x*weights.mean.vec))^2  

   })) 

  else 

   scale.rob.vec <- apply(data, 2, mad) 

  

 if(!is.null(sign.mat)) { 

  sign.mat.res <- sign(V.rob) 

  sign.mat <- ifelse(sign.mat==sign.mat.res,1,-1) 

  for(i in 1:p){ 

   V.rob[,i] <- sign.mat[,i] * V.rob[,i] 

  } 

 } 

  

 X.res <- scale(data, center = mean.rob.vec, scale = scale.rob.vec) 

 cov.rob = V.rob %*% diag(eigenvals.vec) %*% t(V.rob) 

 rownames(V.rob) <- colnames(data) 

 colnames(V.rob) <- paste("Comp", 1:p, sep = "") 

 Z.res <- X.res %*% V.rob[,pcs] 

 colnames(Z.res) <- paste("Comp", pcs, sep = "") 

 prop.var <- eigenvals.vec / sum(eigenvals.vec) 

 goodness.fit <- sum(prop.var[pcs]) 

 adequacy <- diag(V.rob[ ,pcs] %*% t(V.rob[ ,pcs])) 

 

 #Scree plot 

 if(screeplot){ 

  plot(1:p, eigenvals.vec, xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:p, eigenvals.vec) 

 } 

 

 list(V.res = V.rob, eigenvals.res = eigenvals.vec, Z.res = Z.res, 

  weights = weights.mean.vec, cov.rob = cov.rob,  

  mean.rob.vec = mean.rob.vec, scale.rob.vec = scale.rob.vec,  

  goodness.fit = goodness.fit, adequacy = adequacy, 
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  iterations = iter.mat)  

} 

 

elementwise.rob.cov 
function(X, cov.mat = T, c = 2.6, A.est = c("biweight", "mod.biweight", 

 "sine", "mod.sine"), approx.corr = F, sign.mat = NULL, pcs = c(1,2), screeplot = 

F){ 

#This function calculates the element-wise robust estimate of the 

#sample covariance matrix and returns the necessary matrices needed 

#to construct a RPCA biplot based on the element-wise robust estimate. 

#*Parameters* 

#X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#            and the samples as rows. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the RPCs are found for the sample 

#        covariance matrix, otherwise they are found for the 

#        sample correlation matrix. 

#c (positive real number): Constant for A-estimates. 

#A.est (string): Type of A-estimate to use. Can choose between 

#       the 'biweight', 'modified biweight', 'sine' or 'modified 

#       sine' functions. 

#approx.corr (logical): If true, a CPCA biplot is constructed to 

optimally 

#       approximate the correlations between the variables. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the RPCs. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which RPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

# 
 n <- nrow(X) 

 p <- ncol(X) 

 rob.cov.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = p, ncol = p) 

  

   

 rob.cent.vec <- apply(X, 2, median) 

 rob.scale.vec <- apply(X, 2, mad) 

 t.mat <- scale(X, center = rob.cent.vec, scale = c * rob.scale.vec) 

  

 #Calculate robust variances 

 for(i in 1:p) { 

  t.vec <- t.mat[,i] 

  if(A.est == "biweight") { 

   t.red.vec <- t.vec[abs(t.vec) < 1] 

   num.vec <- t.red.vec^2 * (1 - t.red.vec^2)^4 

   denom.vec <- (1 - t.red.vec^2) * (1 - 5*t.red.vec^2) 

   rob.cov.mat[i, i] <- (((n*c*rob.scale.vec[i])/sqrt(n-1)) *  

    (sqrt(sum(num.vec)) / abs(sum(denom.vec))))^2 

  } 

  else if(A.est == "mod.biweight") { 

   t.red.vec <- t.vec[abs(t.vec) < 1] 

   num.vec <- t.red.vec^2 * (1 - t.red.vec^2)^4 

   denom.vec <- (1 - t.red.vec^2)^2 

   rob.cov.mat[i, i] <- (((n*c*rob.scale.vec[i])/sqrt(n-1))*  

    (sqrt(sum(num.vec))/abs(sum(denom.vec))))^2 

  } 

  else { 

   t.red.vec <- t.vec[abs(t.vec) < pi] 

   num.vec <- (sin(t.red.vec))^2 

   denom.vec <- cos(t.red.vec) 

   if(A.est == "sine") 

    rob.cov.mat[i, i] <- (((n*c*rob.scale.vec[i])/sqrt(n-1)) *  

     (sqrt(sum(num.vec))/abs(sum(denom.vec))))^2 

   else { 

    k <- 0.973 

    if(n <= 100) 

     k <- 0.973 + (3.353 * 1e-6) * n^(3/2) - 
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      (3.686 * 1e-7) * n^3 + 3.091 * n^(-3/2)  

    rob.cov.mat[i, i] <- k * (((n*c*rob.scale.vec[i])/sqrt(n-

1)) * 

     atan(sqrt(sum(num.vec))/abs(sum(denom.vec))))^2 

   } 

  } 

 } 

 

 #Calculate robust covariances 

 var.pairs.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = p*p, ncol = 2) 

 i <- 1 

 j <- 1 

 while(i <= p) { 

  var.pairs.mat[j:(j+(p-1)),1] <- rep(i, p) 

  i <- i + 1 

  j <- j + p 

 } 

 var.pairs.mat[,2] <- rep(1:p, p) 

 var.pairs.mat <- var.pairs.mat[var.pairs.mat[,1] != var.pairs.mat[,2],] 

 var.pairs.mat <- var.pairs.mat[var.pairs.mat[,1] < var.pairs.mat[,2],] 

 

 obs.pairs.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = n*n, ncol = 2) 

 i <- 1 

 j <- 1 

 while(i <= n) { 

  obs.pairs.mat[j:(j+(n-1)),1] <- rep(i, n) 

  i <- i + 1 

  j <- j + n 

 } 

 obs.pairs.mat[,2] <- rep(1:n, n) 

 obs.pairs.mat <- obs.pairs.mat[obs.pairs.mat[,1] != obs.pairs.mat[,2],] 

 obs.pairs.mat <- obs.pairs.mat[obs.pairs.mat[,1] < obs.pairs.mat[,2],] 

 

 

 for(i in 1:nrow(var.pairs.mat)) { 

  var1 <- var.pairs.mat[i,1] 

  var2 <- var.pairs.mat[i,2] 

  dev.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = nrow(obs.pairs.mat), ncol = 2) 

  for(i in 1:nrow(obs.pairs.mat)){ 

   obs1 <- obs.pairs.mat[i,1] 

   obs2 <- obs.pairs.mat[i,2] 

   dev.mat[i,1] <- (t.mat[obs1,var1] - t.mat[obs2,var1])/ 

    (t.mat[obs1,var2] - t.mat[obs2,var2]) 

   dev.mat[i,2] <- (t.mat[obs1,var2] - t.mat[obs2,var2])/ 

    (t.mat[obs1,var1] - t.mat[obs2,var1]) 

   if(is.infinite(dev.mat[i,1]) || is.nan(dev.mat[i,1])) 

    dev.mat[i,1] <- 0 

   if(is.infinite(dev.mat[i,2]) || is.nan(dev.mat[i,2])) 

    dev.mat[i,2] <- 0 

  } 

  rob.cov.mat[var1,var2] <- 0.5 * (rob.cov.mat[var2,var2] * 

median(dev.mat[,1]) +  

   rob.cov.mat[var1,var1] * median(dev.mat[,2]))   

  rob.cov.mat[var2, var1] <- rob.cov.mat[var1, var2] 

 } 

 

 #Ensures at least a positive semidefinite robust covariance matrix 

 out <- eigen(rob.cov.mat) 

 rob.values <- out$values 

 rob.vectors <- out$vectors 

 pos.indices <- (1:p)[rob.values > 0] 

 rob.vectors.subs <- rob.vectors[,pos.indices] %*% 

diag(sqrt(rob.values[pos.indices])) 

 rob.cov.mat <- rob.vectors.subs %*% t(rob.vectors.subs) 

 out <- svd(rob.cov.mat) 

 rob.values <- out$d 

 rob.vectors <- out$v 

 rownames(rob.vectors) <- colnames(X) 

 

 if(!is.null(sign.mat)) { 

  sign.mat.res <- sign(rob.vectors) 
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  sign.mat <- ifelse(sign.mat==sign.mat.res,1,-1) 

  for(i in 1:p){ 

   rob.vectors[,i] <- sign.mat[,i] * rob.vectors[,i] 

  } 

 } 

 rownames(rob.vectors) <- colnames(X) 

 

  

 if(!cov.mat) 

  if(!approx.corr) 

   Z.rob <- (scale(X, center = rob.cent.vec,  

scale = sqrt(diag(rob.cov.mat))) %*% rob.vectors)[,pcs] 

  else 

   Z.rob <- (scale(X, center = rob.cent.vec,  

scale = sqrt(diag(rob.cov.mat))) %*% 

    rob.vectors %*% diag(sqrt(1/rob.values)))[,pcs] 

 else 

  if(!approx.corr) 

   Z.rob <- (scale(X, center = rob.cent.vec, scale = F) %*% 

     rob.vectors)[,pcs] 

  else 

   Z.rob <- (scale(X, center = rob.cent.vec, scale = F) %*% 

    rob.vectors %*% diag(sqrt(1/rob.values)))[,pcs] 

 

 prop.var <- rob.values[pcs]/sum(rob.values) 

 goodness.fit <- sum(prop.var) 

 adequacy <- diag(rob.vectors[,pcs] %*% t(rob.vectors[,pcs])) 

 

 #Scree plot 

 if(screeplot){ 

  plot(1:p, rob.values, xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:p, rob.values) 

 } 

 

 if(cov.mat) rob.scale.vec <- rep(1,p) 

 else rob.scale.vec = sqrt(diag(rob.cov.mat)) 

   

 list(V.res = rob.vectors,eigen.vals.res = rob.values, Z.res = Z.rob, 

   rob.cov.mat = rob.cov.mat, mean.rob.vec = rob.cent.vec,  

scale.rob.vec = rob.scale.vec, goodness.fit = goodness.fit, adequacy = 

adequacy) 

} 

 

robust.cov.mat.sign.rank 
function(X, cov.mat = F, epsilon = 1e-6, 

 biplot.type = c("rank", "sign"), dis.graph = F, label.adj = 0, 

  signs.mat = NULL, pcs=c(1,2), screeplot = F){ 

#This function calculates the robust estimate of the sample 

#covariance matrix using either the 'rank' or 'sign' transformation and 

#return the necessary matrices needed to construct a RPCA biplot based 

#on the estimate. 

#*Parameters* 

X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#           and the samples as rows. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the RPCs are found for the sample 

#      covariance matrix, otherwise they are found for the 

#      sample correlation matrix. 

#epsilon (small positive real number): Error tolerance. 

          approximate the correlations between the variables. 

#biplot.type (string): Specifies the estimate that must be 

#     used to calculate the RPCA biplot. Options are either 

#     the 'sign' or 'rank' transformation estimate. 

#dis.graph (logical): If true, the classical Mahalanobis distances 

#     are calculated and displayed in a graph. 

#label.adj (positive real number): Adjustment for labels on the 
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#     distance graph. 

#signs.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the RPCs. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which RPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

# 

 require(pcaPP)  

 

 n <- nrow(X) 

 p <- ncol(X) 

 spatial.median.vec <- l1median(X) 

 mad.vec <- apply(X, 2, mad) 

 if(!cov.mat){ 

  X <- scale(X, center = spatial.median.vec, scale = mad.vec) 

  scale.rob.vec <- mad.vec 

 } 

 else{ 

  X <- scale(X, center = spatial.median.vec, scale = F) 

  scale.rob.vec <- rep(1, p) 

 } 

  

 sign.mat <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

  if(sum(x * x) <= epsilon) 

   return(rep(0, p)) 

  else 

   return(x / sqrt(sum(x * x))) 

 }) 

  

 rownames(sign.mat) <- colnames(X) 

  

 rank.mat <- sapply(1:n, function(i){ 

  temp.mat1 <- matrix(t(X[i,]), nrow = n - 1, ncol = p, byrow = T) 

  temp.mat2 <- temp.mat1 - X[-i,] 

  temp.mat3 <- apply(temp.mat2, 1, function(x) {x / sqrt(sum(x * x))}) 

  ones.vec <- rep(1, n-1) 

  (1/n^2) * t(ones.vec) %*% t(temp.mat3)   

 }) 

 

 rownames(rank.mat) <- colnames(X) 

 

 sigma.hat.sign.mat <- sign.mat %*% t(sign.mat) 

 sigma.hat.rank.mat <- rank.mat %*% t(rank.mat) 

  

 obs.class.vec <- NULL 

 

 if(dis.graph) { 

  #Classic Mahalanobis distance 

  mean.vec <- apply(X, 2, mean) 

  cov.class.inv <- solve(cov(X))  

  mal.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

   sqrt(t(x - mean.vec) %*% cov.class.inv %*% (x - mean.vec)) 

   }) 

  plot(x = 1:n, y = mal.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

   ylab = "Mahalanobis distance", main = "Classical Mahalanobis 

Distance") 

  abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

  obs.class.vec <- (1:n)[mal.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

  text(x = obs.class.vec, y = mal.dis.vec[obs.class.vec] +  

   label.adj, labels = obs.class.vec, adj = 1, cex = 0.7)  

 } 

 

 if(biplot.type == "rank") 

  out.svd <- svd(sigma.hat.rank.mat) 

 else 

  out.svd <- svd(sigma.hat.sign.mat) 

 

 V.rob <- out.svd$v 

 rownames(V.rob) <- colnames(X) 

 if(!is.null(signs.mat)) { 
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  signs.mat.res <- sign(V.rob) 

  signs.mat <- ifelse(signs.mat==signs.mat.res,1,-1) 

  for(i in 1:p){ 

   V.rob[,i] <- signs.mat[,i] * V.rob[,i] 

  } 

 } 

 eigen.vals <- out.svd$d 

 Z.rob <- X %*% V.rob[,pcs] 

 prop.var <- eigen.vals[pcs]/sum(eigen.vals) 

 goodness.fit <- sum(prop.var) 

 adequacy <- diag(V.rob[,pcs] %*% t(V.rob[,pcs])) 

 

 #Scree plot 

 if(screeplot){ 

  plot(1:p, eigen.vals, xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:p, eigen.vals) 

 } 

   

 return(list(V.res = V.rob, eigen.vals.res = eigen.vals, Z.res = Z.rob, 

  goodness.fit = goodness.fit, adequacy = adequacy, 

 mean.rob.vec = spatial.median.vec, 

  scale.rob.vec = scale.rob.vec, sigma.hat.sign.mat = sigma.hat.sign.mat, 

  sigma.hat.rank.mat = sigma.hat.rank.mat, obs.class.vec = obs.class.vec))  

} 

 

proj.robpca 
function(X, q = 2, pcs=c(1,2), cov.mat = F, kmax = 10, alpha = 0.75, mcd = 1, 

 screeplot = F, plots = 1, labsd = 3, labod = 3, sign.mat = NULL){ 

#This function conducts ROBPCA using the 'robpca' function in the 

#library 'ROBPCA' and returns the matrices necessary to construct 

#a RPCA biplot based on the robustly estimated RPCs. 

#*Parameters* 

#X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#            and the samples as rows. 

#q (positive integer): The number of RPCs to compute. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which RPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#cov.mat (logical): If true, the RPCs are found for the sample 

#        covariance matrix, otherwise they are found for the 

#        sample correlation matrix. 

#alpha (positive real number): 1 - alpha is the percentage 

contamination 

#        in the data that the ROBPCA algorithm should resist. 

#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the RPCs. 

#Other parameters: See the 'robpca' function. 

# 
 n <- nrow(X) 

 p <- ncol(X) 

 mean.rob.vec <- apply(X, 2, median) 

 scale.rob.vec <- apply(X, 2, mad) 

  

 if(!cov.mat) 

  X <- scale(X, center = mean.rob.vec, scale = scale.rob.vec) 

 else 

  X <- scale(X, center = mean.rob.vec, scale = F) 

 

 out.robpca <- robpca(X, k = q, kmax = kmax, alpha = alpha, mcd = mcd, 

  plots = plots, labsd = labsd, labod = labod, classic = 0) 

 

 V <- out.robpca$P 

 eigen.vals <- out.robpca$L 

 Z.res <- out.robpca$T 

 h <- out.robpca$h 

 rob.score.dis <- out.robpca$sd 
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 rob.orth.dis <- out.robpca$od 

 cutoff.vals <- out.robpca$cutoff 

 flagged.outliers <- out.robpca$flag 

 

 if(!is.null(sign.mat)) { 

  sign.mat.res <- sign(V) 

  sign.mat <- ifelse(sign.mat==sign.mat.res,1,-1) 

  for(i in 1:p){ 

   V[,i] <- sign.mat[,i] * V[,i] 

  } 

  #out.scale <- ScaleAdv(X, center = center, scale = scale) 

  Z.res <- X %*% V[,pcs] 

 } 

 

 if(q == ncol(X)){ 

  prop.var <- eigen.vals[pcs]/sum(eigen.vals) 

  goodness.fit <- sum(prop.var) 

 } 

 else goodness.fit <- NA 

 if(q == 2) 

  adequacy <- diag(V %*% t(V)) 

 else { 

  if(max(pcs) > q) 

   stop("PC number is larger than q") 

  adequacy <- diag(V[,pcs] %*% t(V[,pcs])) 

 } 

 

 #Scree plot 

 if(screeplot) { 

  windows() 

  plot(1:q, eigen.vals, xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:q, eigen.vals) 

 } 

 

 list(V.res = V, eigen.vals.res = eigen.vals, Z.res = Z.res, 

  mean.rob.vec = mean.rob.vec, scale.rob.vec = scale.rob.vec,  

  goodness.fit = goodness.fit, adequacy = adequacy, h = h, 

  rob.score.dis = rob.score.dis, rob.orth.dis = rob.orth.dis, 

  cutoff.vals = cutoff.vals, flagged.outliers = flagged.outliers) 

} 

 

proj.pursuit.PCA 
function(X, q = 2, p.larger = FALSE, proj.method = c("mad","qn"),  

calc.method=c("eachobs","lincomb","sphere"), 

 nmax = 1000, maxhalf = 5, update = TRUE, scores = TRUE,  

maxiter = 5, scale = "mad", splitcircle = 10, 

 center = c("median","l1median"), anglehalving = TRUE,  

qfact2dim = 10, screeplot = FALSE, pcs = c(1,2), sign.mat = NULL){ 

#This function conducts Projection Pursuit using the 'PCAproj' or 

'PCAgrid' functions 

#in the library 'pcaPP' and returns the matrices necessary to construct 

#a RPCA biplot based on the robustly estimated RPCs. 

#*Parameters* 

#X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#            and the samples as rows. 

#q (positive integer): The number of RPCs to compute. 

#p.larger (logical): If true, the 'PCAgrid' function is used, 

#        otherwise the 'PCAproj' function is used. 

#proj.method (string): The projection index that is used. Options 

#        are the 'qn' or 'mad' projection indices. 

#calc.method (string): Methods that can be used to improve the 

optimisation. 

#        Options are the 'eachobs', 'lincomb' or 'sphere' methods. 

See 

#        the 'PCAproj' and 'PCAgrid' functions for more details. 
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#screeplot (logical): If true, a scree plot is constructed. 

#pcs (vector): Specifies which RPCs should be used for the principal 

axes. 

#sign.mat (matrix): Matrix of +-1s for changing the signs of the RPCs. 

#Other parameters: See the 'PCAproj' and 'PCAgrid' functions. 
# 

 require(pcaPP) 

  

 n <- nrow(X) 

 p <- ncol(X) 

 

 if(!p.larger) 

  out.robpca <- PCAproj(X, k=q, method = proj.method, CalcMethod = 

calc.method, 

   nmax = nmax, update = update, scores = scores, maxit = maxiter, 

    maxhalf = maxhalf, center = center, scale = scale) 

 else 

  out.robpca <- PCAgrid(X, k=q, method = proj.method, scores = scores, 

maxiter = maxiter, splitcircle = splitcircle, anglehalving = 

anglehalving,  

fact2dim = fact2dim, center = center, scale = scale) 

 

 eigen.vals <- out.robpca$sdev^2 

 V <- out.robpca$loadings 

 Z.res <- out.robpca$scores[,pcs] 

 mean.rob.vec <- out.robpca$center 

 scale.rob.vec <- sqrt(out.robpca$scale) 

 

 if(!is.null(sign.mat)) { 

  sign.mat.res <- sign(V) 

  sign.mat <- ifelse(sign.mat==sign.mat.res,1,-1) 

  for(i in 1:p){ 

   V[,i] <- sign.mat[,i] * V[,i] 

  } 

  out.scale <- ScaleAdv(X, center = center, scale = scale) 

  Z.res <- out.scale$x %*% V[,pcs] 

 } 

 

 if(q == ncol(X)){ 

  prop.var <- eigen.vals[pcs]/sum(eigen.vals) 

  goodness.fit <- sum(prop.var) 

 } 

 else goodness.fit <- NA 

 if(q == 2) 

  adequacy <- diag(V %*% t(V)) 

 else { 

  if(max(pcs) > q) 

   stop("PC number is larger than q") 

  adequacy <- diag(V[,pcs] %*% t(V[,pcs])) 

 } 

 

 #Scree plot 

 if(screeplot) { 

  plot(1:q, eigen.vals, xlab="Component number", 

   ylab="Eigenvalue",main="Scree Plot") 

  lines(1:q, eigen.vals) 

 } 

 

 list(V.res = V, eigen.vals.res = eigen.vals, Z.res = Z.res, 

  mean.rob.vec = mean.rob.vec, scale.rob.vec = scale.rob.vec,  

  goodness.fit = goodness.fit, adequacy = adequacy) 

} 

 

influence 
function(data){ 

#This function calculates the actual and estimated influence values 

#for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix. 

#*Parameters* 
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#data (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#               and the samples as rows. 

# 
 n <- nrow(data) 

 p <- ncol(data) 

 table1 <- matrix(0, nrow = n, ncol = 6) 

 table2 <- matrix(0, nrow = n, ncol = 6) 

 

 est.eigenvec.inf <- function(vec.num, obs.num, score.mat, eigenvec.mat, eigenvals) 

 { 

  -score.mat[obs.num, vec.num] * (eigenvec.mat[, -vec.num] %*% 

    diag((score.mat[obs.num, -vec.num] /  

   (eigenvals[-vec.num] - eigenvals[vec.num])))) %*% rep(1, p-1) 

 } 

  

 cent.data <- scale(data, scale = F) 

 out.svd <- svd(t(cent.data) %*% cent.data / (n-1)) 

 eigenvals <- out.svd$d 

 eigenvecs <- out.svd$v 

 pc.scores <- cent.data %*% eigenvecs 

 est.inf.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = n, ncol = 4) 

 for(i in 1:n){ 

  est.inf.mat[i, 1] <- (1 / (n - 1)) * (pc.scores[i,1]^2 - eigenvals[1]) 

  est.inf.mat[i, 2] <- (1 / (n - 1)) * (pc.scores[i,2]^2 - eigenvals[2]) 

  est.inf.mat[i, 3] <- (1 / (n - 1)^2) * sum(est.eigenvec.inf(1, i, 

pc.scores,  

   eigenvecs, eigenvals)^2)  

  est.inf.mat[i, 4] <- (1 / (n - 1)^2) * sum(est.eigenvec.inf(2, i, 

pc.scores,  

   eigenvecs, eigenvals)^2)  

      

 } 

 est.inf.mat <- round(est.inf.mat, 6) 

   

 act.inf.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = n, ncol = 4) 

 for(i in 1 : n){ 

  temp.data <- scale(data[-i, ], scale = F) 

  out.svd <- svd(t(temp.data) %*% temp.data / (n-1)) 

  temp.eigenvals <- out.svd$d 

  temp.eigenvecs <- out.svd$v 

 

  act.inf.mat[i, 1] <- eigenvals[1] - temp.eigenvals[1] 

  act.inf.mat[i, 2] <- eigenvals[2] - temp.eigenvals[2] 

  act.inf.mat[i,3] <- sum((eigenvecs[, 1] - temp.eigenvecs[, 1])^2) 

  act.inf.mat[i,4] <- sum((eigenvecs[, 2] - temp.eigenvecs[, 2])^2) 

 } 

 act.inf.mat <- round(act.inf.mat, 6) 

 

 temp.mat <- abs(cbind(est.inf.mat[, 1], act.inf.mat[, 1], 1:n)) 

 table1[, 1:3] <- temp.mat[order(temp.mat[, 1], decreasing = T), ] 

 temp.mat <- cbind(est.inf.mat[, 3], act.inf.mat[, 3], 1:n) 

 table1[, 4:6] <- temp.mat[order(temp.mat[, 1], decreasing = T), ] 

 temp.mat <- abs(cbind(est.inf.mat[, 2], act.inf.mat[, 2], 1:n)) 

 table2[, 1:3] <- temp.mat[order(temp.mat[, 1], decreasing = T), ] 

 temp.mat <- cbind(est.inf.mat[, 4], act.inf.mat[, 4], 1:n) 

 table2[, 4:6] <- temp.mat[order(temp.mat[, 1], decreasing = T), ] 

 

 colnames(table1) <- c("Est. eigenvalue", "Act. eigenvalue", "Obs. no.", 

  "Est. eigenvector", "Act. eigenvector", "Obs. no.") 

 colnames(table2) <- c("Est. eigenvalue", "Act. eigenvalue", "Obs. no.", 

  "Est. eigenvector", "Act. eigenvector", "obs. no.") 

 

 list(first.prin.comp = table1, second.prin.comp = table2)  

} 

 

PPdiagplot 
function(data, k = 2, obj, alpha = 0.75, labod=3, labsd=3){ 

#This function calculates a ROBPCA outlier map (or diagnostic plot) 

#for PCAproj() and PCAgrid() objects. 
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#*Parameters* 

#data (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#               and the samples as rows. 

#obj (list): The object returned by the PCAgrid() or PCAproj() 

functions. 

#alpha (positive real number): (1-alpha) measures the fraction 

#            of outliers the algorithm should resist. Any value 

between 

#           0.5 and 1 may be specified (default = 0.75). 

#labod (positive integer): The 'labod' observations with 

#               largest orthogonal distance are labeled on the outlier 

map. 

#labsd (positive integer): The 'labsd' observations with largest 

#                          score distance are labeled on the outlier 

map. 

# 

#NB: The functions in the ROBPCA library are needed for this function. 

# 
 data <- as.matrix(data) 

 n <- nrow(data) 

 p <- ncol(data) 

 h <- alpha * n 

  

 if(n < p) 

                X.svd <- kernelEVD(data) 

        else 

                X.svd <- classSVD(data) 

 

 out$T <- obj$scores 

 out$P <- obj$loadings 

 out$M <- obj$center 

 out$L <- out$sdev^2 

 out$k <- k 

 out$h <- h 

  

 out <- CompRobustDist(data, X.svd$rank, out, classic = 0) 

  plot.robpca(out, classic = 0, labod = labod, labsd = labsd, 

main.title = "Projection-Pursuit") 

} 

 

rob.cov.test 
function(X, cov.mat, epsilon = 1e-6, max.iter = 100){ 

#This function conducts a hierarchical test of the equivalence of two 

or 

#more covariance matrices. 

#*Parameters* 

#X (list): A list of the samples. 

#rob.cov.mat (list): A list of the (robust) covariance matrices 

#                 corresponding to the samples. 

#epsilon (small positive real number): Error tolerance. 

#max.iter (positive integer): The maximum number of iterations 

#                allowed for convergence to be reached. 

# 
 require(MASS) 

  

 n.vec <- sapply(X, function(mat) {nrow(mat) - 1}) 

 n <- sum(n.vec) 

 p <- ncol(X[[1]]) 

 s <- length(X) 

  

 sigma0.hat.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = p, ncol = p) 

 for(i in 1:s) 

  sigma0.hat.mat <- sigma0.hat.mat + n.vec[i] * cov.mat[[i]] 
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 sigma0.hat.mat <- (1/n) * sigma0.hat.mat 

  

 c.vec <- rep(0, s) 

 sigma.hat.accent.mat <- sigma0.hat.mat 

 iter <- 0 

 repeat { 

  iter <- iter + 1 

  c.upd.vec <- sapply(cov.mat, function(mat) { 

   temp.mat <- solve(sigma.hat.accent.mat) %*% mat 

   sum(diag(temp.mat)) / p 

   }) 

  sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = p, ncol = p) 

  for(i in 1:s) { 

   sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat <- sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat +  

    (n.vec[i]/c.upd.vec[i]) * cov.mat[[i]] 

  } 

  sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat <- (1/n) * sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat 

   

  if(max(abs(sigma.hat.accent.mat - sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat)) < epsilon || 

   iter > max.iter) { 

   sigma.hat.accent.mat <- sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat 

   c.vec <- c.upd.vec 

   break 

  } 

  else sigma.hat.accent.mat <- sigma.hat.accent.upd.mat 

 } 

 

 C.mat <- matrix(1, nrow = p, ncol = s) 

 C.upd.mat <- C.mat 

 sigma.hat.daccent.mat <- sigma0.hat.mat 

 iter <- 0 

 repeat { 

  iter <- iter + 1 

  mat.inv <- ginv(sigma.hat.daccent.mat) 

   

  for(j in 1:p)  

   for(i in 1:s) { 

    C.upd.mat[j,i] <- sum((mat.inv[,j] * 

cov.mat[[i]][,j])/C.mat[,i]) 

    if(round(C.upd.mat[j,i]) == 0) 

     C.upd.mat[j,i] <- epsilon 

  } 

 

  sigma.hat.daccent.upd.mat <- matrix(0, nrow = p, ncol = p) 

  for(i in 1:s) { 

   diag.mat <- diag(1/C.upd.mat[,i]) 

   sigma.hat.daccent.upd.mat <- sigma.hat.daccent.upd.mat +  

    n.vec[i] * diag.mat %*% cov.mat[[i]] %*% diag.mat 

  } 

  sigma.hat.daccent.upd.mat <- (1/n) * sigma.hat.daccent.upd.mat 

 

  if(max(abs(C.mat - C.upd.mat)) < epsilon || iter > max.iter) break 

  else { 

   sigma.hat.daccent.mat <- sigma.hat.daccent.upd.mat 

   C.mat <- C.upd.mat 

  } 

 } 

 

 t1 <- n * log(det(sigma0.hat.mat)/det(sigma.hat.accent.mat)) - 

  2 * p * sum(n.vec[-1] * log(sqrt(c.vec[-1]))) 

 t2 <- n * log(det(sigma.hat.accent.mat)/det(sigma.hat.daccent.mat)) - 2 * 

  sum(n.vec[-1] * (t(rep(1, p)) %*% log(C.mat[,-1]) - p * log(c.vec[-1]))) 

 t3 <- sum(n.vec * sapply(cov.mat, function(mat) 

{det(sigma.hat.daccent.mat)/det(mat)})) + 

  2 * sum(n.vec[-1] * (t(rep(1, p)) %*% log(C.mat[,-1]))) 

 

 t1.pval <- pchisq(t1, s - 1, lower.tail=F) 

 t2.pval <- pchisq(t2, p * (s - 1), lower.tail=F) 

 t3.pval <- pchisq(t3, 0.5 * p * (s-1) * (p-1), lower.tail=F) 
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 sum.table <- matrix(0, nrow = 3, ncol = 2) 

 rownames(sum.table) <- c("T1","T2","T3") 

 colnames(sum.table) <- c("critical value","p-value") 

 sum.table[1,] <- c(t1, t1.pval) 

 sum.table[2,] <- c(t2, t2.pval) 

 sum.table[3,] <- c(t3, t3.pval) 

 

 list(summary = sum.table, sigma0.hat.mat = sigma0.hat.mat,  

  sigma.hat.accent.mat = sigma.hat.accent.mat, c.vec = c.vec, 

  sigma.hat.daccent.mat = sigma.hat.daccent.mat, C.mat = C.mat) 

} 

 

robust.distances 
function(X, label.adj = 0, class = T,  

  rob = c("MEst","MVE","MCD","SEst","MMest","EWRE"), c = 2.6){ 

# This function calculates robust Mahalanobis distances using 

# robust estimates of the sample covariance matrix. 

# *Parameters* 

# X (matrix): The data matrix with the variables as columns 

#               and the samples as rows. 

# label.adj (positive real number): Adjusts the position of 

# the labels of the points above the horizontal line. 

# class (logical): If true, the classical Mahalanobis 

# distances are calculated. 

# rob (string): The type of estimate for the sample covariance 

# matrix. The choices are: 

# MEst: Multivariate M-Estimate 

# MVE: Minumum Volume Ellipsoid Estimate 

# MCD: Minimum Covariance Determinant Estimate 

# SEst: S-Estimate 

# MMEst: Multivariate MM-Estimate 

# EWRE: Element-wise Robust Estimate 

# c (positive real number): Positive constant used in weighting 

functions. 

# 
 p <- ncol(X) 

 n <- nrow(X) 

 rob.dist.vec <- NULL 

  

 if (class == T){ 

  #Classic Mahalanobis distance 

  mean.vec <- apply(X, 2, mean) 

  cov.class.inv <- solve(cov(X))  

  mal.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

   sqrt(t(x - mean.vec) %*% cov.class.inv %*% (x - mean.vec)) 

   }) 

  plot(x = 1:n, y = mal.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

   ylab = "Mahalanobis distance", main = "Classical Mahalanobis 

Distance") 

  abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

  obs <- (1:n)[mal.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

  text(x = obs, y = mal.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj, labels = obs, adj = 1, cex 

= 0.7) 

  return(rob.dist.vec = mal.dis.vec) 

 } 

 else { 

  if(rob == "MEst") { 

  #Mahalanobis distance based on the M-estimate 

   out.M.est <- covMest(as.matrix(X)) 

   cov.M.est.inv <- solve(out.M.est$cov) 

   rob.M.est.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

    sqrt(t(x - as.vector(out.M.est$center)) %*% cov.M.est.inv 

%*%  

     (x - as.vector(out.M.est$center))) 

   }) 
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   plot(x = 1:n, y = rob.M.est.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

    ylab = "Robust distance", main = "M-estimate") 

   abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

   obs <- (1:n)[rob.M.est.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

   text(x = obs, y = rob.M.est.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj,  

labels = obs, adj = 1, cex = 0.7) 

   rob.dist.vec = rob.M.est.dis.vec 

  } 

  else if(rob == "MVE") { 

  #Mahalanobis distance based on the minimum volume ellipsoid 

   out.mve <- cov.rob(X, method = "mve") 

   cov.mve.inv <- solve(out.mve$cov) 

   rob.mve.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

    sqrt(t(x - out.mve$center) %*% cov.mve.inv %*%  

(x - out.mve$center)) 

    }) 

   plot(x = 1:n, y = rob.mve.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

    ylab = "Robust distance", main = "MVE") 

   abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

   obs <- (1:n)[rob.mve.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

   text(x = obs, y = rob.mve.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj, 

labels = obs, adj = 1, cex = 0.7) 

   rob.dist.vec = rob.mve.dis.vec 

  } 

  else if(rob == "MCD") { 

  #Mahalanobis distance based on the minimum covariance determinant 

   out.mcd <- cov.rob(X, method = "mcd") 

   cov.mcd.inv <- solve(out.mcd$cov) 

   rob.mcd.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

    sqrt(t(x - out.mcd$center) %*% cov.mcd.inv %*% 

    x - out.mcd$center)) 

    }) 

   plot(x = 1:n, y = rob.mcd.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

    ylab = "Robust distance", main = "MCD") 

   abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

   obs <- (1:n)[rob.mcd.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

   text(x = obs, y = rob.mcd.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj, 

labels = obs, adj = 1, cex = 0.7) 

   rob.dist.vec = rob.mcd.dis.vec 

  } 

  else if(rob == "SEst") { 

  #Mahalanobis distance based on S-estimate 

   out.S.est <- multiMM(as.matrix(X)) 

   cov.S.est.inv <- solve(out.S.est$Sshape*(out.S.est$auxscale)^2) 

   rob.S.est.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

    sqrt(t(x - as.vector(out.S.est$Sloc)) %*%  

     cov.S.est.inv %*% (x - as.vector(out.S.est$Sloc))) 

    }) 

   plot(x = 1:n, y = rob.S.est.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

    ylab = "Robust distance", main = "S-estimate") 

   abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

   obs <- (1:n)[rob.S.est.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

   text(x = obs, y = rob.S.est.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj, 

labels = obs, adj = 1, cex = 0.7) 

   rob.dist.vec = rob.S.est.dis.vec 

  } 

  else if(rob == "MMEst") { 

  #Mahalanobis distance based on multivariate MM-estimate 

   cov.MM.est.inv <- solve(out.S.est$covariance) 

   rob.MM.est.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

    sqrt(t(x - as.vector(out.S.est$loc)) %*%  

     cov.MM.est.inv %*% (x - as.vector(out.S.est$loc))) 

    }) 

   plot(x = 1:n, y = rob.MM.est.dis.vec, main = "MM-estimate") 

   abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

   obs <- (1:n)[rob.MM.est.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

   text(x = obs, y = rob.MM.est.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj, 

    labels = obs, adj = 1, cex = 0.7) 

   rob.dist.vec = rob.MM.est.dis.vec 

  } 

  else { 
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  #Mahalanobis distance based on elementwise robust estimate 

   out.element.est <- elementwise.rob.cov(as.matrix(X), 

   c = c, A.est = "mod.sine") 

   cov.rob.inv <- solve(out.element.est$rob.cov.mat) 

   X <- scale(X, center = apply(X, 2, median), scale = F) 

   rob.dis.vec <- apply(X, 1, function(x){ 

    sqrt(t(x) %*% cov.rob.inv %*% x) 

    }) 

   plot(x = 1:n, y = rob.dis.vec, xlab = "Observation", 

    ylab = "Robust distance", main = "Elementwise robust 

estimate") 

   abline(h = sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))) 

   obs <- (1:n)[rob.dis.vec > sqrt(qchisq(0.975, df = p))] 

   text(x = obs, y = rob.dis.vec[obs] + label.adj, 

labels = obs, adj = 1, cex = 0.7) 

   rob.dist.vec = rob.dis.vec 

  } 

  

  return(rob.dist.vec = rob.dist.vec) 

 } 

} 

 

 
Code Examples 

Public Utilities data 
CPCA biplot of Gower & Hand (Section 2.4.3) 
 
> out.pca <- biplot.PCA(public.utilities.data, cov.mat = F) 

>cent.vec <- apply(public.utilities.data,2,mean) 

>scale.vec <- sqrt(apply(public.utilities.data,2,var)) 

>out.axes <- axes.markers.pos.PCA(public.utilities.data, out.pca$V.mat[,1:2], 

cent.vec=cent.vec, scale.vec=scale.vec) 

>plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, sample.labels = rownames(public.utilities.data), 

label.samples.adj = 0.1,axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.15,8), 

legend.axes.pos=c(0.1,0.2,0.2,0.2),var.name.adj=c(-0.05,0,0,-0.1,0,0,0.05,0.1), 

prin.axes.exp.factor=c(1.1,1.1)) 

 

Correlation Approximation biplot (Section 2.5.1) 
 
>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(public.utilities.data, cov.mat = F, approx.corr=T) 

>out.axes <- axes.markers.pos.PCA(public.utilities.data, out.pca$V.mat[,1:2], 

  cent.vec=cent.vec,scale.vec=sqrt(scale.vec),eigenvalues=out.pca$eigenvalues, 

approx.corr=T) 

>plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.mark

ers.pos, 

sample.labels = rownames(public.utilities.data),label.samples.adj = 0.015, 

axes.text.size=0.7, prin.axes.exp.factor=c(0.2,0.2),labels.axes.pos=rep(0.02,8), 

legend.axes.pos=c(0.1,0.2,0.2,0.2),var.name.adj=c(-0.01,0,0,0,0,0,0.01,0)) 

 

Traditional biplot (Section 2.3.1) 
 
>biplot.alpha(public.utilities.data,alpha=1,cov.mat=F,axes.on=T,scale.factor=1, 

exp.comp=8,samp.labels.adj=0.25) 

 

 
Alcohol data 
RPCA biplots using projection-pursuit (Section 6.4.4) 
MAD projection index 
 
>out.rob.pca<-proj.pursuit.PCA(alcohol.data, q=6, proj.method="mad", calc.method = 

"lincomb",  

center="l1median", scale="mad",screeplot=F) 
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>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(alcohol.data, out.rob.pca$V.res,  

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec, scale.vec=out.rob.pca$scale.rob.vec, 

scale.adj=rep(3,6)) 

>obs.labels <- rep("",nrow(alcohol.data)) 

>obs.labels[37] <- "37" 

>obs.labels[38] <- "38" 

>obs.labels[43] <- "43" 

>obs.labels[44] <- "44" 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples=T,  

sample.labels=obs.labels,axes.on=rep(1,6),label.samples.adj = 0.3, 

axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.3,6), legend.axes.pos = rep(0.2,4), 

var.name.adj = c(0,0,0,0.1,0,-0.1)) 

 

 projection index 
 
>sign.mat <- sign(out.rob.pca$V.res) 

>out.rob.pca<-proj.pursuit.PCA(alcohol.data, q=6, proj.method="qn", calc.method = 

"lincomb",  

center="l1median", scale="mad",screeplot=T, sign.mat=sign.mat) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(alcohol.data, out.rob.pca$V.res,  

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec, scale.vec=out.rob.pca$scale.rob.vec, 

scale.adj=rep(3,6)) 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples=T, 

sample.labels=obs.labels, 

axes.on=rep(1,6),label.samples.adj = 

0.3,axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.3,6),  

legend.axes.pos = rep(0.2,4), var.name.adj = c(0,0,0,0.1,0,-0.1)) 

 

 

Vowel Recognition data 
CPCA biplot (Section 6.3.3) 
 
>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(vowel.train[,-1]) 

>cent.vec <- apply(vowel.train[,-1],2,mean) 

>out.axes <- axes.markers.pos.PCA(vowel.train[,-1], out.pca$V.mat[,1:2], 

cent.vec=cent.vec) 

>obs.labels <- rep("",nrow(vowel.train)) 

>obs.labels[100] <- "100" 

>obs.labels[111] <- "111" 

>obs.labels[112] <- "112" 

>plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples=F,sample.labels = obs.labels, 

label.samples.adj = 0.4,axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.1,10)) 

 

RPCA biplot using ROBPCA (Section 6.3.3) 
 
>sign.mat <- sign(out.pca$V.mat) 

>out.robpca <- proj.robpca(vowel.train[,-1],q = 

10,cov.mat=T,screeplot=F,sign.mat=sign.mat) 

> out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(vowel.train[,-1], out.robpca$V.res,  

cent.vec=out.robpca$mean.rob.vec, scale.vec=out.robpca$scale.rob.vec) 

>plot.biplot(out.robpca$Z.res[,1],out.robpca$Z.res[,2],out.pca$V.res,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples=F,sample.labels = obs.labels, 

label.samples.adj = 0.4,axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.1,10)) 

 

Swiss Bank Notes data 
CPCA biplot (Section 4.2.1.1.1.2) 
 
>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(banknotes.data, cov.mat=F) 

>cent.vec <- apply(banknotes.data,2,mean) 

>scale.vec <- sqrt(apply(banknotes.data,2,var)) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(banknotes.data, out.pca$V.mat, cent.vec=cent.vec,  

scale.vec=scale.vec) 

>plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 
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out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = F, 

axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.2,6), legend.axes.pos=c(0.1,0.2,0.2,0.2)) 

 

 
RPCA biplot based on the RSVD and Huber’s weight function (Section 5.3.1.3.2) 
>out.rob.pca<-robSVD(banknotes.data,cov.mat=F) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(banknotes.data, out.rob.pca$V.res,  

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec, scale.vec=out.rob.pca$scale.rob.vec) 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = F,axes.on=rep(1,6),  

axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.2,6),legend.axes.pos=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2)) 

>obs<-(1:100)[weights<.90] 

>sample.labels[obs] <- obs 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = T, 

axes.on=rep(0,6),sample.labels=sample.labels,label.samples.adj=0.00002) 

 

Milk data 
CPCA biplot (Section 5.3.2.1.2) 
 
>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(milk.data) 

>cent.vec <- apply(milk.data,2,mean) 

>out.axes <- axes.markers.pos.PCA(milk.data, out.pca$V.mat, cent.vec=cent.vec) 

>sample.labels <- rep("", nrow(milk.data)) 

>sample.labels[21]<-"21" 

>sample.labels[9]<-"9" 

>sample.labels[23]<-"23" 

>sample.labels[2]<-"2" 

>sample.labels[25]<-"25" 

>sample.labels[36]<-"36" 

>sample.labels[20]<-"20" 

>sample.labels[15]<-"15" 

>plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = T, sample.labels = sample.labels,  

label.samples.adj=0.4, axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.4,3), 

legend.axes.pos=rep(0.2,3)) 

 

RPCA biplot based on the M-estimate and Campbell’s weight function (Section 
5.3.2.1.2) 
 
>out.rob.pca <- mEstimator(milk.data, weight.func = "campbell", a=1.25, b=3.5) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(milk.data, out.rob.pca$V.res, 

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec) 

>sample.labels <- rep("", nrow(milk.data)) 

>sample.labels[9] <- "9" 

>sample.labels[21] <- "21" 

>sample.labels[23] <- "23" 

>sample.labels[36] <- "36" 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = T, 

sample.labels = sample.labels, label.samples.adj = 0.5, axes.on=rep(1,6),  

axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.4,6),legend.axes.pos=c(0.08,0.8,0.2,0.2)) 

 

Human Tumour data 
RPCA biplot using projection-pursuit (Section 6.5.2) 
MAD projection index 
 
>data <- t(nci.data[1:1000,]) 

>out.rob.pca <- proj.pursuit.PCA(data, q = 2, proj.method = "mad", scale = "mad", 

p.larger = T) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(data, out.rob.pca$V.res, 

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec,  

scale.vec=out.rob.pca$scale.rob.vec) 

>obs.labels <- rep("",nrow(data)) 

>obs.labels[25] <- "F25" 
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>obs.labels[45] <- "F45" 

>obs.labels[47] <- "F47" 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = T, 

sample.labels=obs.labels,  

label.samples.adj = 0.2, axes.on=c(rep(0,5),rep(1,5),rep(0,990)),  

axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=c(rep(0,5),rep(0.3,5)), 

legend.axes.pos=rep(0.2,4), prin.axes.exp.factor=c(2,2)) 

 

CPCA biplot (Section 6.5.2) 
 
>sign.mat <- sign(out.rob.pca$V.res) 

>sign.mat<-cbind(sign.mat, matrix(1,nrow=p,ncol=62)) 

>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(data, cov.mat=F, sign.mat = sign.mat) 

>cent.vec <- apply(data,2,mean) 

>scale.vec <- sqrt(apply(data,2,var)) 

> out.axes <- axes.markers.pos.PCA(data, out.pca$V.mat, cent.vec=cent.vec,  

scale.vec=scale.vec,scale.adj=rep(4.5,1000)) 

> plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, 

label.samples = T, sample.labels=obs.labels, label.samples.adj = 1,  

axes.on=c(rep(0,5),rep(1,5),rep(0,990)),axes.text.size=0.7, 

labels.axes.pos=c(rep(0,5),rep(1,5)),legend.axes.pos=rep(0.2,4),  

prin.axes.exp.factor=c(1,1)) 

 

Automobile data 
CPCA biplot (Section 6.6.2) 
 
>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(car.data, cov.mat=F) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(car.data, out.pca$V.mat, cent.vec=cent.vec, 

scale.vec=scale.vec) 

> plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = F,axes.text.size=0.7, 

labels.axes.pos=rep(0.2,11), legend.axes.pos=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2), 

var.name.adj=c(0,-0.1,rep(0,4),-0.6,rep(0,3),0.6)) 

 

RPCA biplot based on the sign robust sample covariance matrix estimate 
(Section 6.6.2) 
 
>sign.mat <- sign(out.pca$V.mat) 

>out.rob.pca <- robust.cov.mat.sign.rank(car.data, cov.mat=T, biplot=T, 

biplot.type="sign",  

signs.mat=sign.mat) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(car.data, out.rob.pca$V.res, 

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec,  

scale.vec=out.rob.pca$scale.rob.vec) 

>plot.biplot(out.rob.pca$Z.res[,1],out.rob.pca$Z.res[,2],out.rob.pca$V.res, 

out.axes$scales,out.axes$axes.markers.pos, label.samples = F,axes.on=rep(1,11),  

axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.4,11), 

legend.axes.pos=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2)) 

 

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) data 
Correlation approximation CPCA biplot for patients with MS (Section 6.2.4) 
 
>out.pca <- biplot.PCA(ms.data, cov.mat = T, approx.corr=T) 

>cent.vec <- apply(ms.data,2,mean) 

> out.axes <- axes.markers.pos.PCA(ms.data, out.pca$V.mat, cent.vec=cent.vec,  

eigenvalues=out.pca$eigenvalues,approx.corr=T) 

>obs.labels <- rep("", nrow(ms.data)) 

>obs.labels[7] <- "7" 

>obs.labels[16] <- "16" 

>plot.biplot(out.pca$Z[,1],out.pca$Z[,2],out.pca$V.mat,out.axes$scales, 

out.axes$axes.markers.pos, sample.labels = obs.labels, 

label.samples.adj= 0.015, axes.text.size=0.7,labels.axes.pos=rep(0.02,8), 

legend.axes.pos=c(0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2)) 
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Correlation approximation RPCA biplot for patients with MS using the element-
wise robust covariance estimate (Section 6.2.4) 
 
>sign.mat <- sign(out.pca$V.mat) 

>out.rob.pca <- elementwise.rob.cov(ms.data,cov.mat=T,A.est="mod.sine", 

approx.corr=T,sign.mat=sign.mat) 

>out.axes<-axes.markers.pos.PCA(ms.data, out.rob.pca$V.res, 

cent.vec=out.rob.pca$mean.rob.vec, 

eigenvalues = out.rob.pca$eigen.vals.res,approx.corr=T) 

*  
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